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THE FARMER’S ADVOCATE 4 HOME MAGAZINE Her gold is astonishingly abundant, and much 
good is being done with this wealth by many a 
noble and grand individual that the world 
never hears of.

Each of Canada’s exhibits makes a silent 
appeal of more effect than words upon alt 
visitors. Now we can say to our Canadian 
friends, “ Come and see your country in its 
mother’s arms. You will return with an ele
vation of yourself, with knowledge and pleasure 
that will amply repay you for expenditure, and 
with a proud feeling of being connected with 
your mother country and your sister colonies.”

ENTERTAINED BY THE MABQÜI8 OF LOKNB.

On the 5th of June, in company with other 
exhibitors, we accepted a kind invitation from 
the Marquis of Lome to meet him at his resi
dence at Kensington Palace. We made our ap
pearance at the entrance, presented our card, 
entered our name in the register, and were then 
directed to go into a large paved courtyard.
The Marquis was standing at one of the en
trances to the palace to receive us. The quaint 
old yard, the tiled roof, the antique windows, 
the large, spacious, old fashioned rooms of 
State, old tapestry, old paintings, and old his- * 
torical reminiscences were very carefully de
scribed to us by the Marquis, who acted in the 
most courteous and hospitable manner towards 
us. He presented us to H. It H. Princess 
Louise, the sight of whose face has always 
created in us a thrill of pleasure and admira
tion. The first time we saw her \yaa in London 
(Ontario), the second in the Citadél in Quebec, 
and the third at Kensington Palace. The Mar
quis escorted us through the gardens and 
grounds, and then into a room where refresh
ments were furnished to us. After having 
spent a pleasant hour, we retired to ruminate 
on the historical treat we had just received.

PLEASING INCIDENTS.

On the morning of the 29th May, we went to 
the exhibition to have our exhibit arranged.
We found the Canadian Department closed.
We tried all the entrances and approaches we 
could find, but to no purpose. As we were at 
one of the gates, we heard a voice say : “Here 
they come !” and the crowd ran to another 
gate. We went also. The Queen’s open car
riage, drawn by a pair of very handsome chest
nuts, had just arrived. Being fortunately in 
time, we walked by the side of the horse near 
the carriage from which the Queen was to 
alight. She was assisted as she stepped from 
the carriage by the Equerry in Waiting. The 
Prince and Princess of Wales were standing at 
the entrance on the Queen’s arrival. At the 
entrance she took the Princess’s hand in

(Bbüorial. A

WILLIAM WELD, EDITOR AND PROPRIETOR. On the Wing.
THE LEADING AGRICULTURAL JOURNAL PUBLISHED 

IN THE DOMINION.

The Farmer’s Advocate to published on or about the 1st of 
each month. Is impartial and independent of all cliques or 
parties, handsomely illustrated with original engravings, and 
furnishes the most profitable, practical and reliable informa
tion for farmers, dairymen, gardeners or stockmen, of any 
publication in Canada.
^e£**** Subscription—$i.oo per year in advance;

$1,%> if in arrears ; single copies, 10c. each. New subscrip
tions can commence with any month.

The Advocate is sent to subscribers until an explicit order 
is received for its discontinuance, and all payment of 
arrearages is made as required by law.

Remittances should be made direct to this office, either by 
Registered Letter or Money Order, which will be at our 
risk. When made otherwise we cannot be responsible. 

Always give the Name of the Post Office to which your 
paper is sent. Your name cannot be found on our books 
unless this is done.

Discontinuances — Remember that the publisher must be 
notified by letter when a subscriber wishes his paper 
stopped. All arrearages must be paid. Returning your 
paper will not enable us to discontinue it, as we cannot 
find your name on our books unless your Post Office 
address is given.

INDIAN AND COLONIAL EXHIBITION.

This Exhibition is looked upon by many as 
the most important gathering that has been held 
in our generation, as from it the blending in 
unity of all the British possessions is expected in 
such a manner as to aid each other’s interests 
and prosperity. The beauty and wealth of the 
exhibits show that we have all the varied 
products of the world grown or produced in 
our possessions. The gorgeous display made by 
India and Australia seemed at first entirely to 
eclipse Canada; buta closer investigation proves 
that the value of Canada’s representation 
is not surpassed. Her fruits make a grand 
display, the apple being represented by about 
1,000 specimens, preserved in glass jars. Her 
cereals, dairy products, and agricultural ma
chinery are hardly excelled in any part of the 
world. As for soil and territory to be opened 
up, we may say to the energetic what some na
tions cannot, that is, “ Increase and multiply 
and replenish the earth.” As an exhibitor, 
we were favored with a pass for self 
and two others on the memorable day—the 
4th of May. The Queen was accompanied by 
H. R. H. the Prince of Wales, the Duke of 
Connaught, the Princess of Wales, the Princess 
Beatrice, &c. A long procession of dignitaries 
of state, officials, &c., had passed before the 
entrance of our Sovereign Lady sent a thrill 
through the hearts of all true Canadians whose 
good hap it was to be present on the august 
occasion.

Canada’s exhibit was at the opening much 
behind the grand displays made by Australia, 
India, New Zealand, &c. But now it is getting 
in order, the opinion among visitors in the city 
is growing that Canada eclipses all others in the 
real value of her displays, and her courts are 
being better filled with visitors each day. We 
know not what would have been done had our 
Canadian exhibitors been unanimous in exhibit
ing. Not half the manufacturers of London 
-(Ontario) are represented, as the people of Can
ada did not at first see the advantages to be 
gained by exhibiting. As it is, there is not 
half space enough to show with effect many ex
hibits of value that are sent. Many must re
main very obscure, if seen at all. At one of 
our exhibitions in Canada the implements oc
cupied ten times as much space as is allowed 
them here. The fact is, England is small—her 
roads, rooms, farms, fields, buildings—but 
the hearts of her people are as large.

Tile Law Is, that all subscribers to newspapers ar 
responsible until all arrearages are paid, and their 
ordered to be discontinued.

re held 
paper

The Dale on your Label shows to what time your 
subscription is paid.

Advertising Rates—Single insertion, 25 cents per line. 
Contract rates furnished on application.

Address—
THE FARMER'S ADVOCATE,

360 Richmond Street,
London Ont., Canada.

Our Monthly Prize Essays.
CONDITIONS OF COMPETITION.

I..—No award will be made unless one essay at 
least comes up to the standard for publication.

2. —It is not necessary for essayists to agree with 
our policy, so long as they give souud reasons for 
differing from us.

3. —The essays will be judged by the ideas, argu
ments. conciseness and conformity with the subject, 
and not by the grammar, punctuation or spelling, 
our object being to encourage farmers who have en
joyed few educational advantages..

4. —Should one or more essays, in addition to the 
one receiving the first prize, présenta different view 
of the question, a second prize will be awarded, the

being decided by ourselves in each case, and 
the essay will appear in the same or in a succeed
ing issue. . '

sum

Our prize of $5.00 for the best original 
essay on The Best Education for Farmers’ 
Sous and Daughters who Remain on the Farm, 
has been awarded to S. A. Laidman, Binbrook, 
Ont. The essay appears in this issue.

A prize of $5.00 will be given for the best 
original essay on Agricultural Exhibitions as 
Educational Institutions for the Farmer and his 
Family. Essays to be handed in not later than 
July 15th,

A prize of $5.00 will be given for the best 
original essay on the following subject : On
what Basis can the Middlesex Agricultural 
Council and Our Farmers most Harmoniously 
Co bperate for the Best Interests of Agriculture ?
Essays to be handed in not later than August 
15th. . i

A family near Little Rock, Ark., who drank 
milk from a cow bitten by a mad dog, suffered 
excruciatingly from hydrophobia.
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nually, the seed and plant distribution alone 
costing $100,000, and the bureau of animal in
dustry $150,000. If we had never had a live 
stock boom, which cost our farmers many 
millions of dollars, there would have been no 
necessity for su h a bureau to regulate the 
movements of diseased stock, and so far as seed 
distribution is concerned, Washington has been 
converted into a dumping ground for all the 
seed rubbish of both hemispheres. Is Ottawa 
politically more moral than Washington !

The Hon. Mr. Carling is put forward by his 
admirers as the father of the Ontario Model 
Farm, and by a lucky incident, it is said, he 
has been raised to father Model Farms for the 

This statement is based on

Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, and Prince 
Edward Island jointly, 200 acres ; a sub-station 
each for Manitoba and the Northwest, 640 
acres per station ; and 
bia, 200 acres, the central station to exercise 

sort of regulating control over the sub
stations. The central station is to have a 
director, a superintendent of agriculture, a 
superintendent of horticulture, a superin
tendent of forestry, an entomologist, a 
botanist, a chemist, and a veterinary surgeon. 
The sub stations are to have a superintendent 
of agriculture, and a superintendent of horti
culture, subordinate to the director. Of course, 
a host of subordinate officials will also be re
quired. Each station is to have nurseries and 
propagating houses, and a museum is to be es
tablished in connection with the central sta
tion. The special duties of the officers are to 
go round lecturing amongst farmers and fruit
growers.

The Act states that the stations shall execute 
the following functions :

hers, as if to shake hands The Princess then 
stooped down, and kissed the Queen’s hand ; 
then the Queen kissed her on her cheek. The 
Prince then took the Queen’s hand, and Lend
ing down, kissed it. He did not kits his 
mother. Then they entered the Exhibition.

We have read of 100,000 troops being ordered 
• out,to protect the Czar from danger 

journey. Here, the Queen and Princess drive 
in their open carriage, as other citizens. No 
troops required to line the roads ; only a suffi
cient number of policemen to keep the roads 

open. X

for British Colum-one

some

while on a

A DINNER.

The Canadian exhibitors having inaugurated 
a plan to have a dinner together, the idea 
at once taken up, and the Marquis of Lome, 
the Lord Mayor of London, and the representa
tives of the Sister Colonies were invited. The 
dinner took place on the 28th of May, at the 
High Holborn Restaurant ; the tickets were £1 
or $5 each. A very harmonious and pleasant 
time was spent, and we trust it may result in a 
strengthening of the old, and creation of new 
bonds of harmony and good fellowship.

whole Dominion, 
the assumption that the Ontario Model Farm 

The success of this insti-
was

has been a success, 
tution has been confined to the College depart
ment; and the Dominion Act does not provide 
for the establishment of colleges. With refer- 

to live stock, all that the Guelph Farmence
has done is to nurse the booms fatjywçd by 

and all that the Dominion Govefrn—speculators,
ment has done is the establishment of quaran
tines legalize the importation of diseased 
stock, and to compensate the speculators for 
damages caused by the importation of contagi- 

Should we expect better things

1. Conduct researches and verify experi
ments designed to test the relative value, for 
all purposes, of different breeds of stock, and 
their adaptability to the varying climatic or 
other conditions which prevail in the several 
Provinces and the Northwest Territories.

2. Examine into the economic questions in
volved in the production of butter and cheese.

3. Test the merits, hardiness and adaptabil
ity of new or untried varieties of wheat or 
other cereals, and of field crops, grasses and 
forage plants, fruits, vegetables, plants and 
trees, and disseminate among persons engaged 
in farming, gardening or fruit growing, upon 
such conditions as are prescribed by the Min
ister, samples of the surplus of such products

considered to be specially worthy of intro
duction.

4. Analyze fertilizers, whether natural or 
artificial, and conduct experiments with such 
fertilizers, in order to test their comparative 
value as applied to crops of different kinds.

5. Examine into the composition and digesti
bility of foods for domestic animals.

6. Conduct experiments in the planting of 
trees for timber and for shelter.

7. Examine into the diseases to which culti
vated plants and trees are subject, and also 
into the ravages of destructive insects, and 
ascertain and test the most useful preventives 
and remedies to be used in each case.

More Model Farms-Prospects of 
the Experiment Stations Estab

lished by the Dominion Gov
ernment—Are Model Farms 

Booms or Boons?

ous diseases
in other departments of husbandry ?

The secret of the whole affair is that our 
office-seekers are very prolific, and the number 
is abnormally increasing. They all walk in 
fashionable circles, and our farmers should not 
expect them to lower their dignity by long 
hours or honest toil. It is not to their interests 
that the farmer should be educated in the 
principles of agriculture, for he would then be 
able to comprehend what monstrous frauds 
many of our so-called scientific experiments are.

We have already expressed ourselves with 
reference to agricultural expenditures, 
principle is wrong, but so long as the pplicy of 
grab prevails, we would not be doing justice to | 
our farmers if we refused to acknowledge their )

We have been patiently awaiting Prof. 
Saunders’ report on agricultural colleges and 
experimental stations, 
object the Minister of Agriculture 
withholding his Model Farm literature from us;

get his other blue books regularly enough. 
Does he fear our criticisms 1 However, we 
have been favored with Prof. Saunders report 
from another source, with a request to review 
the institutions established, or about to be 
established, by the Dominion Government.

Prof. William Saunders, F.R.S.C., President 
of the Ontario Fruit Growers’ Association, 
President of the Ontario Entomological Society, 
etc., etc., has been commissioned to visit the 
leading agricultural colleges and experiment 
stations in the United States, and to gather 
such other material as will justify the Hon. 
John Carling, Minister of Agriculture, in 
tablishing similar institutions in the Dominion 
of Canada. The Professor presented his report 
sever

We cannot see what 
can have in as

are
we

The

right to a share in the spoils. The grabbers, 
however, are directly benefited by the plunder 
system, while our agricultural interests have 
lost more than they have gained. We 
have attempted to turn the farmers’ share to 
the best interests of agriculture, but so far we8. Investigate the diseases to which domestic 

nimals are subject.
9. Ascertain the vitality and purity of agri

cultural seeds, and
10. Conduct any other experiments and re

searches bearing upon the agricultural industry 
of Canada, which are approved by the Minister.

es-
have met with very poor success.

But we fear that, in the above remarks, we 
have not meted out justice to Prof. Saunders.

He is an eminent
al months ago, and a bill has passed our 

House of Commons known as The Experimental 
Farm Station Art,- based upon 
Saunders’ report. This report is a sequel, as it 

, of the action of a select committee of the 
House of Commons .(1884) appointed to inquire 
into the desirability of establishing such insti
tutions in Canada. This committee, as well as 
Prof. Saunders, made a favorable report of the 

intrusted to them, and as the evi- 
examined be-

He is notan office-seeker, 
chemist who can make an honest living, and bas 
devoted his spare moments to various sciences 
out of pure love for them He is not a practi
cal agriculturist, and although the science of 
agriculture is not his forte, yet he is an emin
ent horticulturist and entomologist, and we be
lieve that he could easily adapt himself to the 

situation, should he be appointed director

Professor
The Act also provides for the setting apart 

of large tracts of land in Manitoba, the North
west and British Columbia for tree planting 
and timber growing. It also provides for the 
publication and free distribution amongst 
farmers of “ bulletins of progress at least once 
in every three months also the publication of 
an annual report. „ .

In a recent issue of the Advocate, wè 
viciously flung our pen at this gigantic bubble 
with the view of puncturing it, but to no 
effect. We must now accept the inevitable, 
and all we can do at present is to point out 
the prospects of failure or success. The cost 
at the outset will be about $250,600 or there
abouts, and it is quite probable that the 
expenditures will soon go into the millions.

were

new
of the experiment stations—and there is no 
doubt but he will. Wè do not exr ress the 
opinion that the institutions which he has so 
strongly recommended will be a failure, but the 
chances are greatly against them— at least for 
many years to come. If Prof. Saunders had - 
the supreme control, and were in a position to 
defy the politicians, the chances would be in 
his favor; for we believe that he would appoint 
only the most qualified men, A large majority 
of similar institutions in the United States 
have failed to be of any benefit to the agricul-

questions
deuce of many practical farmers 
fore the committee has also been favorable to 
the establishment of Model Farms, as well as 
some of our leading journals, a large majority 
of the members of the House of Commons hav-

be invidi-ing voted favorably, it would surely 
ous lor us to stand alone in opposition.

Succinctly, Prof Saunders’ plans 
The establishment, near Ottawa, of a central 

station consisting of not less than 100 acres of 
land to serve jointly for Ontario and Quebec ; The institution is based largely on the Wash- 
a sub-station in the Maritime Provinces for ington concern, which costs over $500,000 an-
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terpriaea, while that of the latter is plundered 
from the people through their representatives. 
When the people demand restitution, the cry 

“Vested Rights” is raised. Let the

tural interests, and they have had better oppor
tunities than we, for they have funds inde
pendent of their governments, while we shall 
have to depend upon government appropria
tions from time to time, whjch will throw the 
institutions into the hands of the politicians,

SSfarm,
Knights of Agriculture—L ong Hours , 

and Short Pay—The Ballot is 0 
Mightier than the Bullet. knights of labor, capital, and agriculture unite 

in their might and demand that no “ vested
and the stations, unless our political morality A correspondent in another column appeals rights” can exist in the plunderings of the peo- 
greatly improves, will be turned into political to uf to break silence, on the labor question, pje. amj on this issue let the knights of 
machines. The supreme control will reside in siting that he has waited in vain for our solu- monopoly be vanquished.
the Minister of Agriculture, who, as a rule, is t*on °} tbe problem. . Any platform erected on an unsound founds-
totally ignorant of agricultural matters, and, This is not strictly an agricultural question, tion cannot stand. The Knights of Labor have 
as past experience proves, he will be controlled and as *s beiQ8 exhaustively discussed by too many unsound planks in their platform ; it 
by rings of speculators who affect to be the Political papers, we have not deemed it our wm totter and fall by virtue of its own weight, 
greatest friends of our farmers. dutF to *nterfere. As a Canadian citizen, we if it is a social wrong for mankind to work ten

At least two of the expectations of Prof, are deeply interested in the movement ; butin hours a day> will the gallant knights force 
Saunders will not likely be realized. There is our professional capacity it takes us more their wives and daughters to drop their needle 
no present prospect of our Local and Federal than ten hours of hard work daily to keep 0r their dish-cloth at the tolling of their ourfew Î 

j Governments acting in harmony ; there is abreast of the times in agricultural questions, \Vhat about the poor farmer’s wife who toils 
greater reason to believe that they will agree fnd our readerB wiu not 1)6 80 exacting as to from early morn till the flickering of the mid- 
on points of constitutional law. Each Govern- impose an extra hour or two upon us in order night lamp? On the other hand we must 
ment will want to claim that it has done the tbat we may constitute ourselves a leading recognize the rights of labor's knights. They 
greater amount of good to our agricultural in- authority on the labor question. However, as have a right to drive the hardest legitimate 
terests. The learned Professor also thinks the problem has recently assumed an agricul- bargain with their employers, and if they can 
that, on grounds of economy, several depart tural form, it being asserted that mutual sym- get ten hours’ pay for one hour's work, they are 
ments should be united in one person until the Patby haa arisen between the Knights of Labor justifiable in doing so ; but the same right 
institutions get into running order. This will and the Patrons of Husbandry, and as most of should be conceded to other citizens, vis., to 
not work. At many other stations the Pro- tbe political papers are laboring more than g6t aa much labor as possible for a given ex- 
feasors have their specialties, and have become ten houre Per day to «ain the auPPort of th« penditure.
leading authorities in their particular branch, laboring classes, instead of contending for Society as a body can be elevated and 
and unless our station follows their example, 80und Prlnciples, our independence in the mat- strengthened in two ways : Each part may 
their researches will be of no value, and their *er may be an ample equivalent for weakness benefit itself by working for the whole, or the 
bulletins and reports may do more harm than m any other re8P«ct- whole may be vitalized by each member doo-
good. This is the main cause of the failure of Our life has been devoted to the cause of the toring itself. The former is the natural, 
our Ontario Model Farm. There are only two Kni8bta of Agriculture, but we have received the latter the artificial and costly method, 
alternatives : money must be lavishly spent in unsatisfactory encourage ment owing to their un- Agriculture is the vital organs, and when any 
the hope of doing a small amount of good, or organized condition. We have been thwarted, 0f them becomes congested or dyspeptic, all the 
moderate sums must be spent with the certainty moreover, by the policy of political journals, other constituent parts of the body must suffer, 
of doing no good. When a scandal comes to light in political The labor limb cannot strengthen Itself by

We express the opinion that Nova Scotia is circles, the other party daubs it as a slander ; over burdening the vital organs. No cure can 
the only level headed Province in the Domin- and> n0 matter how shameful or shameless the be permanent unless it originates in the oir- 
ion. It is preparing teachers to teach agricul act may be, the knights of toil receive the in- culatory system. Abscesses constantly break- 
tural subjects in the public schools. This telligence with supreme indifference. We as a ing out on the limbs tend to degeneracy of the 
method requires no extra expenditures for agri- people are crushed to the dust by the heels of whole body, and require constitutional treat- 
cultural education, and when the youths of our 
country once begin to appreciate the principles 
of agriculture, all the desirable will gradually 
follow.

I

monopoly; we create officials to tax us, making ment, 
them our masters to whom we must bow in Our correspondent appears to have the lm- 
reverential awe, and when their pay gets too pression that there is no power, human or 
short, and their hours too long to be consistent divine, against which the Knights of Agricul- 

Late advices from England state that con- wjtb tbe dignity of their position, the only ture can strike in order to secure short hours 
tracts are being made for the delivery of remedy to them, is the imposition of more and long pay. He is greatly in error. Let them 
Indian wheat in June and .1 uly at 93J cents per taxes; we must create lucrative offices for those try the experiment of destroying the parasites 
bushel of GO pounds. U hile the berry of the wb0 are not able to make an honest living by —not with the bullet, but with the ballot. To 
Indian wheat is rather hard and flinty, English independent exertions ; we appoint a number do so requires organized effort. If the busin
to fit it, and it is not unlikely that in the future of officials to collect our taxes, where one man is to be accomplished by strikes, strike against 
India and not America will determine the could do the work as well, in order that we your enemies, not against your friends. On

may not feel the money go out ■ of our pockets this principle labor cannot successfully strike 
The Calgary Tribune tells a tale about the in lumps ; we cause articles of consumption to against capital, or capital against labor. The 

ranching industry of Alberta, and gives figures be produced in dear localities, and restrict common enemy of society is a parasite of the 
showing the extent of the business. The list freedom of trade, in order to keep up prices Plunder genus, of which there are three well 
contains the names of seventy ranches, and the and create monopolies ; we vote for blusterers known species, viz., Monopoly, Corruption and 
number of head of stock is given at 76,325 cat- of the Bill Frye stamp in order to create the Taxation, Let the Knights of Labor, Agricul- 
tie, 10,025 horses and 21,300 sheep. Valued greatest possible necessity for a standing army, ture and Capital unite their forces, arming
vested m'cattie'; '$G01°500 ffihor^'S per creating knightS °f the 8W°rd *° laiuriatoaPon thenuelve. with that deadly weapon, the bal-

head ; and $85,200 in sheep at $4 per head.
This is a most encouraging report, when it is ists, we must work several hours a day to earn let this be the only plank in the platform, 
considered that tbe industry is yet in its in- 0ur taxes, and many hours more to enable us to This will inaugurate the era of short hours and
fancy. It is only some three or four years CIjst while the knights of the pen and the long pay, and all the other blessings will 
since the first attempt wai made to establish , , .... ...
ranching in the Northwest, and the results of tongue are trampling us still lower in the dust, speedily follow.
the first winter were most discouraging, owing It is a victory of minds in a state of org&niza- Meanwhile, the Knights of Agriculture 
to mismanagement and lack of that knowledge tion over unorganized, slavish brute force. should practice the drill. Let them spend the
necessary to success. Notwithstanding this The real issue is not, or rather should not be, long winters’ evenings in learning how to hit
the climatic peculiarities of the country were one of labor against capital, but of labor and with the ballot. Organize olnbs until every 
not disheartened, and since 'then nothing but capital against monopolies. We make this dis- one can hit the “ bull’s eye ” with unerring 
success has attended all efforts. The past tinction between the capitalist and the monop- certainty, The Knights of Agriculture will 
winter has been very favorable, and stock now 
on the ranches are said to be in excellent con
dition.

X

market price of wheat in Europe.

our taxes. So long as this state of affairs ex- lot, and route their common foe. Meanwhile,
f-
1

olist, that the money of the former is legiti- never, never accomplish this object so long m 
mately earned and is invested in legitimate en- they continue to depend upon the Government
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aider that Canadian phosphates yield 75 to 90 
percent of pare phosphate of lime, and that its 
equal in purity is not found elsewhere in any 
appreciable quantities, is it not surprising that 
its intrinsic value should be so little recognized 
by those who require it to the extent which 
characterizes the known wants of American 
agriculturists? And, too, when by a little 
effort on our part (I speak as an American), 
every pound needed can be mined here by 
American industry, placed direct in the Ameri
can market in its purity, and at a largely re
duced cost, quality considered ? There is now 
about $1,000,000 of capital invested in this 
country adjacent to Ottawa. The demand for 
proper fertilizers is limitless, and must remain 
so. ‘The grain exported from Montreal alone, 
in a single year, bas been estimated to contain 
2,547 tons of phosphoric acid, which implies the 
total exhaustion, so far as phosphates are con
cerned, of 75,000 acres of wheat land, the re
newal of which would necessitate the applica
tion of 6,000 tons of phosphates.’ If this be 
true—and it comes from the highest authority 
—what would be written of the steady exhaus
tion of the great agricultural districts of the 
United States, and their present and future 
necessities ?” ’ \

The first idea that strikes us upon reading 
this report is that our ideas about exports and 
imports should be revolutionized. Our poli
ticians will no doubt boast that they have cre
ated an extensive trade in the products of our 
apatite mines, whereas if our farmers and fruit
growers understood the value of phosphates, 
and knew how to apply them, they would have 
been exported in the form of grain, meat and 
fruits. There is very little land in Canada that 
would not be t nefited by phosphates, and a 
few bushels per . ere added to half the usual 
application of farmyard manure would often 
enable the farmer to double the number of his 
acres now fertilized.

All this blatherskiting about raising more 
beef in order to get more manure for the soil, is 
a cry got up in the interests of live stock specu
lators. It is true that many feeders are mak
ing money by buying up two and three year 
old steers from our farmers, and the organs en- 

The deavor to impress it upon our minds that the 
country is becoming enriched by the transac
tions. The farmers, however, are losing 
money, for it is impossible for them to raise 
store steers profitably, and sell them for three 
or four cents a pound, live weight. If they 
use these steers merely as manure makers, it 
would probably be more profitable for them to 
give up the business and buy phosphates to 
keep up the fertility of their land. However, 
we are in favor of investigation, and we can see 
no reason why our farmers cannot make more 
profit from cheap phosphate than farmers in 
other countries can make,from the dear article.

offered to the farmers to unite for the purpose 
of discussing matters pertaining to their own 
interests, and if they do not accept it, we know 
of no power that can organize them. Never 
has there been greater need than at the present 
time. The Council is not a secret organization; 
the discussions are open to all. There will be 
no binding obligations further than that inde
pendence and self-reliance are to be observed in 
the promotion of our agricultural interests.

We may have insinuated that the Council 
desired farmers’ clubs to co-operate with it. 
Perhaps it would be more correct to say that 
the Council desires to co operate with the far
mers’ clubs, although we should like to see 
mutual co-operation. This relation has not yet 
been fully discussed by the Council, and, as 
will be seen in another column, we offer a prize 
essay on the subject. We hope to have a large 
number of competitors, and should also like to 
have suggestions from friends who have not 
time, during this busy season, to compete in 
the ordinary way. Should we fail to get a large 
number of replies, our ardor in the farmers’ m-

s

terests will be greatly dampened.

Canadian Phosphate Rock in Rela
tion to Stock Raising.

The U. S. Consul at Ottawa has sent an ex
haustive report to Washington relating to our 
phosphate mines and the extent of the trade. 
In 18S2 the shipments were 16,585 tons, which 
have increased to 25,000 tons in 1885. He 
says it is one of the purest phosphates in the 
world, and is greatly sought after owing to its 
concentrated form, it being thus cheaply ship
ped, and a large percentage of phosphoric acid 
can easily be made available.

This rock is knoyn to geologists under the 
name of “apatite,’’and on analysis ours has been 
shown to contain 88.91 percent of insoluble 
phosphate of lime. It is greatly in demand in 
France, Denmark and Belgium, where large 
quantities of the sugar beet are grown, 
writer says that the present demand is entirely 
European, Great Britain and Germany being 

chief customers, though France is graspingour
for the entire output ; but in 1883, 254 tons 

shipped to the United States, and 221were
tons in 1884, Great Britain having exported, in 
1S83, to the U S., 1,262 tons of the crude and 
7,766 tons of the manufactured material in the 
form of superphosphate. That is to say, Can
adian phosphates were shipped to England, 
manufactured there, and then returned to 
America. The writer then says :

“The United States Government admits this 
article free of duty, and the Canadian Govern
ment and people are inviting us to come and 
get it. Neglecting to do this, we are allowing 
Continental Europe to gobble every pound of 
the production, pay the freight twice across the 
ocean, with all the incidental expenses attached 
to such procedure, and with no known check 
on its adulteration, we complacently purchase 
it at last at a value that necessitates its resale 
to the agricultural community at a price that 
virtually amounts to prohibition. Canadian 
phosphate would have supplied one-half the 
United States demand in 1883, and the entire 
demand in 1884. The average cost of Canadian 
crude, as paid by the foreign buyers in 1883, 
was $21.67 per ton ; the average value as en
tered in United States customs, imported from 
foreign countries in 1883, is $9.78. It was 
purchased in the lump, freighted to Europe, 
there crushed and pulverized, by grinding or 
otherwise, and returned to the United States 

. valued at half its original cost. When we con-

Farm Drainage.
No. XI.

Drainage for Health.—One of the effects of 
the most practical importance is the action of 
drainage upon the health of the farmer and his 
stock, and this advantage alone will often pay 
more than the cost—even counting the direct 
saving in the bills of doctors and veterinaries— 
besides enjoying the pleasures of health to the 
good.

Some diseases are natural to animals and 
plants in soils affected by stagnant water ; and 
if these maladies do not always manifest them
selves, the vitality of the growing plants or the 
grazing animals must suffer to a greater or less 
extent. The herbage, especially in wet sea
sons, grows coarse and lacks in nutritive value,

,1

R

1S6

for their organization. In any case they must 
foot the bill, with this difference, that the Gov
ernment bill is always indefinitely more ex
travagant. Let this be the first step towards 
economy, the eight hour movement, and the 
slaughter of the parasites. The Knights of 
Labor do not accept Government appropriations 
for organization purposes ; the essence of union 
resides within them, where it should be.

Our correspondent seems to think that the 
eight hour movement will increase the cost of 
hie implements and machinery. This is a com
plicated question. If less labor is performed 
in eight hours than in ten, more 
required to do the work, farmers will then 
have more consumers for their products, and 
the competition amongst them will thus be to 
some extent relieved, which may to some ex
tent be an offset against the enhanced cost of 
production. The pay has little to do with the 

Although the hours may be fixed, the

men will be

hours.
pay will mainly depend upon other circum- 

What is wanted is to drivestances.
officials from non-productive and sinecure 
offices to profitable employments, thereby re
lieving the world of non-producing consumers. 

Canadian Knights of Agriculture ! You say 
cannot organize owing to your isolatedyou

condition. You can. You have the power to 
accomplish these objects, but you have not the 
will. You possess the most independent and 
powerful organ in the Dominion in which you 

talk your grievances to each other as ifcan
through a telephone—a privilege possessed by 
no other organization. Eschew those political 

that shout wolf ! to gain your ear,organs
when there is no wolf there, and make it hot 
for those slander and scandel mongers whose 
aim it is to blind you against your real in
terests. Be independent and self-reliant, and 
unite with other organizations on any question 
founded on sound principles and established 
for the purpose of vanquishing the common 
enemies of yourselves and society. Then the 
short hours and the long pay will be yours.

Notice to Farmers’ Clubs.
In answer to a number of correspondents 

who have written to us for information about 
constitution and by-laws suitable for farmers’ 
clubs, we refer them to the report of the pro
ceedings of the Middlesex Agricultural Coun
cil as published in our last issue.

It appears to be the intention to publish a 
small pamphlet containing introductory obser
vations on farmers’ clubs, with the constitution 
and by-laws of the Middlesex Agricultural 
Council, as revised by the committee appointed 
for that purpose. The pamphlet will probably 
also contain a form of constitution and by laws 
suitable for farmers’ clubs. It has not yet been 
decided how many pamphlets will be printed, 
but as they will be sent free, it is not probable 
that there will be a sufficient number to satisfy 
all demands. Those friends of the Council who 
contemplate the organization of farmers’ clubs, 
should send in their names to the corresponding 
secretary as early as possible, in order that 
their demands will be sure to be supplied. The 
corresponding secretary will also answer any 
inquiries relating to the Council.

Our friends should bear in mind that the or
ganization of farmers’ clubs in association xvith 
the Middlesex Agricultural Council is merely 
an experiment. An excellent opportunity is
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they forgot to mention that, in the same mode 
of reasoning, the out-door workers, should fa
miliarize themselves with household work. 
We commend the cogent thoughts presented by 
our prize essayist and we hope they will 
strengthen the moral tone of domestic life.

The life of a nation, moral, social, and reli
gious, bears a close relation to the consideration 
shown to our mothers, wives, daughters, and 
sisters, and weak is the pulse of the nation 
where they are regarded as slaves instead of 
companions. This generation of Canadians 
plays an important part in moulding the char
acter of rural life in all the ages to come.

enough for the cut-worm. The crow is ready 
for him, and destroys the worm by the thou
sands. Birds generally can be classed among 
the farmer’s best friends.

“Mr. Bonham said he was very glad to hear 
his senior speak a good word for the much- 
abused crow. It must be admitted that the 
crow is not always engaged in good works. He 
is a cunning fellow, and knows a good thing 
when he sees it, and is very apt to see it. It 
is a fact he likes eggs, and for a change will 
add tender young chicken to his bill of fare. 
But let us give him credit for the service done 
us before we bring in a bill of chargee. He 
comes as soon as frost is out of the ground, and 
a grub or cut-worm can thaw out. He follows 
faithfully the plow in early spring, and revels 
on the white grubs and larva? turned up by the 
plow. He keeps this up until after corn is up 
and the cut-worm threatens to destroy the ten
der shoots. Our friend the crow knows just 
where to find the out-worm, and if you watch 
him carefully you will see him stop at the hill 
of corn u here the cut-worm has cut off a tender 
shoot, and very deftly the crow picks him out 
from his hiding place and ends his career of 
destruction.

“Sometimes the cut-worm is so deeply hidden 
that to unearth him the crow accidentally pulls 
out the corn. It was the cut-worm he was 
after and not the corn. He likes cut-worms 
better than corn. If you doubt this, just place 
both before a pet crow and see how quickly he 
chooses. After an active spring campaign and 
heavy feeding on grubs and cut worms, is it 
generous to begrudge him an egg or a young 
chicken by way of change ?

“The blackbird, too, is another of the early 
birds which catches the worm. He follows us 
in the furrow ; no larva? escapes his keen eye. 
His capacity for worms is amazing. He never 
tires. Give Mm ten minutes to sing in an old 
tree top and he can return to his worms and 
eat as many more.

“ In his destruction of cut-worms he has a 
royal helper in the beautiful robin. Dr. Brewer 
says he has seen a mother robin feed her young 
five hundred moths of the cut-worm in a day, 
and says his indebtedness to hie robins is worth 
all the cherries he could raise. The robin is 
one of our best friends. If it were not his 
fondness for cut-worm moths, and the crow and 
blackbird’s fondness for grubs and cut-worms, 
we cannot assert that we could save our tender 
garden plants or com from this countless wrig
gling horde. Their capacity for destruction is 
marvellousand wanton. Let us not begrudge the 
cherry crop, when we are nourishing so efficient 
allies in this fearful war against our insect

as well as in flavor, and these inferior qualities 
are conveyed to the beef and dairy products, 
as well as to the flesh of other domestic ani 
mais. Finally, the consumers of these products 
cannot have wholesome food. The air also 
becomes contaminated, especially in the vicinity 
of stagnant pools, and when the stock drinks 
from these pools, the case becomes still more 
aggravated. Stagnant water should specially 
be avoided near the sides of the house from 
which the prevailing winds blow.

The farmer’s dwelling should be specially 
well drained, and if the house has a cellar, its 
drainage should be complete. All garbage 
should be kept away from the cellar and the 
house drains ; it should be conveyed to the 
compost heap or to the cultivated field, where 
its noxious effects will be less seriously felt.

We have now completed our series of arti
cles, and we hope they have been read with in
terest and profit by a large number of our 
readers. We might have enlarged on the sub
ject, but our aim has been to present the lead
ing principles, thereby awakening reflection, 
and to give such facts as will be of immediate 
practical importance to those who contemplate 
draining their land. We have purposely 
avoided saying anything about stone or wooden 
drains, believing that it would be better not to 
teach farmers how to do what they should not 
do. In most every locality tiles can now be 
had at reasonable prices ; and as durability is 
a leading factor in all drainage, we do not re
commend the use of any other material. If we 
have accidentally omitted any feature of the 
subject, which is of any practical importance, 
we shall be pleased to answer any inquiries 
through our correspondence columns.

[concluded.]

What Birds are Beneficial and 
Wherein ?

At a recent meeting of the Oxford (Ohio) 
Farmers’ Club, the above was the topic for dis
cussion, the substance of which is given in the 
Cincinatti Weekly Gazette as follows:

“The first place on the programme had been 
allotted to Dr. Walker, but in Ms absence the 
president called on Mr. Wetmore, who stated 
that birds, if we except the sparrow, are be
coming scarcer every year. He thinks this is 
indirectly a cause, too, for the increase of in
sect pests.

“The robin is still to be found here in goodly 
numbers, and his value is not appreciated. He 
is an early riser, find after his song of praise, he 
proceeds promptly to prepare a hearty break
fast for himself and family from worms and 
bugs in the garden and fields.

“The barn swallows used to be numerous 
here, but the boys and the tightly weather- 
boarded barns are fast thinning them out.

“The English sparrow is a nuisance, and 
makes ceaseless war on the swallow. He thinks 
it might properly be called the Irish sparrow, 
because of its quarrelsome nature. His grand
children had'been watching a contest between 
bam swallows and sparrows. The latter had 
made battle on the swallows, and when a swal
low would leave the nest for food the pestifer
ous foreigner would throw out her young or 
eggs and nest lining and begin to build a nest 
for herself. The swallow retaliated, and when 
Mrs. Sparrow went out for food the swallow 
threw out the sparrow’s nest, and thus the war 
went on. The tMevish sparrow won the day. 
And this is but one of the many instances of 
robbery that can be brought against this im
ported pest. It is a quarrelsome, noisy, dirty 
nuisance about our homes and barns. It can 
not be frozen out nor starved out.

“ He put in a plea for the quail, and showed 
his devotion to the beautiful bird by declaring 
that hq. would no longer eat quail. Unless we 
cease destroying them for food and for game, 
they will likely become extinct, and rather 
than this calamity should befal us, we ought 
to combine for their protection. Their beauty 
and their cheerful notes are not to be made 
good to us when we permit their extinction. 
The law should forbid killing retails entirely 
for a few years, until they have time to recu
perate and restock our farms.

“ The crow is more a friend than enemy to 
the farmer. He destroys in early spring more 
grubs than any other bird. Even the wood
pecker is worthy o| our care, both for his 
beauty and usefuln 
which injure the tredy. As he drove to the 
club he noticed the crows walking along the 
rows of corn, which is just coming up large

Women’s Out-door Work.
One of our essayists on the above subject 

takes a very gloomy view of the situation. As 
she requests us to withhold her name, we pub
lish her essay in our correspondence column. 
Our essayists should bear in mind that we can
not award prizes to those who request their 
names or addresses to be withheld.

Judging from her composition and penman
ship, the writer is a lady of rare ability and 
education, and yet she writes with such inten
sity of feeling that one would suppose her to 
be one of the sufferers. We publish her article 
because some of our masculine essayists have 
prescribed the out door duties of their wives 
and daughters, or their sisters, as the case may 
be, as if human females were beasts of burden, 
and it is hoped that the writer will awaken in 
their minds and consciences better thoughts 
and feelings. Her picture is surely not a true 
one of Canadian farm life ; it is to be hoped 
that it is extremely overdrawn, and only true 
to life in exceedingly rare instances.

One writer referred to the American custom, 
viz., that the men would not get a bite to eat 
if the women had to soil their fingers by any 
out door employment whatever. This is surely 
the other extreme. The woman, be she wife, 
sister, or daughter, who can entertain herfriends 
utterly oblivious of the privations of the out
door workers, is not worthy of them. Some of 
our essayists suggested that the in-door workers 
should familiarize themselves with out-door 
work in order that the latter might come useful 
on the farm during the dearth of laborers ; but

4.

foes.
“There are robbers and cut-throats among

birds, but they are few. The blue jay and the 
the worst of these we have. Ifsparrow are 

only ladieB would take to ornamenting hats 
with the showy blue jay’s plumes and the som
bre shades of the sparrow, we would have 
fashions helping us to make good corn crops.

He spoke good words for the redbird, the 
yellow-hammer, the meadow lark, the chimney 
swallow. The latter, he ssid, was most use
ful, as it fed at night on the myriads of night 
moths, which are the source of evil to our fruit. 
These birds are so humble and plain looking 
that they have been spared from the silly and 
ruel fashion of ornamenting homely women’s

in destroying insects \
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PRIZE ESSAY
The Best Education for Farmers’ 

Sons and Daughters who 
Remain on the Farm.

stock Christmas show (at the expense of the 
Government). Now in reality this condition 
is not quality, but it means inferiority in every 

of the word : the nutritive properties,

hate. We need to know more about birds, to 
appreciate their value to the agriculturists. 
Some are scavengers, to purify the atmosphere; 

are hunters, birds of prey, to destroy the sense
the prolific qualities, the hardiness—all are in
ferior, the only superiority being that the 
article delights the eye, and so may tend to' 
make the teeth water. When a new variety is 
introduced, of course it must afford a greater 
pleasure and delight to the eye than all 
previous varieties. The article is now boomed 
np until until it brings a fictitious price, and 
the buyer, in order to preserve it from the 
stringency of nature’sarbitrary laws,must coddle 
it half to death ; otherwise it will not survive, 
and the money invested will be wasted. It 
must be brought up in a hothouse, mulched, or 
protected by wind breaks ; Model Farms and 
Experiment Stations must be established all 
over the country in order to teach the farmers 
how to keep the thing alive, how to preserve 
it from insects, rusts, mildews, etc.—all for 
the benefit of agriculture and the science of “im
provement.** All this fills the eye^but it 
doesn’t fill the bill ; and so far as health is cop

ia it not time

some
hordes of creeping, flying pests which threaten 
every crop we grow. All are beautiful, and 
many add harmony to their exquisite grace of 
motion and beauty and brightness.

"They propagate slowly, and have the perils 
of storms and hunger to decimate them. On 
the other hand, our insect pests have none of 
these attractions. They are destructive, and 
many of them repulsive, and all voracious and 
prolific. While our bird friends lay but five or 
six eggs a year, our insect enemies lay from

Without birds

BY S. A. LAJDMAX, BIN BROOK, ONT.

There has 'somehow arisen a kind of aristo
cratic feeling among city folk by which they 
regard themselves considerably above the aver
age of the country people. If they wish to 
ridicule any of their fellows, they will say that 
he acts as if he had just come from the coun
try. Now, is there anything about country 
folk to justify this opinion of them ? We are 
afraid that in some cases there are good reasons 
for such opinions. Not that we consider farm
ing to be a criminal offence ; far from it, for we 
know that it is one of the noblest occupations 
that a man can follow. But, as a rule, the 
farmer has not as much education as his 
position calls for.

Now, the problem to solve is, Bow can the 
farmer command greater respect and at the 
same time manage his farm more intelligently ! 
The latter is of more consequence than what 
any person may think of him. The problem 
would be solved. I think, by the better educa
tion of farmers’ sons and daughters. But what 
kind of education would be best suited to the 
wants of the farmer ? I would answer, in the

1

500 to 6,000,000,000 a year, 
how «hall we prevent these hungry hordes from 
over-running the land, and laying waste our 
crops? We can spare a few hills of corn, a few 
young chickens, and a few quarts of cherries, 
but we cannot spare our bird friends.’’

Why Weeds Brow—Methods of Ex
termination.

Nature’s law of “ the survival of the fittest ” 
is strikingly illustrated in the propagation and 
growth of weeds. A weed has been defined to 
be “a plant out of place,” but in reality its 
extraordinary vitality is caused by its being 
just the very right thing in the right place— 
that is, the tight place for the Weeds, but the 
wrong place for the farmer, 
their existence. They always find the right 
pi.™ for their growth, whereas man is con
stantly struggling to find the right place for 
the growth of agricultural plants. It is a 
struggle of man against Nature, and we need 
not waste space to say which of the competitors 
has the inside track. If by some freak Nature 
revolutionized this law, changing agricultural 
plants to weeds and weeds to agricultural 
plants, after several centuries we would find 
that we could not exterminate the former, 
while our rapidly growing system of hot bed 
culture would hardly be sufficient to preserve 
the latter from extinction, 
operates in plant and animal life ; 
struggling and toiling 12 to 16 hours every day 
in order that the unfittest may survive, where
as if we did not interfere with Nature’s laws, 
consuming only those things which 
ducive to our health, we could revel in luxury 
and ease without a struggle.

The more you attempt to kill weeds, the 
for them to survive.

cerced, woe ! iroe / woe ! ! 
for usto look back and ask, whither are we drift
ing ? So soon as we begin to reverse our steps 
the farmer will see the highway to short

I

hours and long pay.
first place, a good public school education.

A great many farmers make their children 
stop going to school as soon as the busy season 
commences, in order that they may get a little 

work done. They think the children can

Apple Butter.
Where apple butter is not made on a 1 

scale a very good article may be made as fol
lows : Take twenty gallons of cider just from 
the press and made from good, sound apples, 
and boil it down to ten gallons. Then apples 
enough are pared and cored (the cores and all 
bruised spots taken out, and . the apples 
quartered) to make from ten to twelve gallons, 

If the cider is much acid, the 
Rambo

apples make the best of apple butter, although 
the various kinds of pippins usually found in 
most orchards are about equally as good. 
These twenty gallons of apples, when properly 
cooked, will make about seven gallons of good, 
old-fashioned butter, provided the stirring is 
kept constantly going on during the process ; 
otherwise the butter is very apt to acquire a 
burnt taste. It usually takes from six to eight 
hours constant stirring before being taken off 
the fire. Spices to suit the taste are added 
some minutes before the kettle and contents 
are removed from the fire. There is no getting 
over the fact, however, that such butter costs 
all it will sell for if we consider the labor it 
takes. But a supply of this favorite arti de of 
“creature comforts” is a treasure which no 
good housewife would deny herself merely for 
the sake of the little extra labor it requires.— 
[Baltimore Sun.

This is the law of
arger

more
get plenty of schooling during the winter 
months, and as they intend to remain on the 
farm, they do not require much education. It 
is a mistake to think so, and it is a mistake to 
keep them’out of school through all the sum
mer months ; for by so doing the child forgets 
almost as much during the summer as he learnsdry measure, 

apples should be less so, and rice versa.
during the winter. ^

After the boy has a good public school edu
cation, it is important that he should know 
something about the business he is to follow. 
A carpenter or a blacksmith has to learn his 
trade before he can practice it ; a teacher or a 
lawyer has to learn his profession before 
he can practice it ; and how can we 
expect a man to begin farming before he 
knows anything about it ? It is too often done 
and as a consequence we find so many farmers 
who are so deeply in debt.

Now, the farmers’ sons are to be our future 
farmers, and it is as necessary for them to 
know something about agriculture as it is for 
the lawyer to know something about law, or 
the politician to understand politics. The 
farmer should study agricultural chemistry, so 
that he will be able to tell just what kind of 
food his different crops require. He should 
understand something about the rotation of 
crops, so that he will not sow the same classes 
of crops on the same field till the farm becomes 
barren and almost dies from exhaustion.

He should understand the best method of 
restoring such a farm to fertility, or he will 
lose a great deal of time waiting for it to re- 

its strength. He should know something 
about manures and fertilizers, so that he can 
apply such as will most benefit any particular 
soil or crop. Many farmers do not take the 
__ : of their farmyard manure that th y 
should. If they would read some good work 
on the treatment and application of manures, 
thi y would be benefited a great deal more than 
they imagine.

If the farmer understands the rudiments of 
agriculture, he will be far more likely to be 
successful than if he knows nothing about it, 
and in these days of cheap literature, there is 

for not being posted in that direo

]
The same law

we are

are con-

greater is the tendency 
The natural law is this : In attempting to ex 
terminate a field of weeds, a few will not suc
cumb to the privations to which they have 
been subjected, and are consequently the fittest 
to survive. These being the right plants in 
the right place, are naturally very hardy, very 
productive and very free from all tendencies to 
disease or the attacks of animal or vegetable 
parasites. In this manner, the few remaining 
weeds are fitter to survive than those of previ- 

and so the process continues from 
until after a time it will be as

The greatest possible yield of the potato crop 
and the average yield are surprisingly far 
apart. The average yield for eleven years 
prior to 1SS3 in the United States, was S4 
bushels per acVe. The average yield in 1 SS2 

78 bushels. In 1881 the average yield in

cover

was
Maine was 52 bushels ; in New Hampshire, 63

one years,
.year to year, 

difficult to exterminate a hundred plants as it 
previously was to exterminate a thousand.

system of treating

care ■bushels ; in Vermont, 70 bushels ; in Massa
chusetts, 55 bushels ; in New York, 57 bushels 
per acre. These average yields look small, and 
so they are ; 1881 was an unfavorable year for 
potatoes, yet the average for the eleven years 
was only 84 bushels per acre. These results, 
compared with maximum yield, viz., 1,200 to 
1,300 bushels per acre, prove how much we 
have yet to learn about piotato farming.

Compare this with 
agricultural plants. Let us first go back to our 
ideas of * ‘improvement.v It is said that what

our

* we want is quality. Our ideas of quality are 
that the grain must be neatly rounded off and 

steer fed for a fat- no excuseplump, something like a

J
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itutional remedy. Locally, it is an irritant, 
sedative, emoluent, detergent, antiaeptio, re
solvent, rubefacient and a parasiticide. Con
stitutionally it is nutrient, demulcent, laxative, 
deobstruent, alterative, tonic, expectorant, re
storative, febrifuge, diuretic, diaphoretic, 
vermifuge and antaphrodisiao, as well as con
taining certain poisonous properties manifested 
under peculiar cireiifhatances.

When we say that honey ia both an irritant ^ 
and a sedative, we mean that its first effects 
may irritate, followed with a sedative effect.
All liiiiments work beneficially on this princi
ple, the same with the most of eye-waters, etc.
The solution of honey as an eye-water, proves 
particularly beneficial on account of its anti
septic, Absorbent or resolvent properties. It 
cures inflammation of the eye, in the way a 
solution of borac acid does, that is, mainly by 
reason of its antiseptic and sedative properties.

The irritant properties of honey are, in a 
great measure, destroyed by dilation. There
fore as a topical irritant, where we wish to 
favor resolution, by counteraction, it is used in 
pure state or in conjunction with other more 
active irritants. It is its irritant or rubefacient 
effect, joined with its emoluent nature, that pre
cipitate local inflammation into suppuration, 
and is, therefore, a suitable remedy for aboesses, 
boils, whitlows, carbuncles, etc. Therefore, 
woe to the one that applies a honey-plaster 
over an inflamed eye, in place of the solution!
As a rubefacient and absorbent it makes an ex
cellent local application in glandular swelling, 
and in chronic tumefaction, in particular when 
joined with iodine, iodoform or mercury.

On account of the temperature of the body, 
it is difficult to keep pure, undiluted honey on 
the surface; this can in a measure be remedied 
by saturating layers of Canton flannel, and 
apply them, changing frequently.

I speak of it as a parasiticide not only in con
nection with the theory of the pithagenesis of 
diseases as advocated by Pasteur, Cohn, Koch, 
Klebs, and others who have investigated the 
bacteria, but even those who created several 
skin diseases, well known by almost every one.
Take honey for the destruction of the bacteria, 
because of its antiseptic, tonic and laxative 
effects, its daily use would disarm every dire 
and malignant disease of its destructive force. 
Cholera, yellow fever, small pox, scarlatina and 
diphtheria may run their course as before, butv 
comparatively in such a mild form as to afford 
but little anxiety. I only speak of honey as a 
preventive of malignancy in these diseases, tod . 
not as a curative agent.

I have reason to think that it may even 
serve as a prophylaxis in epidemic diseases.
List year, Austin and vicinity were afflicted 
with an epidemic of dengue, prostrating nine- 
tenths of its inhabitants ! My residence and 
apiary is two miles south from the city ; and I 
suppose almost every one in our neighborhood 
had the disease ; however my family and ser
vants never took it, although we kept a daily 
communication with the city, and with persons 
having the disease. I cannot account for this 
exemption, which created a great surprise 
among our friends, unless it was the honey we 
ate almost at every meal.

The constitutional effects of honey cannot be 
fully understood and appreciated, i xcept to 
study it from its medical properties, as repre
sented above. All scientific investigations of

sti‘©he 'HKpiarg.tion. There are many books written on the 
subject, and they are truly the farmers’ best 
friends if they only use them correctly. Agri
culture, then, should be the most important 
part of the young farmer's education, although 
there are other branches of almost equal im
portance.

Business correspondence is something that a 
great many farmers greatly neglect. True, the 
most of them can make a person understand 
what they want, but the appearance of his 
letter very often gives rise to a great deal of 
mirth (sometimes profanity) among business 
men. ..If a business letter be neatly written, 
and put in good form, it is a guarantee to the 
dealer that his customer is a man of business, 
and such a letter is more likely to receive 
prompt attention than one that is written in a 
slovenly way.

Then again, it is important that a farmer 
should keep an account of all his money affairs. 
He has just as much need to know how his 
business is prospering as the merchant has, and 
he can not tell how it is going unless he knows 
how to kegp a simple set of accounts. It is not 
necessary that he should know all the ins and 
outs of double entiy book-keeping, but it is 
necessary that he should know how to keep 
trace of his money.

A farmer should understand farm arithmetic 
pretty well; that is, he should know how to 
compute simple-interest, to measure a field, to 
measure lumber, to measure fences, and any 
little problem that may come up concerning his 
business. Because a farmer has not a great 
deal of business to do, that is no reason why 
he should be cheated out of what little money 
he has.

There are many little jobs of carpentering 
about the farm to be done, and many farmers 
send for the carpenter to come and do them 
instead of doing them themselves. The farmer 
should know how to use a saw and plane, so 
that he can do his own “tinkering,” because 
there are many times when he can not get a 
carpenter just when he wants him: and if he 
doesn’t do it himself he will probably have to 
wait a week or so before he cm get anyone else 
to do it.

But I have so far spoken about the education 
of the farmers’ sons; and now how about the
daughters?

I think it is important that the daughters 
have a good education as well as the boys, 
although their education will not be in just the 
same direction. Girls should have a good public 
school education in the first place. If they in
tend to remain on a farm, it is necessary that 
they know all the details of butter-making, and, 
whether they remain on the farm or not, it is 

, necessary that they know a good deal about 
baking, laundry work, , for no matter where 
they go to these things will have to be attended 
to.

It is also well for the girls to understand 
something about simple accounts, so that if the 
boys are very busy, they may take charge of 
the accounts. The daughter might take full 
charge of the books, and keep them for the men, 
who might give her a nice little sum of money 
for doing so. I know of men who do this, and 
they say that it saves them considerable work, 
besides pleasing the daughter, who is thus able 
to get a little pocket money.

Music is something that every farmer’s daugh 
ter should know something about, for during 
the long winter evenings one has ample time to 
practice this art, and it will do a great deal to 
wards keeping the boys at home during the 
evenings.

A great many argue that the farmer’s daugh
ter is not expected-to be so well educated or so 
refined as her city cousins, bjt I think that she 
has just as much right to be refined and>edu- 
cated as any person who lives in the city.

If farmers’ sons and daughters would only 
take the pains with themselves that they ought, 
they might improve themselves a great deal. 
Now I don’t say that they are not a good class 
of people, but if they would only take the in
terest in books and music that they should, I 
do not doubt but that they would enjoy them
selves a great deal better, besides being able to 
do their work more intelligently and profitably.

The Medicinal Properties of Honey.
The physiological effects of honey are singu

larly effective, though mild and passive in their 
character, says an M D. in the American Bee 
Journal. It occupies a broad line between 
alimentation and therapeutics, being both food 
and medicine ; therefore it belongs to that 
class of medicinal remedies that cure indire ctly. 
that is, by putting the vital forces in such a 
condition as to enable them to overborne dis
eased action. Mineral waters, cod-liver oil, 
glycerine, malt, etc., all belong to this class of 
remedies.

Before speaking of the curative properties of 
honey we will note its physical properties.

In the first place, where ia hôney from? 
Some assert that it is a secretion of the bee, 
others that it is a natural product in plants. 
If it ia a natural vegetable product, the labora
tory would have furnished us, long ago, with 
genuine honey. It must be remembered that 
the sugar and glucose in the flowers and fruit 
that bees resort to, is never honey until it has 
passed through the stomach of the bee, tod 
please do not c ill this organ a bladder, as some 
do. It is" virtually a stomach and performs the 
functions of that organ. The bee gathers into 
it a saccharine material. After its reception, a 
gastric element is mixed with it for two pur
poses, one to give it the character of honey, 
and the other to make it assimilative for the
formation of an oil, that is, perfect wax.

It is generally supposed that after a bee re
turns to its hive with its treasure, that it hur
riedly dumps it into a cell and goes out for 
another, and so on. This is not the case ; 
when the bee returns, from fatigue and under 
the stupefying influence of digestion, it has to 
abide its time, both to recuperate, and to get 
rid of its burden of honey and wax. 1 We have 
rc ason to believe that even after the honey is 
deposited into the cells, it has yet to receive 
the finishing touch of perfection by the bees, 
in all probability by the young bees of the 
hive. The young bees are active house keepers 
in the hive ; they live on the honey imported, 
and this rich, concentrated food demands an
excess of gastric secretion ; when coming to a 
certain point, it creates a regurgitation some
thing akin to vomiting. This the young bee 
economically puts back into the cells, thus 
completing the process of honey making. An
other point as to the character of the bee’s 

As soon as it is unloaded, an instomach :
satiable tense of hunger and restlessness en
sues, which at once forces the old bee to work 
abroad and the young at home. We all know 
how to respect the buzz of the hungry bee, and 
admire the sweet disposition of the one that 
has just finished a sumptuous repast. And 
how rare are family jars when the pantry is 

full. It is Nature’s law, in all the same.ever
We go more especially into these details, to 

point out the medical properties of honey. It 
has ]kwo physical elements that make it par
ticularly a medicine, viz.: 1. An aromatic 
irritant imported to it by the stomach of the 
bee. 2. Its ready transformation into fat, with
out those com pi rated physiological operations 

to transfer other raccharne elements
a

necessary 
into this material.

These make it at once both a local and con-
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kind of instruction we wish to impart, the bene
fit or injury we do to Mr. Moyer’s or any 
other man’s system being a secondary consider
ation. The farmer should stick to his old 
methods until there is incontestible proof that 
they can be profitably changed.

We never said that perfectly pure air can be 
obtained. In raising this issue, Mr. Moyer 
begs the question. The ordinary air as found 
at considerable distances from stagnant water 
and decomposing vegetable matter, which can 
be obtained on most farms, is sufficiently pure, 
and does not require to be excluded from the 

The farmer who cannot obtain this

‘X&he Vairg.remedies are made in like manner. , It is the 
text to a long and complicated sermon. Every 
physician will read in it such a multiplicity of 
applications that would astonish the uninitiated.

As a nutrient Ï will not speak of it as food, 
but in connection with its properties that serve 

** to arrest the waste of certain diseases, in par
ticular in consumption. The important fea
tures oil^the medical properties of honey lie in 
the nutrient, expectorant, deobstruent and 
restorative effects in the management of con
sumption, and its allied diseases. Now let us 
go back to a fact that exists in the process of 
making honey. No honey could be had if it 

not for its ready metamorphosis into oil, 
or in other words, in the making of wax, as 
stated. The great object in the treatment of 
consumption is to arrest waste. Therefore we 
resort to the use of oils or remedies that will 
readily make fat in the system. But the great 
difficulty in the way is to get the system to 
accept these remedies and effect their assimi
lation. Under Leibig’s authority we give sugar 
freely to make fat, but the system often refuses 
it, as it does the oil, for before it can be assimi
lated it has to be changed into a glucose, or 
really into pretty much what honey itself is. 
This alone gives us a great advantage in giving 
honey to stay the waste caused by disease, that 
we have in no other remedy.

Honey in being assimilated is disposed of in 
three ways : what is not deposited in the cellu
lar tissue as fat, is consumed by the liver, and 
its volatile principle is eliminated by the lungs. 
This elimination is a matter of the greatest 
importance as a remedy in all pulmonary dis
orders. But the most remarkable feature of 
honey as a pulmonary sedative is its adminis
tration by atomization and inhalation. The 
spray arising in extracting h^s been proved to 
exert a very beneficial effect upon cough and 
dyspnæa, thus revealing its curative tendency.

Mr. Moyer Defends his Deep Set
ting System. y

Just as we were going to the press we re
ceived Mr. Moyer’s contribution on milk set
ting, which appears in our correspondence 
columns. We gladly give him space for his 
defence, and hope the discussion may be pro
ductive of some good. We have always been 
very partial to Mr. Moyer, knowing him to be 

of our most enterprising dairymen, and it is 
our policy to encourage such men, even at the 
expense of giving them free advertising.

It must be borne in mind, however, that Mr: 
Moyer has devoted his attention exclusively to 
the creamery business, and is personally inter
ested in fixtures belonging to the deep setting 
system, but we do not believe that he would 
consciously attempt to benefit himself at the ex
pense of our creamery industry. It is our duty to 

that dairying does not receive undue prom
inence over other agricultural branches, thereby 
creating a boom, which must sooner or later 
collapse. Our course in the dairying interest 
is to promote it just enough and not too much.

We fail to see the inconsistency of our course 
in quoting Danish experiments and refusing to 
publish the records of the boomed up dairy 
breeds ; the former have been made by authori 
ties in whom the world has placed implicit con
fidence, while the latter are the offspring of 

whose interest consists in subverting the

one
cream.

were should unhesitatingly build an icfe* house and 
buy a few of Mr. Moyer’s submerged process 

Practically, we have yet to deal withcans.
summer conditions, with comparatively high 
temperatures, and experiments which do not' 
embody this condition are worthless at the 
present time. If the pure air always contains 
“myriads of germs,” surely there will be a few 
hundred millions in the quantity of air which 
comes into contact with the cream in the sub-

see
Z

merged, low temperature system. Mr. Moyer 
wants to exclude the air entirely on the ground 
that milk is intended by nature to go into the 
stomach from the cows’ udder. If he can give 
us butter from the udder without passing it 
through the air, his doctrine is quite sound,, 
but we are dealing with artificial conditions all 
through, and it does not always follow that 
the milk in the udder is in a fit condition for 
food ; it is often purified by aeration. He 
does not seem to understand the effects of 
heavy milk in the creaming process. The milk 
of old calved cows is always heavy, 
when the cows are in calf, and it has been 
proved that not over 25 percent of the butter 
fat can be obtained sometimes, although it can 
be almost completely separated by the centri
fuge. At the same time there is actually a 
greater percent age of fat in the milk than there 

shortly after the cows dropped their calves 
—even on the same feed.

men
truth. We do not depend on the Danes alone 
for evidence of the superiority of the centri
fugal separator, or other methods of skimming 
milk or making butter ; when all the leading 
disinterested authorities agree, we certainly 
cannot accept the evid^ceof Mr. Moyer’s few 
experiments, knowing ttikt 
necessary apparatuses for making accurate tests, 
and knowing that he is personally interested 
in the success of his system, 
that the dairymen can make their own experi
ments. Of course they can, if they know how, 
but as he says that milk and-cream are affected 
by hundreds of influences, we know from ob
servation and experience that it takes years of 
study to understand these influences—more 
years in fact than Mr. Moyer or any other 
dairyman has to devbte to the subject. We 
shall not commit ourselves to the principle 
which Mr. Moyer advocates, viz., that know
ledge comes to a man without study and prac
tice, so that we cannot yet dispense with real 
experts or professors. The difficulty is that 
we have too many bogus ones who are person-

more so
Young trees need protection the first sum 

mer, says W. D. Boynton, in Indiana Farmer. 
It is, in fact, the most critical time with them. 
The winters are bad enough, but the summers 
are often worse. The sun and drying winds 
are fully as fatal in summer as the alternate 
freezing and thawing of winter. Mulching is a 
great thing for the roots, but the tops and the 
trunks of young trees taken from the thickly 
planted nursery are in no way protected, and 
they miss such protection very much. The 
greatly reduced root can not supply the top 
with the requisite moisture or sap, while the sun 
and wind make constant and heavy drafts upon 
it. I find that planting corn among young 
newly-set trees is a great help to them the first 
summer. Trees four or five feet high will be 
well shaded by com growth during the dry est, 
hottest weather of summer. Growing corn also 
breaks the force of the wind. It prevents the 
stems from being wrenched about in the usual 
way of exposed trees.

A number of careful experiments were made 
by Ptof. S. T. Maynard, of the Massachusetts 
Agricultural College, to test the vitality of seeds 
as affected by age. Ten seeds of each kind were 
taken, with the following results: At one year, 
white, red, Alsike, crimson, yellow, and Bok
hara clovers, all fully germinated in two days; 
of the true grasses and grains, nearly all ger
minated in nine or ten days. Of seeds five years 
old, most of the clovers germinated in four or 
five days, but wheat, oats and barley did not 
germinate at all. Among seeds from eleven to 
sixteen years, one-half of the Hubbard squash 
and Early Turnip beet started, the first in ten- 
days, the latter in sixteen days; one-third of the 
muskmelon seed germinated, and a small por
tion of the pepper and flat turnip seed, but out 
of about thirty other sorts none grew. There 
is no doubt that the result is largely affected 
by the condition of the seed as to ripeness, and 
by the degree of moisture and the variations of 
temperature to which they are subjected during 
the period through which they are kept.

he has not the

His doctrine is was

Mr. Moyer says : “Milk cannot get too 
cold to raise the cream.” If he goes into the 
science of the thing, he should be scientific. It 
is a fixed law that water attains its greatest 
density at 39“ Fahr., and if specific gravity 

anything, this is the best temperaturemeans
for raising the cream, for the water in the milk 
is then in its densest condition. This has
been abundantly proved by practice, for a 
of milk set in ice water will give about this 
temperature to the milk, and the best results 
have therefore been obtained.

Nothing can be gained in defending the deep- 
tting system until it can be proved to be 

superior to the ordinary shallow pan method.

can

ally interested in some schemes or pet theories.
As a rule, we object to importing experi

ments, for there is usually something in our 
conditions to vary the results ; but with refer
ence to the Danish experiments we were deal
ing almost exclusively with temperatures, and 
a degree of temperature is just the same here 
as in Denmark.

se

The great reduction in the amount of oil in 
linseed and other cakes, due to improved ma
chinery or chemical processes, has brought out 
considerable differences of opinion in regard to 
the influence of such reduction in the value of 
the cake as a food. A reduction of oil neces
sarily increases the amount of the albumenous 
compounds, and— according to the views of 
some—the feeding value of the cake is increased, 
or at all events not diminished. In one circular 
from a manufacturer I noticed that, in his opin
ion, linseed oil was not a food at all, but a pur
gative ! I should certainly myself be disposed 
to place a considerably higher value upon oil 
than upon albumen, and when I purchase cake 
for my own use I select that which contains the 
most oil.—[Sir J. B. Lawes.

'

- H

As a practical dairyman, Mr. Moyer should 
know that the system must accommodate itself 
to the farmers until the farmers see fit to ac
commodate themselves to the system. The 
general practice is to use no ice ; if ice were in 
common use, we would boom up Mr. Moyer’s 
system for all it is worth. What the farmer 
wants to know is whether or not any change in 
his present system will pay, and this is the
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Two pieces 6x8, 22 feet 
long, for sills; 3 pieces 6x8,
12 feet long, for sills ; 16 
pieces, 2x8, 12 feet long, 
for lower joist ; 17 pieces,
2 x 6,12 feet long, for upper 
joists ; 40 pieces, 2x4, 10 
feet long, for side studding;
9 pieces, 2 x 4, 12 feet long, 
end studding; 9 pieces, 2 x 
4, 14 feet long, end stud
ding; 6 pieces 2 x 4, 16 feet 
long, for plates; 12 pieces,
2x4, 18 feet long, for raf
ters, to be cut in two; 10 
pieces, 2x4, 14 feet long, 
for girts ; 950 feet dressed 
stock boards for sides and 
cornice; 180 feet 0. G. bat
tings; 425 feet roof boards;
1,600 feet flooring and in- ~~“r 
side ceiling ; 165 lbs.
building paper for sheet
ing outside and inside ;
7 window and door stools, 3 ft. 6 in. ; 400 
shingles ; 48 feet in length, or 6 inch ridge 
boards; 4 windows glazed, 9 x 14, 12 lights ; 1 
window glazed, 8 x 10, 12 lights, for gable ; 1 
door, 3x7, ljf feet thick; 2 doors, 2 ft. 8 in. x 
6 ft. 8 in., lg thick; 2 locks and knobs; 2 knob 
latches; 3 pair butts, 3x3; 12 window springs; 
25 lbs. 20 penny nails; 100 lbs. 10 penny nails; 
50 lbs. 8 penny nails; 25 lbs. 3 penny nails; 20 
lbs. 10 penny nails. Drop siding may be used 
in place of dimension boards and battings, if 
preferred.

The above bill, counting lumber at $14 per 
thousand, the price in London of the quality 
required, would amount to about $120, and the 
building could be put up for $25 or $30.

BILL FOR DAIRY OUTFIT.

One horse power, with tumbling rod and 
pulley, $31 ; 1 Curtis improved factory churn, 
100-gallon, $24; 1 No. 3 lever butter worker, 
$12 ; 1 dairy scale, with butter salting attach
ment, 1 oz. to 240 lbs., $10 ; 1 Lakin’s butter
milk strainer, $2.25 ; 1 Lee’s perfect thermo
meter, 60c. ; 1 8-oz. graduating glass, for butter

II. WATERY, FAT- POOR 

MILK.

This milk has a bluish- 
white color. When set, it 
yields only a thin layer of 
yellowiah- cbeanf, the un
der-lying milk being bluish. 
Nothing particularly ab
normal is observable in the 
condition of the cow, and 
she consumes her food with 
full appetite. This state 
of the milk often arises 

B| when the.cow is doming in- 
E to heat, and then vanishes 
S’ as soon as she regains her 

normal condition. In many 
Wy instances, however, it is 

attributable to derange
ment of the digestive or
gans, caused by eating 
ill-conditioned fodder, dis
eased potatoes, decaying 
roots, bad hay, etc. There 

is no remedy except doing away with the bad 
food and feeding proper rations.

III. 1'RKMATURE CURDLING OF THE MILK.

The milk curdles prematurely by heating and 
when it is set for creaming. The cream is but 
partially separated, and does not churn readily. 
Very often the fault lies in the warm, sultry 
weather, which acts upon the cows, impairing 
the production of normal milk. Frequent ac
cess to fresh, cool water during the day, is 
recommended, and sometimes it may be desir
able to add a small quantity of hydro-chloric 
acid. In other instances the curdling is caufed 
by warm, damp stables or milk rooms. In this 
case the remfedy consists in keeping these 
places cool an® airy, but often these objects * 
can hardly be attained. It is also recommended 
to set the vessels containing milk io cold water. 
Where the named causes do not exist, it may 
be taken for granted that some of the cows are 
suffering from a disturbed digestion, which 
may be remedied by-.administering, twice a 
day, 20 grammes (30.86 grains) of bi carbonate 
of soda in a litre ( 1pints) of wormwood tea to

1
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A CHEAP FARM CREAMERY.

different breeds and crosses with the follow
ing average result :— '

Milk 
per day 

lbs.
Fat. Total 

Solids.
Total
Points.

Shorthorns (pure
bred)..........

Shorthorns not eli
gible for registra
tion ............ ,

Jersey............................
Guernsey.....................
Ayrshire..................
Shorthorn & Ayr

shire Cross.

40 3.3 12.38 80.15

3.54 13.14 08.2
02.31
S8.3
07.72

4.0
5.04

13.118
15.78
14.584.02

3.52 85.38

The average ages of the different cows were 
about the same—between six and seven years. 
The “total points” were computed on the 
following basis : One point was allowed for each 
pound of milk, two points for a percentage unit 
of solids, three points for each unit of fat, and 
one point for each ten after the first twenty 
days since calving.

The following table gives a summary of 
averages, extending over seven years, 1879 to 
1885 inclusive : —

13.16

I.BS. MILK.
Of 55 Shorthorns . 42.8»
Of 42 Jerseys ____ 27.31
Of 23 Guernseys. . 27.43 
Of 9 Cross-bred . 43.53

ANALYSIS.
12.6(1 solids ___ .1.62 fat
13.70 
13.87
12.71

.... 4.17 “ 

.... 4.52 “ 

.... 3.57 “

A Cheap Farm Creamery.
We have often pointed out in our columns 

the respective merits of co-operative and farm 
creameries. We expressed the fact that better 
butter can be made on the farm than at the co
operative creamery establishments, although 
the uniform quality of the latter placed the 
butter far ahead of the average product of the 
farm. No farmer can make good butter, which 
always commands a high price, unless he makes 
a specialty of butter-making ; hé must study 
the subject and have the requisite facilities. It 
is not necessary to have a large number of 
cows, although the more the better, for then 
the cost of production will be less. Any farmer 
who commences on a small scale will soon see 
the advantage of enlarging his operations.

The farm creamery represented in the accom
panying ont has been erected by Messrs. Cor
nish, Curtis & Green, Fort Atkinson, Wis., and 
is admirably suited to a dairy of 20 to 30 cows. 
The size is 12 x 22 feet and 10 feet high. The 
following are the complete 
bills of cost :

color, 60c. ; 1 cream tester, with six glasses, $1; 
1 lad^e; 25o.; 1 butter packer, 75c. ; 1 stencil 
brush and box, 50c. ; I stencil, wjttfiname of 
creamery, 75o.; 15 Cooley cans, $2 each, $30.

The above bill gives the United States prices, 
but most of the outfit can be had from onr 
Canadian dealers for about the same price. 
The factory churn, however, would have to be 
imported, or made here to order, at a higher 
price than .$24. It could be. made for about 
$30, or imported for about $35, including a duty 
of 25 percent. This item would be balanced, 
however, by the lower prices of horse powers 
in this country. Altogether the concern should 
not cost over $230. The sales of butter from 
20 cows for one season would bring more than 
double the cost of the building. -

A small engine could be used instead of a 
horse-power; a centrifugal separator could be 
advantageously used at any time, and could be 
run by the same horse-power or engine.

Abnormal Conditions of Milk.
[From the German : Translated by W. A. Mac

donald. for the Farmer’s Advocate.)

I. DEFECTIVE MILK SECRETION.

Under this head is included the falling off in 
the yield of milk before the proper time, there 
being no disease of the udder or feverish state 
of the system, and the animal appears quite 
lively and healthy. This condition often arises 
from an injurious change of food during the 
period of lactation, in which case the malady 
continue» until the cow becomes accustomed to 
her new diet, and even longer if the food con
tains insufficient quantities of nutriment, in 
which case a remedy can only be effected by 
feeding proper rations. The same malady may 
be brought about by a slight disturbance in the 
digestive process, and may be removed by feed
ing more easily digested food, or the following 
dose may, with good results, be given three 
times a day and continued several days : 
Powdered antimony, 15 grammes ; powdered 

calamus root, 10 grammes; 
caraway, 10 grammes, given 
in a litre of fennel tea.

Milking Competitions.
At a milking competition of the British Dairy 

Farmers’ Association, prizes were given to

LUMBER BILL.
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When we associate the name of Prof. Dr. 

Fleischmann with the above experiments, no 
dairy authority will dispute their accuracy. 
You see that the effect has been that moisture 
has been given off, so that butter kept for a 
short time becomes lighter.

With regard to salt as a flavoring material, 
teaches us more than science or

they must undergo a change of food, and their 
milk must not be mixed with normal milk, but 
must be kept by itself so long as it has any 
tendency to turn blue. At the same time all 
the milk vessels and utensils must be cleansed 
with hot water and lye, and the floor and walls 
of the milk rooms must be thoroughly washed 
with a solution of 1 part chloride of lime in 10 
parts water, for the infectious matter may ad
here to them. Until these measures are car
ried out, it would be well to 
milk—a teaspoonful to 2 litres (H pints)-with 
milk freshly drawn from the udder, and set for 
creaming, which will prevent the milk from 

turning blue. ______

Until the different causes are re-8&Ch
moved, it would be well to mix a small quan
tity of bi-carbonate of soda with the milk, 
which will prevent premature coagulation.

IV. SLIMY, STRINGY MILK, 
milk is either slimy, tough, stringy, 

when drawn from the udder, or it becomes so 
shortly afterwards. It has a slimy, stringy 
taste, produces a small quantity of bad cream, 
which churns with difficulty, and produces a 
quality of butter unpleasant to the taste. If a 
small quantity of such milk is mixed with 
normal milk, the latter becomes affected, and 
partakes of the same stringy character. This 
condition is caused either by bad hay, straw 
containing fungi, meal from damp grain, or 
other spoiled foods. In such cases the whole 
herd produces such milk, and the remedy con
sists in a change to a liberal supply of nutn 
tious, wholesome food, such as oil-cake and

x:
tion P In order to ascertain which cow is suf- salt to make it neither too salt nor too fresh, at 
fering, a small quantity of each cow's milk the same timo converting all the Balt into brine 

" should be set by itself if it does not appear without waste.
slimy when drawn from the udder, and when This is undoubtedlyX^ice piece of science 
the affected cow is found out, she should under- and it yields rich food foKthe nourishment of 
go treatment, ançt none of her milk should be our common-sense faculty J t here is anot er 

mixed with that from the rest of the herd, science which asks if butter should be salte , 
The treatment consists in administering a mix- and still another which questions that 
ture, in equal parts, of salt, chalk and gentian- should use salt at all, except as a diug : in 

root powder, given three times a day in quan- truth 
titles of a good tablespoonful at a time in a 
litre of wormwood tea, or a half a tablespoonful 
of hydro chloric acid in a wine bottle full of 
linseed gruel may be given twice a day. Such 
treatment for 5 or 6 days will usually effect a

The
common sense 
practice. If the salt is more delicious than the 
butter, the salt flavors the butter ; but if the 
butter is more delicious than the salt, then, of 
course, the butter flavors the salt. -Those who 
have not vitiated their tastes by the use of salt 
or other condiments, maintain that every article 
of food possesses a natural, delicious, saline 
flavor peculiar to itself. Why should the eye 
be educated to admire harmonious arrange
ments of colors, while the taste must be edu
cated to one flavor only ? It has cost us a good 
deal of pains and money to solve this part of 
the problem. We have found that, of all the 
brands of butter, the lowest consumption was 
that of bad, unsalted butter, while the highest 

that of unsalted butter of the best quality.

mix some butter-

Saltine Butter.
There is a great deal of talk about the 

science of, salting butter, and a great deal of 
time is wasted by our dairymen in getting toe 
salted article just scientifically correct, 
latest “science” consists in leaving just so much

The

was
The plain duty of the farmer, therefore, is to 
unite and protest against the salting of butter 
and make it of first-class quality, which will 
increase the rate of consumption and enhance 
the price of .butter. Let him seek to control 
those markets which demand no brand but the 
unsalted article. To hide our sins by the use 
of condimental flavorings is a moral wrong, 
and it adds nothing to our prosperity or

man

the most exalted of all the sciences 
live without the use of

our
teaches us how we can

We have too much respect for science happiness.
Does salt keep butter ? 

sinners in the art of butter making. Science
sense in

Yes, if we aredrugs.
—for it has done a great deal for agriculture— 
to apply it to a business which ought not to 
exist. Science and art have proved that salt is 
a cheap drug, but it remains to be proved that 
people should drug themselves three times a 
day with this article because it is cheap. 4 In 
practice we salt our butter and other articles of 
food because our mothers and grandmothers 
followed the practice ; but this argument 
proves nothing, and should not be raised 
against the necessity for experimental investi
gation. Other a guments in favor of salting 

(1) That it adds weight to the 
butter, thereby making it more profitable to 
the farmer ; (2) that salt flavors the butter ; 

d (3) that it adds to its keeping qualities. 
Now let us examine these so-called argu

ments in their order. If an ounce of salt is 
added to a pound of butter, the effect is that 
the butter is an ounce heavier, and the farmer 
gets paid for 17 ounces of butter, 
surely sound logic—for him who cannot see 
farther than the apex of his nose. Butter con
tains 12 to 15 percent of moisture, the extreme 
variations being from 8 t,o IS percent. Has it 
never occurred to you that salt plays an im
portant part in the regulation of moisture ?

this is all theory. Well, let us

and practice have aided common 
proving that fats are not preserved by salt. 
Of course salt is a cheap antiseptic, but it 
must not be forgotten that it is only nitro- 

matter that is subject to decay. The

cure.
(yellow and red) milk. 

milk, which appears to be perfectly 
normal when drawn from the udder, assumes 
indigo-blue spots on the cream after being set 
for 12 to 24 hours. These spots enlarge 
rapidly, first on the surface, so that sometimes 
after 24 hours the whole cream appears 
blue colored, then also below the surface, so 
that the whole contents of the vessel assume a 
blue color. Sometimes minute islands of a yel- 

between the blue spots on

v. BLUE
This genous

above table shows that the amount of nitro
genous material in butter is very insignificant, 
viz. : 0.80 percent for the unsalted unwashed 
article, and 0.C0 for the unsalted and washed, 
showing the great advantage of thorough 
washing. Numerous actual experiments have 
proved that salt has no effect on the keeping 
qualities of first class butter, so that here again 
salt must be indicted as a cloak for hiding our 
sins. Salt “must go”—out of the butter busi-

to be

butter are :

lowish color are seen 
the cream, less often also small red spots, 
which, however, enlarge very slowly, and 
always confined to the cream. Sometimes the 
cream turns quite yellow, but the milk under 
it blue. The blue patches of the layer of cream 
consist mostly of masses of fungi, between 

found enclosed. If 
of fungi be placed

an
are ness.

However, we cannot hope to effect any 
revolutionary change in this respect ; our 
present object is to educate in the true science 
of living, to awaken discussion, and to inspire 
a desire for better methods and better things.

The practice of washing butter with brine is 
an important step in the right direction, and Uk 
this way it can be made salty enough for the 
tastes of most people. In whatever form the 
salt is used, it should be of the purest and 
finest quality. But it cannot be had entirely 
pure, which is another strong argument against 
its use. The greatest hindrances to our pro
gress in the art of butter-making are the time 
wasted in studying the so called science of 
salting butter, and the labor lost in working in 
the salt, the working being injurious to the 
quality of the butter.

That is

which globules of fat 
any portion of this blue 
into normal milk, the latter then also partakes 

The cause of this blue-

are
mass

of the same character, 
ness in milk cannot be safely asserted. It is, 
however, believed that two concurrent circum 
stances must operate; alack of formed casein in 
the milk caused by imperfect di.eation bf the 
cow. and the presence of fungi spores 

The latter are said to cause a

Ah, you say
what practice has proved. The following 

table gives the results of accurately conducted 
experiments on scientifically salted buttei ;

see
in the 

divisionmilk.
of the casein, the product of which is the blue 

Before the malady can be Salted Butter.Tnsalted Butter.Chemical _________
1 "t’io'nM Washed ll-nwash- Washed IVnwash-

| ud
coloring matter, 
remedied, the cow or cows must first be picked 

milk is wanting in fo med casein.
ed*

out whose
This is easily done by setting a small portion of 
each cow’s milk by itself, in order to see which 

and which does not ; but all the

12.00
84.54

12.50
84.50

15.20
85.50Water .. .

Fat .............
Protein . .. 
N i t r o ir e n 
free matter. 
Ash.............

Mr J. I ;ould an able authority on butter- 
is familiar to the readers 

“ Butter is exactly

.05,00.00

making, whose name
of the Advocate, says : 
half made when the pail of milk is brought into 
>he house.”

.01.40.40turns blue
vessels used must be new', because blue parti
cles may adhere to vessels already used. M hen 
th, cows whose milk is affected are ascertained,

2.202.00

100.00im.m . Itttvrtloo. tut
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E. Dr. 
ts, no 
iracy. 
isture
for a

is pregnant with cogent thoughts, but we have 
only space for a brief review.

The learned Professor asserts the existence 
of nature’s law, “The survival of the fittest,” 
but under domestication, he says, the tendency 
is towards the survival of the unfittest. By 
our artificial system, we have produced 
weakened constitutions and degeneracy in our 
stock, with a tendency to tubercular deposits. 
Constitutional diseases have been initiated by 
breeding from young animals, and by subjecting 
them to close quarters. Having condemned* 
prize shows and the practice of making such a 
quality of beef as the people cannot eat, the 
Professor goes on to say :

“It is not easy, and it is the reverse of satis
factory, to have to admit that in the course of 
long years of steady effort we have been wil
fully groping in the dark, 
get a glimpse of the fact the less difficult it will 
be to retrace our steps ; and there-is no escape 
from the conclusion that, if we mean to culti
vate the live stock of the farm, we shall have 
to proceed in a direction as nearly as possible, 
in some respects at lèast, opposite to the one 
which we have taken for many years. * * *
If it were not the case that the system has be
come fashionable, and animals of favorite 
strains command a high but utterly fictitious 
price in the market, it would not stand for a 
day. Does any man with the average share of 
common sense entertain a doubt that the whole 
scheme of breeding for early maturity would 
undergo a radical change if breeders were sud
denly to become impressed witlv^the necessity 
of producing a hardy, healthy race of animals 
which would afford healthy and substantial 
food for man. ”

The book is written in this strain, but we 
think this paragraph is as much as our Prof. 
Brown and his admirers can stomach for the 
present. The author then proceeds to say that 
baby-flesh is not flesh at all ; he thinks that 
mankind should have something worth biting 
at, and he regards “baby-beef ’’ as the reverse 
of something to bite at. The objection, he 
says, that the breeder cannot afford to wait 
long enough to get mature beef, has nothing to 
do with the physiologist’s view of the matter, 
and if the breeder decides that he cannot afford 
to do what is right, he must suffer the conse
quences. The writer regards the completion of 
permanent dentition as a fair test of maturity, 
which is three years of age for cattle and sheep, 
and eighteen months for swine.

Contemporary with these sweeping charges, 
we find Prof. Sanborn, of the Missouri Agricul
tural College, demonstrating to the farmers of 
his State how he can feed hogs for lean meat ; 
that is, by a change in the system of feeding, 
giving more nitrogenous and less carbonaceous 
foods, he can change diseased blubber into 
wholesome and healthy muscle. There is no 
doubt that the existing American system of 
breeding and feeding swine for a tendency to 
the rapid accumulation of fat has been the 
cause of so much disease amongst this class of 
domestic animals. In cows the irrational sys
tem of feeding has brought on milk-fever and 
abortion, as well as tuberculosis, although the 
latter disease has been more prevalent amongst 
fattening animils all for the promotion of 
veterinary science.

The policy of the Advooatk on the “ baby- 
beef ” boom is well known to our readers. 
When we first raised our voice against the 
craze, we were denounced as being crazy. We 
stood entirely alone in our efforts to cure the 
fat-stock show mania, but the speculators and

Among Western ranchmen both North and 
South, the idea of spaying heifers to check 
over stocked ranges from going to ruin, is grow
ing in favor. The Standard Cattle Co., one of 
the best known in the West, has recently con
tracted with somebody to spay 2,000 heifers.

In many localities all over the West, the 
native grasses are being spoiled, perhaps for
ever, by being grazed too closely. Many sec 
tions which in years gone by could be depended 
upon to grow the best beeves, are now among 
the poorest ranges. The question of a practical 
substitute for these native grasses when they 
are exhausted, is a serious one. The mosquito, 
bunch and sedge grasses will in time have to be 
replaced by more durable kinds. What they 
shall be no one has yet learned.

Hay feeding on Western ranges is becoming 
very popular, and it is very profitable where 
properly conducted. 'The time is not so very 
far distant when leaving cattle to rustle, coir, or 
die, without stdres of food or shelter from the 
elements, will be too unprofitable to be popu
lar. Slowly but surely the free grass idea must 
give way to humaner methods. After awhile 
every stock raiser will own or lease his land, 
and then the business will be on a more sub
stantial basis.

Thin, grass Texas cattle, the first of the sea
son, sold $1 per cwt. lower this year than last, 
as the drouth caused many very thin and 
utterly unmerchantable cattle to be sent to 
market. Since then the quality of the South
western range cattle has improved.

A number of the Western papers have lately 
been wrangling over the statement made by 
one of them, that no Shorthorn on earth is 
worth $3,250, the price of one of the Duchess 
cows at the May sales at Dexter Park, Chicago. 
The paper which made the statement defends it 
by calling attention to the fact that such prices 
are never paid except by men who made their 
money at something else besides Shorthorn 
raising.

The sheep market during the past month has 
been on the up-grade. The granting of lpwer 
freight rates to Texas sheep men tended to 
flood the market for awhile, but the demand 
for good muttons has lately more than equaled 
the supplies.

-Sfocfe.
A Chatty Letter froift the States.

[From our Chicago Correspondent.]
For the year thus far the amount of stock 

marketed has not in the aggregate been as large 
as during the corresponding six months last 

The shortage is largely in cattle, but
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mostly in sheep. By the end of the year, how
ever, this matter may be reversed.

There was never a better summer demand 
for hogs. Nearly all of the packers have been 
buying almost as freely as in winter. Canadian 
packers continue to use a large number of lean 
light hogs from Chicago.

The abundance of the corn in the country 
and the good health of the hogs tend to make 
farmers fatten their swine too much this year. 
There is a demand for more lean and less fat in

But the sooner we

hogs.
The severe drouth in the Southwest, Texas i

particularly, during May and the first half of 
June, delayed the shipments of range beeves 
several weeks, and worse than that, if the most 
reliable reports were correct, many thousands 
of cattle perished for want of food and water. 
The famished animals would linger about the 
dried-up water holes until they were too 
emaciated to hunt for grass. Since about the 
middle of June grateful showers have glad
dened the hearts of stockmen and put an end 
to one of the worst spring drouths ever experi
enced.
range country of the Northwest, and the ship
ping season is almost sure to be a couple of 
weeks late.

Good solid cattle, that is, good corn-fed or 
dry-fed cattle, have for many weeks been very 

and have been selling better than one 
On the other hand, store cattle and

c

Rains have been badly needed in the
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scarce
year ago.
all kinds below choice fat bullocks, have been
selling 25 @ 50c. cheaper than in June, 1885.

For a couple of months past, dealers have 
seemed to feel convinced that ripe fat beeves

scarce and bound to command a premium.were
Chicago has sent forward a great many 1,300 

(SfT;-500 lb. cattle of late to Great Britian at 
about $5.25 @ $5 50, though exporters have paid 
as high as $5.857* As a rule the highest prices 
have been paid by butchers of Eastern cities, 
who have regular, high toned customers for the 

For instance, when London and Brown vs. Brown on the “Baby- 
Beef” Boom.

Prof. Brown, the distinguished English 
veterinary surgeon, chief of the agricultural 
Apartment, and adviser of the Royal Agricul
tural, has recently written a handbook on the 
subject of animal life, in which he makes a 
sweeping indictment against “ baby beef ” and 
the modern high pressure system of feeding. It 
is well known that Prof. Brown, of the Ontario 
Model Farm, is a pronounced advocate of the 
system. The question may suggest itself to 
the minds of our farmers, Which of these 
Browns is the ablest authority on the subject 
of animaflife ? Our professor has many ardent 
admirers, and it is unlikely that any English 
or other authority will have sufficient weight 
to lower him in their estimation. We at once 

this distinction, that the English Brown is 
Professor by education and instinct; our jBrown 
is “Prof.” by appointment. f

The above named handbook has created quite 
commotion in live stock circles. The work
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Liverpool buyers were paying $5.50 @ $5.75, at 
Chicago, Alleghany and New York buyers 

paying as high as $0.00 for fancy youngwere
beeves. The highest priced cattle have been 
those averaging less than 1,500 lbs. Heavier 
cattle have been marketed with some freedom,I
but there are not now many buyers who care to 
handle beeves averaging 1,000 (% 1,800 lbs.

It is learned upon pretty good authority that 
dairy calves in the eastern part of the U. S. 
will be more plentiful than in former years, of 
poorer quality and are likely to sell lower. It is 
said that the low prices for butter and cheese 
have been the cause of dairy farmers in the

As no

■

East raising more calves than usual, 
particular care has been taken of them, they 
are not as well grown as usual, and are not in 
very good condition for growing into beef. 
The chances are that Western buyers will be 
somewhat more discriminating than in former 

A lot of good Michigan calves lately

' '
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sold here at $14 per head. a
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I Methods of Cattle Feeding—Profits 

in Feeding Steers.
At a recent meeting of the Arva Farffier’s 

Institute, Mr. J. H. Mo Roberts, Lucan, Ont., 
gave a bit of his experience on the above sub
ject. It is substantially as follows :

I run all my hay and straw through the 
cutter, and mix the meal with it in a dampened 
condition. I clip off the long hair and rub the 
body over with a mixture of coal oil and fish 
oil, in proportion of one part of the former to 
two parts of the latter, for the purpose of kill
ing the vermin and softening the skin. Of all 
the foods I like bran best, but I also like shorts; 
I like turnips better than mangels, and clover 
better than timothy. Bran makes muscle, 
which suits the English market better than fat.
I grind wheat and flax seed together, and mix 
them in proportion of one part of the former to 
two of the latter, but if the animal is hide 
bound I give more flax-seed. I put a teaspoon
ful of sulphur in each beast's feed twice a week, 
with a small quantity of salt ; otherwise I use 
no condimental foods. It takes 13 to 15 lbs. of 
meal per day to fatten a bullock, in addition to 
hay, bran, and roots; but with this ratiiçn I have 
found that straw is as good as hay, as it gives 
belly to the bullock. I have fed ground corn 
and bran with excellent results ; but I like 
peas and wheat better than oats or corn. I 
can’t get steers well enough bred. The “scrub” 
bull is a pest and ought to be taxed to death or 
exterminated in some other way. I prefer a 
heifer to a steer ; she takes on flesh better. I 
give a quarter of a cent more per pound live 
weight for heifers than for steers, and I can 
make this difference in my selling price. 
It doesn’t pay to feed old cows. I let my fat
tening cattle out two hours every day for exer
cise, except on stormy days. They ship far 
better when they get plenty of exercise, and 
improve on the voyage, instead of going back 
like cattle which get no exercise. Cattle fed 
on cooked or sloppy*»foods never stand the 
journey well ; they decrease in weight while 
being shipped. From the 1st to the 20th of 
May is the best time for shipping. I never fed 
oil cake ; I use bran and flax-seed instead. I 
get second grade flax seed for $1.25 per bushel. 
I have fed as much as 10 lbs. of bran per head 
ner day. I can fatten bullocks on straw and 
bran alone. I rub brine over the back of my 
stock in order to kill the warbles. Summer 
feeding pays best. I keep the steers on the 
pasture, and feed four to five pounds of 
meal per day to each head, chiefly oats and 
barley. I feed it only once a day, in the cool 
of the morning. I have boxes arranged in 
such a manner that the steers do not disturb 
one another while eating their meal. I have 
shade trees in the pastures to protect them 
from the heat. Meal and grass fed steers do 
not scour ; they stand shipping well, they 
readily eat meal on the voyage, and bring as 
good prices as stall-fed steers. I keep accurate 
accounts of my profits. Here is a statement of 
the profits of 70 head of Shorthorn grades which 
I fed in the winter of 1883 4, the ages ranging 
between two and three years :

some years ago by the London Omnibus Com
pany, who are the owners of some 0,000 horses. 
One-half the horses were confined to bruised 
oats and cut hay and straw, while the other 
half were fed on whole oats and long hay. The 
ration allowed per day to each horse, on the 
first system, was: bruised oats, 16 pounds; cut 
hay, 7b pounds; out straw, 2i pounds. The 
allowance on the old system was: unbruised 
oats, 19 pounds; uncut hay, 13 pounds. The 
money advantage in favor of bruised oats and 
cut hay was fully 5 cents per day for each horse, 
equal to $300 per day on the 6,000 horses. And 
this saving was accomplished without any 
sacrifice of efficiency, for all the drivers and 
those having charge of the horses agreed that 
the difference in the condition of the horses was 
decidedly in favor of those fed on bruised oats 
and cut bay and straw.

boomers held the Government and its treasury 
so tightly in their grasp that all our efforts were 
in vain. But no boom can go far till nature 
cries loud for a rest. We have not yet made a 
false estimate of any of those booms which 
have threatened our agricultural interests with 
destruction ; it is our part to measure a boom 
just as much as it is a carpenter’s to m<
.board, or an astronomer’s to measure the moon. 
We make no secret of our method of investiga
tion. As a practical farmer of over twenty 
years’ experience, and after twenty years of 
walks and talks amongst our farmers, we take 

. a practice, view of every agricultural question; 
* and as a close student of agricultural science, 

we compare the scientific with the practical, 
and at the same time we introduce common- 
sense and sound business principles. These 
are the corner-stones upon which we have built 
the Advocate, and every gust and gale makes 
the structure firmer and firmer. It defies 
all the dements, and does not quake amidst 
those agricultural concerns built on foundations 
of “airy nothingness.”
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Soiling Hogs.
There is a growing tendency to give hogs 

green feed than formerly. We have re-more
commended pasturing in clover; but some object 
to this because the hogs will root up the ground 
more or less. Ringing is considered a preven
tive, although it is not always completely so; 
besides it is some trouble to ring hogs, to say 
nothing of the cruelty of the practice, which 
violates the nature of the hog by depriving it of

Pi Feeding Horses.:i
■; Horses doing full work should be fed three 

be fed four times, soI

lit; 
i il:
mSh

times daily; if they can 
much the better. Little, given frequently, is 
preferable to large feeds given at long inter
vals. Farm horses, as a rule, are watered 
mmediately before they are fed; otherwise, im
mediately afterwards. Some experiments tried 
on worthless horses at Alfort, in France, seem 
to show that the latter of these systems is not 
the right o*. The horses in question were 
killed for dissection after being fed. They were 
first fed and then given water, and afterwards 
killed and examined. Some of the grain which 
they had eaten was found undigested in the 
intestines, twenty feet beyond the stomach. 
And the waste of food in such cases is not all, 
for a portion of the material that is carried 
along undigested is likely to have an inflam
matory effect upon the mucous membrane. 
Nor is the plan of giving a horse its fill of cold 
water just before eating, altogether free from

the privilege of indulging one of its strongest 
instincts, which the peculiar construction of its 
snout was designed to gratify.

But because hogs are kept in the pen, or not 
given a wide range, is no reason why they 
should not have plenty of green feed. They 

be soiled as well as cattle, and will relish 
all kinds of green feed that may be thrown to 
them. Peas and oats, put in early, make an ex, 
cellent soiling crop for hogs, and are of the 
right kind to put on muscle and promote growth. 
Corn properly grown may follow these. But do 
not “drill it in or plant it thickly,” as we see 
an exchange recommends. You want all the 
substance in the stalks that can be got into 
them, and the most is obtained by planting in 
the usual way for a field crop. Not only more 
nutriment, but about as much weight of feed 

be obtained in this way as by drilling in or 
planting thicker. If drilled in, the kernels 
should be dropped not closer than three or four 
inches in a row, with the rows three and a
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objection.
The London Agricultural Gazette says that 

in Dublin the daily ration for horses of the 
Tramways Company is ten pounds of maize, 

of oats, and twelve of hay, with half a

5

can
î V i

seven
pound of bran. It adds that there is a power 
for work in the well-fed horse which is usually half to four feet apart. The corn should reach 
wanting in the under-fed one, as was well the milk stage before being fed to the hogs, as 
illustrated by Col. Kingscote in a paper on it then has accumulated all the gums, sugars, 
“Horse Labor in Farming,” which showed and starches for the production of a full crop of
that “where the horses were liberally fed, the ^ gy a succession of crops, or planting at dif- 
plowing cost 6s. 8d. per acre; whereas, with ferent dates in patches corresponding to the 
the teams in poor heart, the plowing cost 10s. number of hogs to be fed, they may be kept in 

; , u it a full supply of green corn from the middle ofOd. per acre,” or nearly half a dollar more. or t?Ptyof fugust until frost comes. The
Nor must we forget that horses vary a good same j8 true of peas and oats; and it would 

deal in their capacity for food; and appetite, work excellently well to grow the two crops— 
which depends on health and temperament, corn and peas and oats—so that they may be 
has as much influence as weight in determining fed together, first a meal of the one and then of 
how much a horse will eat. We have heard it the other. This would make a better balanced 
said that a horse will eat two per cent of its ration, andgive the hogsagreater variety, which 
weight in dry food daily, and at this rate a they relish, as well as the human animal, ex- 
horse weighing 1,200 pounds would require 24 ceedingly well. And in conjunction with these, 
pounds daily of dry provender. we would not omit a patch of clover to be
F The late Professor Dick found that a horse mown and thrown to them if they can not be 
not working could be kept in fair condition on allowed to help themselves. Should it happen 
1“ pounds hay and 5 pounds oats; but, where that any of the patches are larger than needed 
a*good amount of work had to be done, it re- to feed to the swine, the fodder would be rél- 
(inired 14 pounds of hay and 14 pounds of ished by other animals: or, if not needed at all 
grain Horses used for very fast work are fed for soiling, they could be permitted to ripen, or 
considerably more grain,—as much as IS pounds be cut green and cured, as might be the most 

o0 pounds where they are continuously preferred 
ployed and have to be kept in prime con- Farmers must study economy in hog raising 

dition ' and everything else, and look for their prqfit
Crushed or bruised corn is more nutritious, in reduced cost rather than in high prices; 

and therefore more economical in horse-feeding, and there is no cheaper or better way of raising 
than grain fed whole. The most conclusive pork than by making free use of green feed, 
experiment on this subject is that conducted -[National Live Stock Journal, Chicago.
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ISTATEMENT OF PROFITS IN FEEDING 70 STEERS.

Dr.
. ! To 70 head @ $45 .... ........ $3,150

Cost of feeding (Oct. 1 to July 20). 1,750
$4,900

7,140
1 Cc.

lly 70 head & $102................■ i
Tot à) 
Gail/

$2,210gain ... 
per head

The average weight when bought was 1,120 
tbs., so that the average price I paid live 
weight was almost exactly four cents per 
pound. On the date of shipment the average 
weight was 1,630 tbs., being a gain of 1.75 tbs. 
per day. I have included all my disbursements 
in the above estimate, the labor costing me $20 
per man per mouth without board, and I calcu
late two hands for each 100 head of cattle. Of 
course I have the manure in addition to th i 
above profits, but I have not counted interest 
or risk on the money invested for the ten 
months.

$32
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■ ü
professor of cattle feeding at the Model Farm, 

. where all the profits àre sunk in the manure
heap, the manure then being wasted ? After 
all, there is a cry throughout the country that 
stock-raising doesn’t pay. We have now pre
sented the stockman’s view of the argument : 
How about the profits, or rather the losses of
the poor iarmer ? Such statements as these 
are being puffed up by the live stock organs as 
a proof that the country is prospering in the 
live stock business. Such stockmen and their 
organs neither know nor care anything about 
our dairying interests, and it is therefore no 
wonder that the “ scrub ” must go in order to 
build up their industry. The “ scrub ” is a 
dairying animal, and of course it must there
fore go out of the beefing business—except so 
far as the pedigreed animal can be proved to be 
superior to the grade in the production of beef, 
taking into the calculation the original cost of 
the animals, the rate of gain of flesh per day, 
and the cost of production, including risks, 
etc. Many grade steers have produced better 
results than the thoroughbreds, for which the 
“scrub” part must receive credit ; for like pro
duces like, jou know, amongst pedigreed ani
mals, and therefore no thoroughbred can pro
duce the superior of itself. Did it ever occur 
to those organs that if the “ scrub ” goes, the 
grade must go too ? When this time comes, 
how can we produce cheap beef, and compete 
in the world’s markets, with high-blooded, 
high priced animals ?

Let us now bear in mind that Mr. McRoberts 
bought those 70 steers from the farmers. How 
much profit did these farmers make? The 
steers designated as two years old would be 
about two years and five months old, for they 
would be dropped in April or May and 
sold say in September—say S80 days old. His 
mixture of two and three year olds averaged 
1,120 lbs., so that it would be a liberal allow
ance to say that the two year olds would weigh 
an average of about 1,000 lbs. That is, they 
gained an average of about four-tifths of a 
pound per day, making due allowance for the 
weight at birth, 
which make this average gain have had some
thing more luxurious than straw stack accom
modation, for the “runts” only weigh about 700 
or 8U0 lbs. at this age. The average price paid 
for M^-McRoberts’ steers was §45, or say $40 

tfllkgfclvo ,_year olds ; that is to say, the 
farmer gets exactly five cents a day for raising 
a steer from calfhood till it is two years and five 
months old, granting that it is worth nothing at 
birth. Now, when it is considered that such 
steers when well fed in winter consume from 18

It is evident that steers

for

to 24 cents per day, it will surely be under the 
mark to say that it would require 10 cents per 
daÿ to keep them in fair growing condition, 
which would be $18 for six months’ feeding. 
But the farmer gets 5 cents per day or $18.25 
for a year’s operation, so that practically he 
gets nothing for his pasturing. Taking 
average circumstances and conditions into con
sideration, we think it would be a fair state
ment to say that the $32 per head gained by 
Mr. McRoberts represents the sum lost by the 
farmer ; in other words, if the farmer fed his 
own stock, even if he understood his business 
as well as Mr. McRoberts, he would gain dur
ing the period of liberal feeding just what he 
lost during the\two years and five months of 
low feeding, or*ne has just the manure left to 
represent his profit.

All these circumstance point out the neces
sity for a more liberal system of feeding, a
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more economical method of saving the maniire, 
and the breeding of the best class of animals. 
Select large, roomy, native or grade cows, and 
put them to the best thoroughbred bulls of the 
best beefing breed, not the best according to 
the evidence of pedigrees alone, but the best 
in the eye of an experienced, impartial judge. 
Bear the following facts in mind : Any beef 
animal is a “scrub” for dairy purposes, and 
any dairy animal is a “scrub ” for beef. The 
Jersey, for instance—one of the most valuable 
of breeds, is a beefing “scrub,” while the Here
ford, or the Polled Angus, also many of the 
Shorthorns, are the veriest “ scrubs ” in the 
eyes of all sharp-sighted dairymen.

Mr. McRoberts says he never read a work on 
cattle feeding in his life, and yet he is one of 
the most scientific cattle feeders we have ever 
met. We commend his system to all intelli
gent farmers. He says he worked out his sys 
tern by repeated experiments, but he might 
have saved himself all this cost and trouble 
by spending a few winters’ evenings in the 

, study of the nutritive values of the different 
products of the farm. He should not stigma
tize other investigators in the same field, the 
only difference being that their experiments 
and accounts are more thorough and accurate 
than his, and therefore deserve the appellation 
of “scientific.” He is a special friend of the 
clovers, not caring much about the grasses, 
which conclusion also rests on a scientific basis, 
and we therefore recommend his permanent 
pasture mixture to the careful attention of our 
farmers, viz. : Two parts timothy ; 1 part 
white clover, 1 part alsike, and 1 part red clover. 
This formula makes a very nutritious pasture, 
but does not give as long a pasturage season as 
the ordinary permanent pasture mixtures, and, 
besides, variety is quite an element as well as 
nutriment. He finds a great advantage in har
rowing the pastures, which spreads the drop
pings of the animals and equalizes the growth 
of the plants.

Many an excellent cow is ruined in her calf- 
hood by not being taught to masticate her food 
thoroughly. The grain is fed ground or boiled 
until the animal finds out that its teeth and 
jaws are more for ornament than use. The 
calf should be taught to chew unground roats 
when it is three or four months old. The 
teaching of this practice may be found a little 
troublesome at the very outs tart, but all your 
pains will be amply rewarded. The simple 
neglect of this duty is the cause of so many 
disorders of the digestive organs, and the 
effects upon the quantity and quality of the 
milk will be seen in another article under the 
title of “Abnormal Conditions of Milk.” Oats 
are the best grain to feed with skim milk, for 
they contain a large percentage of fat which is 
missing in the milk ; they are apt to be masti
cated more thoroughly than other grains, and 
they furnish bulk, which is of great importance 
in yourig~ahimals—especially those intended 
for the dairy. In feeding for prizes, however, 
the case is different ; for the more you ruin 
your calf the greater will be the certainty of 
your getting prizes and free advertising.

The existing low prices for cheese, and the 
great value to be attached to skim milk, as has 
been proved by numerous experiments recently 
conducted in feeding calves and pigs, should 
tend to revolutionize our live stock and dairy
ing systems. Farmers cannot afford to ignore 
the value of chemistry in its bearing upon cat
tle foods and rations. This science has pointed 
out the relative values of farm products and 
has taught us how to combine these products 
into properly balanced rations. Accurately 
conducted experiments, combined with sound 
judgments, have corroborated the facts estab
lished by the chemist, and the results have 
been that many products which have formerly 
been regarded as waste have been proved to be 
the most nutritive. If science had led the van 
of civilization, instead of fashion, we should 
now have more stalwart men and scrubbier 
looking, though healthier and more valuable 
stock.

The most nutritious stock-foods raised by the 
ordinary farmer are bran, shorts, and skim 
milk. These are all by-products, and their 
values are not yet well enough known. Where 
the value of skim milk is fully appreciated, 
farmi rs are changing from cheese to butter
making. But there is still a general lack of 
knowledge in the economical utilization of 

'skim milk. Prof. Henry, of the Wisconsin Ex
periment Station, has been conducting some 
very interesting and practical experiments in 
the feeding of milk thoroughly skimmed by the 
use of Cooley cans. In one experiment with 16 
calves, he found that the skim milk brought 
him 35 cents per 100 lbs. He lays it down as 
a rule that 25 to 30 cents per 100 lbs. can be 
realized for skim milk, counting oats at lc. 
It)., hay at $8 per ton, and bran at $12 per ton, 
providing you can get $4 per 100 lbs. of growth 
in the calf. Now, whole milk at the cheese 
factories only brings about 80 cents per 100 lbs. 
One hundred pounds of milk ought to make at 
least 34 pounds of butter, which, if of good 
quality, will bring 18 cents per pound, or 63 
cents in all, so that the butter and skim milk 
will bring nearly a dollar in place of 80 cents, 
besides, the farm is enriched by 95 percent of 
the nutritive value of all the food consumed by 
the calves ; in other words, instead of exhaust
ing your farm by disposing of all the raw pro
ducts, you only dispose of five percent of the 
fertility taken from the soil by marketing your 
productions on all fours. If this business does 
not pay, your only alternative is the use of 
commercial fertilizers, if you wish to keep up 
the fertility of your farm.

:

Raising Calves—Value and Uses of 
Skim Milk.

The fly and sultry season has already set in, 
and great care should be exercised in the man
agement of young stock. The beneficent effects 
of sunlight notwithstanding, the calves should 
now have shade to protect them from the 
scorching heat, and if the flies display their 
usual viciousness, young stock should be shel
tered in dark stables during the fly portion of 
the day ; for there is no profit in converting 
milk into flies through the medium of the calf’s 
blood.

The artificial method of calf-raising is the 
outgrowth of our dairying system, and various 
sorts of disorders are now the rule, not the ex 
ception, scouring being one of the most trouble
some -of these disorders. Many farmers regard 
skim milk as having little nutritive value, and 
they have therefore adopted the practice of 
feeding it in larger quantities than whole milk. 
This is one of the main causes of scouring. 
The other leading causes are irregularity in 
feeding, not feeding often enough, and giving 
cold milk, in place of warming it to 98° — the 
temperature of the blood. Removing the 
causes is the best remedy, but severe attacks 
may be removed by putting a tablespoonful of 
lime-water into each feed of milk. This liquid 
is prepared by placing a lump of lime about the 
size of a hen’s egg into a gallon jar of water and 
shaking thoroughly. An egg stirred in the 
milk is also an excellent remedy ; so is parched 
flour. Over-feeding is more injurious than 
under-feeding, and far more cruel. If you 
can’t strike the mark, aim under rather than 
above.

There are other evil practices in çalf raising, 
chief amongst which is the feeding of grain.
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July, 1886TtiÉ FARMER’S ADVOCATE.
Ripening and Preservation of 

Fruits.ally sell at least one-third higher than the red. 
Indeed, if they did not, it would not pay to 

for market, because the yield ia_
<®)arden and ©rchard.

A paper on the above subject was recently 
read by Hon. Marshall P. Wilder, President 
of the American Pomological Society, before 
the Massachusetts Horticultural Society, from 
which we make the following extracts :

The ripening of fruit depends on saccharine 
fermentation. This is followed by the vinous 
and acetous fermentation. To prevent these 
and preserve fruit in all its beauty, freshness 
and flavor, the temperature must be uniform 
and kept below the degree at which the fer
mentation or ripening process commences.

Late fruits may remain on the trees until 
severe frosts are feared, but should be gathered 
with great care. Summer pears should be 
picked some days before the ripening process 
commences. A summer pear ripened upon the 
trees is generally inferior. The process of 
ripening on the tree, which is the natural one, 
seems to act upon the fruit for the benefit of 
the seed, as it tends to a formation of woody 
fibre and farina Pears which become mealy 
and rot at the core if left on the tree to ripen, 

juicy, melting and delicious when ripened 
in the house.

The most common method for the preserva
tion and long keeping of fruits for small estab
lishments and private use is the construction 
of houses with walls of non-conducting materi
als and with well-drained and thoroughly 
cemented cellars. Fruit houses may be thus 
constructed at a moderate expense, in which 
fruits may be kept in good flavor during the 
entire season. The Anjou pear has been ex
hibited as late as the month of Ma/ from .a re
tarding house.

A fruit merchant of this city says there is no 
perceptible difference between a cold storage 
house controlled by chemicals and one where 
ice is used. Bach has it advocates. One great 
secret of success begins in the state in which 
the fruit goes to the cooler. It should be be 
fore any sound specimen begins to show ripe
ness. No single fruit should be stored that has 
fallen to the ground, for, however perfect it 
may seem, sooner or later that dropped fruit 
will tell its own story and often cause the de- 
cay of the whole package. Fruits intended for 
cold storage houses should go directly from the
orchard. . .

The cause of so many failures in storing 
pears, for instance, is that the fruit is often 
bought of different parties, much of it so im
perfectly packed that it is never fit to go to the 
cooler. Perhaps it has been gathered weeks 
previous, or carried long distances, and becomes 

less bruised and rendered unfit for

grow them
much less, and from their scattered habit, cf 
fruit bearing the gathering is more expensive.

By reference to the Farmer’s Advocate of 
last October, the reader will observe two kinds 
of black currants recommended, viz., Black 
Naples and Lee's Prolific. Connoisseurs assure 
us that the difference between these two kinds 
is best seen with the eyes shut, as it consists in 
point of flavor, respecting which the latter is 
quite the superior.

Papers for Amateur Fruit Growers.
X.

[By L. Woolverton, Grimsby, Ont.] 
CURRANTS.

Dame Nature has wisely arranged the 
cession of fruits. With a little care in the 
planting of his garden and orchard, the farmer 
may have fresh fruit for his table the whole 
year round. Only yesterday (6th June) we used 
the last of our Spy apples, and to-day we pick 

first strawberries. And then when the

sue-

RASPBERRIES
our
mild acid of the strawberry and the delicious 
sweet of the cherry are beginning to weary the 
palate, we have a decided change in the pure 
tart of the currant, just in the very hottest 
part of the summer, when its cooling juices are 
most appreciated.

currants. Our High-ripen almost as early 
land Hardy's were ready last season on the 
15th July, only one day later than the Cherry 
Currant; fi*t the season of raspberries is 
longer, lasting at least a month, with a judici- 

selection of varieties. Thus the last of our 
Guthberls were not shipped until the 15th of 
August, while the intervening season was filled 
with such kinds as Clarke, Philadelphia, 
Naomi and Turner ; and such black as Mam

as

ous
finished with our strawberries 

on the 14th of July, and on the same day 
shipped our first currants ; in 1884 it was the 
seventh, and in 1883, on the twelfth of the 

month ; thus closely does the one fruit

Last season we
are

moth Cluster and Gregg.
We still read a good deal in some horticul

tural works and papers about staking raspberry 
bushes, and in accordance with this advice, I 
have seen a great deal of money and time 
thrown away putting up posts and, wire, or 
stakes, and tying up the bushes. A far better 
and more economical plan is cutting back the 
young growing stalks in July, for it not only 
saves expense, but it increases the yield of 
fruit. With a pair of hedge shears, or a sharp 
sickle, the work may be easily and quickly

same
follow the other.

I have already in these pages treated of the 
most desirable kinds of currants, and recom
mend the Red Cherry as an old and very valu
able one ; but if neglected and allowed to 
to wood, if it is not well pruned and well cul
tivated, and if it is grown on very light, dry 
soil, it will produce Very little fruit. Give it 
good cultivation on rather heavy soil ; cut back 
all but five or six shoots every spring, in 
March, and shorten in those left to bear ; scat
ter plenty of wood ashes about them, and stop 
the growth of new wood on bearing canes in 

about first of July, that all the

run

done.
Three or four shoots are as many as should 

be allowed to grow from each stool, and these 
should be topped at a height of three feet at 

As a result side branches will be pro-

June or
strength may go to the fruit ; and I venture to 
guarantee in consequence not only monstrous 
currants that will astonish the neighbors, but 
also an abundant crop. But if such attention 
cannot be given, it is safer to plant such

Victoria, La Versaillaise or White

<most.
duced in abundance, and the plants will grow 
stocky ‘enough to stand alone.

These remarks are applicable alike tg rasp
berry and blackberry plants.

THE STRAWBERRY, PLANTATION

should not be neglected (luring the 
season, because upon its treatment this summer 
largely depends the crop of next season. As 
soon as the plant has perfected one crop of 
fruit, it sets to work to prepare for another by 
the formation of new fruit buds.

While therefore this work of storing up the 
elements of fruit production is in progress, the 
grower should use every means to make it most 
effective. The matted rows should be merci
lessly narrowed down, and have a good top 
dressing of well rotted manure ; the runners 
should be kept cut off that the strength of the 

the fruit or buds ; and the 
rows should receive 
With such care as this

sure

bearers as
Grape.

The two new rivals of the Cherry Currant, 
viz., Fay's Prolific and Moore’s Ruby, are com
mended as being better bearers, but in size they

summer
more or
keeping in this way.

The fruit house of Ellwanger & Barry, at 
Rochester, N. Y., is a building where walls 
and floor are lined with straw and boards, with 
cellars underneath for storing fruit. When the 
mercury goes 10° or 12° below zero, 3 or 4 of 
frost get in, but the boxes and barrels are aU 
covered with straw mats and are never reached 
by the frost When the late fall and winter 
pears are gathered they are put in bushel or 
half-bushel boxes, and placed on the north side 
of a building outside of the fruit house and 
protected. They are kept there as long as the 
weather will permit. By that time the room 
has got thoroughly cooled and ready to receive 
the fruit. They have both pears and apples . 
there now in perfection.

A great compliment has recently been paid Æh system without the
to the ladies of the I uited States. The rage uge of ice He ig able to keep bjs house within 

needs to be taken with currants as for birds for ornaments in hats has caused the 0f freezing for five months, and when the^
destruction of many millions of these innocent thermometer outside changed 60° in twenty- 
creatures to supply the demands of fashion, and four hours the change in the fruit room was 
entomologists and ornithologists have pointed imperceptible. Such results are effected by 
out the fact that this has been the cause of the building a > house with triple walls, eJj 
rapid increase of those insects destructive to inches in thickness, ten inches of which is nlle 
vegetation. It is said that the demand for bird with sawdriSt. ,.
ornamentation lias so rapidly fallen off that D. B. Flint said that he once had a crop ot 
those milliners who have paid no attention to very fide Easter Beurre pears which were 
newspaper reports are about being ruined on frozen hard on the tree, but he sprinkled them 
account of having purchased an over-supply, with water, so as to thaw them slowly, alter 

not much in demand in Common sense has thin won a victory over the which they hung on the tree for two weeks.
Czar of fashion. They were then packed carefully in a box ana

both its inferior.
By the way, let no one be deceived into sup

posing he is getting some new variety when he 
buys the Raby Castle. We notice it mentioned 
of late in some fruit reports, and in the cata-

if it were

are

logues of several nurserymen, 
something different from the old and well 
known Victoria, for which it is but another

aa

8
plant may go into

between the Iname. spaces
thorough cultivation, 
bestowed upon such productive kinds as the 
Wilson and Crescent, the best of results may 
be expected.

Is is easier than that j,.The gathering of
of strawberries or cherries ; indeed, it is quite 
a treat to be able to sit down on a stool, in
stead of breaking one’s back stooping 
strawberry vines, or risking one’s neck elimb- 

If intended for market, the

cu rran
1

’ 1
fruit houseover

ing for cherries.
same care
with cherries. Red and white currants need 
to be picked with their stems on, and every 
picker needs to be cautioned to handle them by 
the stems only, and thus void bruising the 

The twelve quart peach basket makes a 
convenient package for user in shipping 

using red leno as a

fruit.
very
currants by express,
covering.

Whiufourrants are 
the city markets, but the Black Currants usu-
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put on a table m the cellar. On Christmas day 
he went away and shut up his house, and the 
pears were not looked at until May 10. when 
they were found in perfect condition and finely 
ripened. He thought they must have been 
frozen in the cellar. His partner put a bushel 
box of pears in an out building and forgot 
them, but when taken out in the spring they 
were in perfect condition.

William H. Hills, of Plastow, N. H., could 
not understand why apples should keep on the 
ground when they should be frozen on a shelf. 
He has kept apples sound in tight barrels, 
when those in more open casks decayed. He 
built a dry cellar, where the thermometer some
times falls to 28°, and then if more warmth is 
desired he puts in a lighted lamp, which raises 
it to 32° or more. Here apples keep well, 
though thje thermometer is as low as 27° or 
28° half the time. He had known an instance 
where water got into a cellar, yet the apples 
kept well. Freezing apples once might not in
jure them, but repeated freezing and thawing 
would, and handling while frozen injures the 
fruit.

Mr. Wilder said that the preservation of 
apples t>n the ground arises from the moisture 
in the ground extracting the frost, as plants are 
syringed when frozen in the green house. Fruit 
must be handled as carefully as are eggs. Fruit 
placed in the storehouse bruised and in uneven 
condition as to ripeness will never keep.

Mr. Hadwen said that fruit designed to be 
kept should be picked before too ripe. He has 
kept green Bouesack pears for four weeks. It 
is especially desirable in gathering Winter 
apples, such as Baldwins or Greenings, that 
they should not be too ripe. Shippers begin 
gathering apples two or three weeks before it 
is generally done.

Mr. Flint said that he once kept nine or ten 
barrels of apples on the trees till the ninth of 
November, when his neighbors thought they 
were spoiled, but he piled them up on the north 
side of a building until Christmas, and then put 
them in the stable and covered with straw, and 
they kept finely. *

Mr. Wood said that Mr. Flint’s apples pro
bably kept cool on the trees He once picked 
some Roxbury Russet apples very carefully and 
laid them out on the ground until they were 
covered with à foot of snow ; they were after
wards packed in barrels in coal ashes and open
ed the middle of June, when they were very 
nearly perfect—-plump, with the flesh crisp 
and juicy, and of fine flavor, when others have 
lost their flavor. The air was excluded-, from 
them and the temperature was even. Fruit- 
rooms in dwelling-houses, even though separated 
from the furnace cellar, do not compare with 
farmers’ cellars for keeping fruit.

The learned horticulturist concluded his 
paper with the following remarks :

The conditions of success may be briefly 
stated as follows : The /» rfn-t control and 
t' nijierature, Vujht and moUtun. All experi
ence shows that these conditions must be com
plied with or success canno be attained; hence 
these apartments must be cool and constructed 
so as to exclude at pleasure the external atmos
phere, which starts fermentation. After many 
years of experience, both with and without ice, 
I have adopted a house built In a cool, shady 
aspect, with the door on the north, and with a 
thoroughly drained and cetnented cellar, with 
small double windows, which may be opened 
or closed at pleasure. In this way I am 
enabled to keep my late fall and winter pears 
until February or March in good cotjdition. 
Apples may be kept at a lower temperature 
than pears—say 34 to 40 degrees.

In a fruit room of this kind, Mr. John J. 
Thomas writes me, that by admitting air on 
cold nights, and closing the entrances when 
the air is warm, he has had sound Lawrence 
pears in March, and Josephine of Malines in 
April, and Baldwin apples in June.

My late fall and winter fruits, intended for 
long keeping, are allowed to remain on the 
trees until frost is apprehended They are then 
gathered with great care, into bushel boxes, 
and placed on the north side of my fruit house 
in tiers of boxes six or seven feet high, and

-.■V*

covered with boards, where they are kepi until 
the ground begins to freeze. They are then 
removed to the cellar, piled up in the same 
manner, with thin strips of boards or shingles 
between the boxes, until wanted for use, when 
the boxes are looked over and the most mature 
are from time to time taken out. In this way 
I keep pears until March or April in perfect 
condition.

In regard to the use of ice I would say that 
where fruits are kept for some months under its 
influence at a low temperature, they seem to 
lose much of their flavor; the cellular tissue also 
seems to have become dry, and to have lost its 
vitality or power to resume the ripening process. 
Experience proves that, for the common varie
ties of the pear, about forty degrees Fahrenheit 
is the temperature best suited to hold this pro 
cess in equilibrium. The proper maturing of 
fruit thus preserved demands skill and science. 
Different varieties require different degrees of 
moisture and heat, according to the firmness 
of the skin and the texture of the flesh. Thus 
some varieties of the pear will ripen at a low 
temperature and in a comparative dry atmos
phere, » lile others are improved by a warm 
and humid air. Some varieties of the pear rip
ening with difficulty, and formerly esteemed 
only second rate, are now pronounced of excel
lent quality because the art of maturing them 
is better understood. Great improvement has 
been made in the handling, packing and pre
servation of fruits, so that they are delivered 
in perfect condition from distant places, every 
class of fruit having its suitable style of package. 
So well is the art of keeping grapes now under
stood that we have them in our markets in such 
fine order as to command from fifteen to twenty 
cents per pound until the month of May.

Various Xoles on Forestry.
The methods of re-foresting large areas of 

our land is a question which must soon be im
pressed upon our attention with greater inten
sity. Some years ago, when the slaughtering 
of our forests was in full blast, the farmer was 
compelled to take a dollar and-cents view of 
the business, reasoning thus : * I can clear the
land for $15 or $16 per acre, and a crop of 
wheat at the rate of 40 bushels per acre will 
bring double the cost the first year." This was 
a simple method of reasoning and it served its 
generation well. Those were the days when 
extensive farming paid ; for the land was in 
the virgin state of its fertility ; there were few 
weeds or insect enemies, and all the cultiva
tion required was to tickle the land with the 
plow and the harrow. ‘ * The more acres the 
more profits” was then a good motto.

But now all is changed. Closer calculation 
is now required, and too few farmers have edu
cated th- maelves up to the close calculating 
standard. Those were the days of oxen and 
muscle ; these are the days of machinery and 
mind. The question now is, How can the 
farmer rt-forest 10,pr 20 percent of his land 
without decreasing the value of the crops 
raised ? That Is to say, he should bring the 
cultivated areas up to the old standard of fer 
tility, lessening the acreage under cultivation 
without diminishing the quantity or value of 
the total products, and forestry is a very sig- 
nifi ant factor in the calculation. We do not 
insinuate that he did wrong in reducing the 
forests then ; for the excess of cultivated area 

be replanted with more useful timber, and 
nature demands rotation in our forests as well 

in our fields. Our great beech and maple 
regions will grow other timber now. ,

The forestry question has been well venti
lated by the American Forestry Congress at its 
meeting held ifi Boston last September, the

proceedings of which have recently been pub
lished in pamphlet form. The object of this 
Congress is to draw public attention to the 
necessity, for studying forestry questions, the 
dissemination of forestry literature, and the en
couragement of tree-planting.

The President, Hon. Warren Higley, New 
York, in his annual address, amongst many 
other interesting illustrations, referred to the 
case of China, saying that this empire “ would 
have escaped those horrible famines which have 
attacked some of the most densely populated 
districts and caused the destruction of millions 
of people and imposed untold sufferings upon 
millions more, as well as the loss of a vast 
amount of treasure to the State,” if it had a 
system of timber culture like that of Prussia— 
perhaps the best in the world. He also refer
red to the recent floods in China, the most seri
ous in 30 years, in which more than 10,000 
lives were lost, a far greater number being left 
in a condition of starvation. He attributed - 
these floods to the destruction of forests on the 
mountain slopes and the headwaters of streams.

The President also instanced the case of 
Central New York, where streams which “ 30 
or 40 years kept the ponds well filled for the 
saw and grist mills, and furnished a never-fail
ing supply of running water for the farm, were 
now dry in summer, with the exception of here 
and there a stagnant pool.” And yet, he said, 
the spring rains melting the snows caused the 
streams to overflow their banks, the swift 
waters carrying away fences, bridges, and em
bankments. The springs were later, young 
cattle previously turned out into the wood- 
sheltered pastures about the first of April, now 
being kept shut up until the middle of May. 
Peach orchards had almost disappeared. The 
extremes of heat and cold were greater, and 
summer droughts were more do truotive. Not
only were the smaller streams dried up, but the 
Mississippi; the Missouri, and the Hudson and 
the Ohio rivers were becoming more difficult of 
navigation, caused by the cutting down of the 
timber from the head waters. He also
instanced the case of the Schnykill river which 
supplied Philadelphia with water, stating that 
the once abundant water supply was rapidly 
becoming scarce owing to the same cause.

l

In referring to the French Alps—a district 
once densely populated and prosperous in agri
culture and grazing, he said : ‘‘The Alps of 
Provence present a terrible aspect. In the 
most equab'e climate of northern France, one 
can form no conception of those parched moun
tain gorges, where not even a brush can be 
found to shelter a bird, where, at most, the 
wanderer s es in summer here and there a 
withered lavender, where all the springs wero 
dried up, and where a dead silence, hardly 
broken by the hum of an insect, prevails. But 
if a storm bursts forth, masses of water sud
denly shoot from the mountain heights into the 
shattered gulfs, waste without irrigating, 
deluge without refreshing the soil they over
flow in their Swift descent, aud leave it even 
more s arred than it was for want of moisture. 
Man at least retires from the fearful desert, and 
1 hava the present season found not a living 
soul in districts where I remember to have en
joyed hospitality 30 years ago.”

( To be continued. J
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Preserving Eggs.

The awards in the class for preserved eggs at 
Birmingham were made this year, in the first 
instance, quite irrespective of the methods 
adopted by the exhibitors to preserve them, no 
information whatever being given to the jqjgea, 
who had to select the eggs on their own merits, 
says W. B. Tegetmeier, in Agricultural 
Gazette. One or two specimens from each 
dozen were broken into saucers, when the con
sistence, color, taste and smell of the contents 
were
pies exhibited were in this manner selected by 
the judges as being so nearly equal in merit, 
that Mr. Lesser and myself both determined 
that the prizes ought to be awarded to the 
least troublesome and most practical of the 
presses adopted ; we therefore requested Mr.

/7S>oultrg. mandible, the compact body, and full fluff of 
the Brahma, but when the sire was Leghorn 
and the dam Brahma, the beak was yellow, the 
form that of a Leghorn, and in every respect 
the characteristics of the sire predominated. 
In crossing with the Langshan (a black fowl) 

some
a T angnban cock with Plymouth Rock hens, 
aome of the chicks were black on one side of 
the body, while the other side had the bars of 
the Plymouth Rock, and where the Langshan 
was used with Leghorn hens, the white of the 
hens predominated, only a few black spots ap
pearing to show the Langshan blood. The 
Leghorn asserts itself on all its offspring, no 
matter what the cross may be. 
Plymouth Rock cocks were crossed with Lang
shan hens, the color was similar to that of the

Wyandottes.
We take pleasure in presenting to our readers 

a beautiful and life-like illustration of the 
latest acquisition in farm poultry, the Wyan
dottes. This breed is said to have been pro
duced from the Dark Brahma and Silver- 
spangled Hamburg. It is of about the 
size as the well known Plymouth Rock, and in 
fact has nearly the same practical qualities of 
this very popular breed, 
very plump 2-lb. broiler at eight weeks old, and 
a tender roaster at four months. The legs and 
skin are a rich golden yellow, which are very 
desirable qualities for a market fowl. It has a 
very small rose comb, and is very hardy, in 
winter laying well through the coldest weather,
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,,OB,N HOOD AND MATES—FIRST PItIZE .BREEDING PEN OF WYANDOTTES, AT MADISON SQ. GARDEN, 
NEW YORK CITY', FEB., 188ii. BRED AND OWNED BY A. C., HAWKINS, LANCASTER, MASS.1 c

Lythall to furnish us with the details of the 
methods employed by the exhibitors whose 
eggs we had selected as the best. This was at 

done, and the information was as follows :

Plymouth Rock, except that the shade of color 
was darker, with a few black feathers in the 
tail. When the Blackbreasted Red Game cock 

crossed on Plymouth Rock hens, the 
cockerels had the game shape with the 
Plymouth Rock plumage, but the pullets from 
the cross, though game in all other respects, 

black in»color, but how the black color 
to them cannot be accounted for. As a

their eggs being the favorite color in the mar
ket.

‘TV
lu fact, this breed combines such quali

ties as will make it a great favorite among the 
With its black and white color, it once

Two of the exhibits were preserved in lime- 
water, or in lime water and salt, and three had 
been packed in dry salt. One set was greased 
with beeswax and oil, another with melted 
suet, and another with shellac dissolved in

wasfarmers.
makes one of the most attractive varieties in

Mr. Hawkins is one of thethe farm yard, 
most extensive breeders of this variety and also 
of the Plymouth Rock, and his fowls have 
taken the leading prizes at the largest exhibi
tions for several years ; he does a very exten
sive business in shipping tine fowls and eggs 
for breeding purposes to all parts of the

î J
'-I

were 
came
rule, however, the sire seemed to impress his 
characteristics on the pullets from crosses and 
the dam on the cockerels, though in some cases 
the sire predominated entirely. It is an inter
esting occupation to experiment with crosses, 
and those who have the time to do so can gain 
much valuable information therefrom.—[Farm 
and Garden.

: 1 ■ •x
11 methylated spirit.

As recipients of the prizes we selected num
ber 2553, which had been packed in dried salt, 
and number 2540, that had been preserved in 

lime-water and salt.
These two plans of preserving in lime-water, 

and packing in dry salt, have been previously 
successful, and appear to yield the best results 
with the least trouble. The eggs which had 
been delivered to the Society on August 15, 
must have been laid nearly four months since.

!
-,

!
;

world., i
Experiments with Crosses.

Last season we tried a few crosses by way of
v exueriment, and found that the best mode wTas , ,1 .. nhippts desired While thMiena may not protect an orchard

to endeavor to secure the objects desired insect8> it has been demonstrated that
through the influence of the male. >> hen Leg- wjien poultry are confined around the trees, 
horn hens were used with a Brahma cock, the they will prove very serviceable in preventing 
chicks had the dark stripe down the upper the attack of insects.
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pure air which purifies. 1/ you ever see cream per
fectly free from the above' two things, then you may 
think that there is such a thing as pure air. Let a 
room be ever so clean, there are always particles of 
matter floating in the air. I will not take up room 
here to say anything about ripening, as I have given 
my ideas on that point before through the Advo
cate, but will agree with you that the air flavors 
the butter with all the delicacies of barn-yard 
odors and thousands of other such luxuries. Some 
may prefer it, but 1 don’t. Milk was designed to' 
pass from the mother into the stomach of her off
spring, without coming in contact with the air, and 
therefore most natural and wholesome, and does 

require the purifying influence of the air. You 
quote Prof. Arnold "‘that cream must undergo a 
ripening process, by exposure to the oxygen or the 
air, while it is rising.” Now let us look 
While it is rising it is below the surface and not ex
posed to the air : as soon as the first gets to the top 
the drying influence of the air will form an imper
vious coating over it, and the air has no effect on the 
cre'am immediately below this covering, but the top 
gets the benefit of all the good of the air, and so 
completely that you have a mass of oxidized and 
partly decomposed matter, which imparts to the 
nutter a flavor about which some people may have 
the same opinion as the old squaw about whiskey, 
“that a little too much Is just enough.” I quite 
agree with Prof. Arnold when he says that cream 
makes better butter if raised in cold air than In cold 
water exposed to the air, but he does not explain 
the reason. 1 n cold air the milk does not get colder 
than the surrounding atmosphere, but if set In 
water it will get colder and consequently take up 
moisture and impurities from the air. hence the im
portance of setting milk 
elude the injurious effects of the air. Again you 
say that “ the depth of setting should vary with the 
temperature,” without a word to explain why. If 
your ideas are correct, then you can never obtain 
the best result. If it is necessary to expose the 
cream to ripen while It rises, it should be most ex
posed In a cold temperature, because a warm tem
perature imparts that which you desire more rapidly 
than a colder temperature. You will see that you 
will either suffer for want of proper ripening or 
else not get the quantity of cream. Milk cannot 
get too cold to raise the cream, bat it can be cooled 
too quickly. The smaller the quantity of milk the 
more gradual must be the cooling. Cream must 
have time to rise, and if a larger quantity of 
milk, it will not cool under the same temperature 
as quickly as a smaller quantity. Cream rises while 
the miik changes in temperature, and if very little 
milk and subjected to extreme cold, It gets as cold 
as it is possible to get it before the cream has time 
to rise. It should require the same length of time 
to reduce a quart of milk from 80° to 48° to raise 
its cream, as it does to reduce four gallons. This is 
the reason why the cream does not rise in shallow 
pans if too cold, 
of those fancy tests of small quantities of milk 
raised in ice or Ice water, are so misleading. In 
conclusion, let me say, set your milk not only in 
water, but completely under water, and regulate 
the temperature with the quantity of milk, but In 
all cases reduce It as low as possible. This Is rea
sonable, consistent with science and nature, practi
cal and satisfactory to the farmers, and pleasing to 
the consumers.—M.

(Sorrespondenc».Those in one sample, that* had been merely 
packed in a box without preservation, were 
quite rotten. Two others preserved with 
glacialine had a decided taste. Those pre
served in lime-water and cream of tartar were 
not equal to others that had been placed in 
lime-water alone. The eggs that had been 
rubbed with grease or varnished—processes 
which involve trouble—were not equal to those 
that received the prizes. That eggs preserved 
for months by any plan are equal to those 
which are new laid is not to be expected, but 
they are most useful for kitchen and pastry 
purposes at a period of the year when new laid 
eggs cannot be obtained easily. In proof of 
this I may state that Mr. Comyns, the secre
tary of the Poultry Club, recently informed me 
that the farmer who has received the award of 
the prize for the best poultry accounts, places 
all his eggs laid during April and May in lime- 
water, and sells them by contract to a confec
tioner during the autumn months, when, from 
the moulting season, eggs are very scarce and 
consequently dear.

On the same subject the Farm and Garden 
nays:—We have given articles regarding pre
servation of eggs repeatedly, but now that eggs 

cheap it will not be out of place to do so 
again. We prefer to recommend the dry pro
cesses, one of which is to use finely-sifted ashes 
(either from wood or coal) and pack the eggs in 

box, first placing a layer of ashes and then a 
layer of eggs, filling all the spaces, care being 
exercised not to allow the eggs to touch each 
other. Repeat the layers till the box is full ; 
place in a cool place, and furn the box three 
times a week, in order to prevent the yolks 
from settling to the sides of the eggs, 
the roosters, if eggs are not desired for hatching, 

infertile eggs will keep twice as long as those 
that are fertile, while the hens will lay as well 
when not in company with cocks as when the 
males are present. Among the substances that 
may be used for packing are dry salt, oats, corn, 
wheat, dry clean earth, dry saw dust, and chaff, 
but dry ashes are best. There are also liquid 
processes, but they do not keep the eggs so 
easily. The main points are not to allow the

them in a cool
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Notice to Correspondents.—1. Please write 
on one side of the paper only. 3. Give full name. 
Post Office and Province, not necessarily for publica
tion, but as guarantee of good faith and to enable 
us to answer by mail when, for any reason, that 
course seems desirable. If an answer is specially 
requested by mail, a stamp must be enclosed. Un
less of general interest, no questions will be answer
ed through the Advocate, as our space is very 
limited. 3. Do not expect anonymous communica
tions to be noticed. 4. Matter for publication 
should be marked “Printers’ MS.” on the cover, the 
ends being open, in which case the postage will only 
be lc per 4 ounces. 5. Non-subscribers should not 
expect their communications to be.noticed. 6. No 
questions will be answered except those pertaining 
purely to agriculture or agricultural matters.

Correspondents wanting reliable information re
lating to diseases of stock must not only give the 
symptoms as fully as possible, but also how the 
animal has been fed and otherwise treated or man
aged. In case of suspicion of hereditary diseases, 
it is necessary also to state whether or not the 
ancestors of the affected animal have had the disease 
or any predisposition to it.

In asking questions relating to manures, it is 
necessary to describe the nature of the soil on which 
the intended manures are to be applied ; also the 
nature of the crop.

We do not hold ourselves responsible for the views 
of correspondents.
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“How to Sot Milk tor Profit.”—In your edi

torial, under the above heading, of last month’s 
Advocate, you have used my name freely, and as 
this question is not settled* as you say, by univer
sally recognized authorities, I hope you will allow 
me space to say a few words in defence of my sys
tem of dairying. 1 admire the general tone of the 
Advocate, but I must say its course on dairying 
does not promote the butter interests, and is not 
consistent with its own principles. You generally 
express your doubts about extreme yields of special 
cows, etc., but you seem to place implicit confidence 
in any statements which show that our system as 
practiced by our Canadian dairymen, is imperfect. 
Is it not possible, or rather probable, that in a coun
try like Denmark, where the centrifugal machine is 
booming, these tests you refer to may be influenced 
very materially through self-interest? When our 
wonderful Professor, who did no earthly good as 
dairy manager of the Model Farm last year, came 
back from Denmark, he was going to make Danes 
of us all but his Danish ideas were impracticable 
and did not take worth a cent, and his mission was 
a complete failure. The table you give us of the 
Danish tests is absurd and misleading, and cannot 
do any good, but hinders the progress of our dairy 
movement. Do you for one moment imagine that 
our people would not discover the imperfection of a 
system of raising the cream which took only 1.83 
cream out of the milk which contained 4.411 Over 
and over again tests have been made by farmers 
here not in Denmark, which always resulted In 
favor of deep setting. Since your article appeared 
I have made several tests where the cream from 20 
lbs of milk, raised by deep submerged setting, 
made a pound of butter. This is better than any
thing we can get from any part of Europe and as 
long as we can do better than they can, let us not 
think of importing ideas, but go on with our 
“ scrubs ” To make these tests we require no ex
perts, no professors, but our farmers and our cream
ery men can do it. It is not even stated.in what 
way the ice was used to raise the cream in those 
banish tests. Cheese men use ice to prevent the 
cream from rising, so you will see that ice must be 
judiciously used. Only those who are handling 
milk and cream have any idea how easily it is 
affected by hundreds of influences, and it fs very 
unfair to put confidence in kid-glove tests althoughîsrife^æis.rsS’S.'sss:
firent systems and show the practical results. You 
sly “ deep setting is only justifiai) e when the air is 
impure and the temperature low.” Is the air ever 

pure that it does not contain myriads of germs

ing matte™ makes it not only justifiable, but of thessf.r.rv.ssw’.ts';?»
ever looked at cream after it stood »i hours in shal
low nans vou must have noticed a yellow covering 
over it, and fine dust scarcely perceivable with the 
Inked eve but enough to frighten one if examined 
with a microscope. This will take place in that

warm
a

This is also the reason that some
Remove
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Condensed Milk.—Will you be kind enough to 
let me know in your next Issue something about the 
process of condensing milk. How much is the bulk 
reduced ? What would be the probable cost of a 
fadtory to work the milk of 100 cows? Is there a 
factory of this kind In Canada ? If not, where Is 
there one ? Where can a market lie found for the 
milk when condensed, and what is it worth ?—J. II. 
It., Adolphustown.

[We believe there Is a factory in Truro, N.8 , 
called the “Truro Condensed Milk and Canning Co,” 
to whom you may write for particulars. At Elgin, 
Illinois, there Is one known as the “Elgin Condensed 
Milk Co.,” who will also furnish you with particulars. 
There is very little demand at present for condensed 
milk, chiefly owing to the perfection to which re
frigerators have been brought. Milk can now be 
kept sweet on ocean passages, and is largely used 
instead of condensed milk. For other purposes t 
very little condensed milk is In demand, as It is 
much dearer than fresh milk, and possesses no 
superior qualities.] ______

Curing the Heavee.-Tf you know of any sure 
and permanent cure for the heaves, you would do 
me an everlasting kindness by sending It private or 
through your columns as soon as convenient.—E. 
C., Allandale.

[There is no sure cure for the heaves. They may 
be eased, however, by feeding lightly, and the patient 
should not be driven fast after heavy meals.)

m

Ieggs to touch each other ; keep 
place, and turn them two or three times a week.

Do not feed laying hens and those intended 
for market in the same yard. Their wants are 
not alike, and no good result 
by so doing. To fatten a hpn give her all the 
corn she can eat, but to the laying hen give 
none at all.

Where the hens are confined the best grass 
for them is that which is taken from the lawn 
by the lawn mower, and especially if it is in 
short lengths. The lawn is usually seeded 
with mixed grass seed, and jthe hens can there
fore be given a variety, but white clover is 
best.

A new feature of the Chicago Fat Stock 
Show, to be held in November next, is the 
Prairie Farmer corn-show. This journal, pub
lished in Chicago, will distribute i in prizes 
for the best exhibit of corn grown in the 
United States, and there is a class open to Can
adian farmers who desire to compete, h or 
particulars write to the editor of the Prairie 
Farmer.
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Keeping viover ana uni»
__ clover and grass seed left over after finishing 

seeding. Will it grow if kept over till next spring t 
2. What kind of spavin is “jack spavin”?—C. W. 
II., Prescott, Ont.

[1. Clover seeds will keep sound for years; but 
grass seeds are not so safe, although you will run 
no risk in keeping them for one year, providing they 
were
dry and cool as possible. 2. “ Jack spavin ” Is not 
known to veterinary surgeons.]
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■•It Fraud»-Observing your readiness at all I work andj10?* £°""’ u^tene^acto^ and* ml ! y ou^&lacUan tî^^lusw?U res^Sdmantoous^y

ûMtiiUr,-~ÆSi5Sa. k-»-« r&SiîM 

n- . ...- asyssssatisrsassmss
barrel of salt l^ght to weigh 280 fcs. net, or 300 gross. I whBt Out-door Work miorad Farmers
Unfortunately as yet there Is ^.“TjXVmovement I WiT*“^^r?M^facUrTom^p^^rou9 Dominion I rfflOy Wild Oats.—I changed Seed oats (two

SSSSja^B^SS FroHSEB^S SSSSÏÏSSïrM FSi«F'Sei?SiiiS^s«'S EBEEsjEaBiRisierS oiaaitwaw: 

aM&PËâsfesïyüKi a^SSBsesrvs-urti^sei sMsaa? "•

Imputation of supposed fraud. *%Kht being work that gaps the life energies of our womeru itte [If the wlld oats ripen and faU on the ground, 
charged at the rate of so ””<* peril» g>e bearing the burden of^work forwhich ftW J keep the surface stirred with cultivator and harrow,
dealer who ordere for ex^plemt^etoof MOtts. ^n^^l^n^S°fcri„8Unce,our or if the soil Is too s iff for the cultivator, plow It

Md^Cwe?eVen^u^eted to bear the weight flrgt very ,ighlly ^th the « p,„w. By so doing, 
Ute these 120 light barrels.conveyed for the, same of a heavypail of milk 8”®P|”^end f musctito toms the seeds will germinate and may be destroyed by 
rvT^r^e^Vrthrm^rr^priSe Zwtoto thatwalîh” workintonlied f<.r him. No; cultivating and harmwing say once a week, if the 
for thMightliilt^getsIt carried per barrel for less tge - outside” work is undoubtedly man swork^ veather is warm so that the oats will sprout 
money, and then frequently sells it to thefarmer j hold that it is no ™”151'y?”1S^5ast dishes* ‘vet quickly. But you should not plow deep, else some 
EfwfeSta*^^rhtps’Zuttiedro.ofapUp ^fTrmeTin a ^Xs'ommunnfkeeps at the seeds will be covered too deeply, and will be 
barrel Until the Government fixes a standardly- I ieaat 8ix or eight cows, and plenty lathe troublesome In succeeding years. If the wild oats
Kd orders every barrel tobe plainly brandy ton> fifteen, twenty-ye^thirty=and lathe flnd lnto the „am, keep them from mixing
Sto^mtorerth™^^?^f thea^5he ”4»on ttof^er h^b£on£of his ^th o, her grains, and the manure from the stock 
farmer is at a disadvantage. But he has still a I boys might milk a cow ortwo, but by so doing y fe(1 on the oats and the < at straw should be 
powerful remedy in his hands. Few people like to are lowering thelrdignity greatly, and they gi thoroughly fermented. Probably it would be safer
Ee detected in questionable, not to say dishonest women ^ understand what an evtriastmgobli^L {^"d"he oats, and .hen there will be no danger 
practices. Let each and every farmer u<i«h his tion they have brought them under, for wblcn you to grrau ^ to the 6eM through the ma-

isa&stiySBjyg sssraess?1 HBxs sms SBTfss

the resuRwiU be they willin their turnseethat h of Work-and thev rash on p^^sometinms ^ ^e^wnth vriMo^you ^ ^
the maker sells them honest weight.-JOHN Bass- | _the women have^to gen hay. This would be the most effectual remedy.]

h „ , use^of’^a ndani steam threshers permitted/’* Wmdd

team 8Je^'8hearoin-brld0animals.-SuB: SMSSld notonly split.the womLbut.they should [The spark arresters of every portable agricul- 
Stribkii. Bradford, Ont. cmtV in every stick of it. Our American sisters tunJ engine manufactured is inspected by the in-m,e .»=«t ol U-l.n.edl.e b. =ot ,=t . «lUed E^KUïYlKr««SpSjSj.«««1 g“£[|

putting your cow to her sire, providing there are no 8prlng. they must cleanup aboutthe doors,^ther . _T referring to this part of the world, you 
inherent defects in the sire or the dam. If both rabbish into heaps, tog hea^b^s, eto.^ that th have^verai times expressed a wish to receive trath-
havethe same defects, they are sure to be perpetu- men ^TL^me^tim^theTm^t keep a sh«S£ took- ful statements respecting tide much boomed up 
ated, especially if they are prominent ones How- ^ ^ cattle, for the fences arenotye* repaired th° siwietru'îh ^toiourtosti.  ̂ue your Cl
ever, it is a wise plan to introduce fresh blood into and they-might.get^tothe lev£"hat£p relponfent, CO. C., Treheme, very kindly tells your 
the herd occasionally, but be sure that the bull you Jhe^ran tod^puUhem ouL stokto^^ ^ re„ § tbatmy statements toe.wremg. I on^he

feKSâiS»S Sfegl5SEë,t$5
gSêSÏsslp^

ssM^eEMSiK-fflasegs
tssss.'éiatsissssssseiS^ sa^Æu..

nation of the tyranny and greed of capital in literally I longs to tne w might as well submit to I not only I, but hundreds of others, do grumble, and
compelling (bytheir necessities) men, and women heaves a h^vy sigh, but she m^ht^we^sunmitto °»hink>ju’ti tGOi at having to pay this tax of $i

râsisf&S’ssjriStosuæK s& s-â;;«=?.

sBssïsrtstiBrÆSSsssbsss r*«"£H"r
to to to cents per hour, or if longer hours, 50 percent torge pemutiwe^of toe to ascertain that they are so. If there was ^od
Editor Millie ^e^sympathise mrotrdeeply^wito toe w^of^ur ^ K^°y^ toTubiis^to b^t
toto wotoed, and (as they allege) poorly paid and D‘d youi ever thtokoMt to toat tight? Surely youj »'aatcments__ R^.h ,or ugtimee as toat contomed n

Ksaisci 2S-a6SivffiS5K'F1êiSS

Ontario, are to hold in this matter? j believe it to be I totoes to plant. There is weeding to be I close upon two bushels of potatoes,-that are com-

mountains ^ work ^^^cVel'^e^h!^ a^Zre Mvet=itfi^-t for

receive per year over from seven to ten cents per the house. Again, narv^t WÇiw«-nes. to«m»ke ^ ,'ir m than the salaried officials who seem to^^KSlSiUof^ ^eÎo! tohSn àndlctut ^n uttor^ f^ tia^men ” theSt

pay a^d’shorterhours.' suppose’weor^ntee^^re-

BlISMl ES^^II EStWSl

amU* iUr’etato t he "ad vantoges°dert ve^8 fttnn Sha^ | Kht^eATr’ mu women. Canada needs re- [ -R. C. B„ Stodderville, Man.
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Vital Force.
There seems to be an active and enduring 

energy in man that is not pure physical strength, 
and yet aids in the indefinite prolongation of life. 
It is not the mj sterious vital principle, though 
closely related to it. It is not firmness of muscle 
nor suppleness of limb, though these are useful 
attributes of the body. Neither is it the will, 
though this may sometimes help to keep the 
vital spark for a time within the mortal frame. 
It is sometimes called nervous force became it is
more observable in persons of nervous constitu
tion. Whatever it may be, it is quite as valu
able as mere strength, and by judicious man
agement it may be made to keep the possessor 
in health and to extend his life far beyond the 
allotted term of man’s usefulness. Young men 
reared in the country are large, muscular and 
healthy. Beside them, young men reared in 
the city seem pale and sickly. But this differ
ence of appearance need lead no one to suppose 
that the city youth has not equal or greater 
powers of endurance than those who have grown 
up among green fields and breathed the purest 
mountain air. When the war of tbe Rebellion 
broke out in the U.» S. it called the young men 
of the country alike from farms, counters and 
counting-rooms. The city regiments and 
country regiments encamped side by side, 
joying at first the same degree of health. It 
often happened that the last died like sheep, 
because they were unable to endure the hard
ships and simple complaints incidental to camp 
life, while their neighbors from the city grew 
strong and lived to do duty afterward on a 
score of battle fields.

It follows, then, that the length of hpman 
life depends, first, on the amount of this tvidal 
force, and second, on the care with which it is 
husbanded. It is probable that it is oftencr 
found in persons of medium stature and of no 
great physical strength, though it may co-ex
ist with the amplest physical development. 
Let any one run over in his mind a list of all 
the old men he has ever known. How many

en-

of them were six feet in height ? How many of 
them were men of superior muscle when they 

ybung ? A small proportion, we presumewere
to say. Why is it that young men six feet tall, 
or who are athletes, stldom pass much beyond 
middle age ! First, because their physical and 
nervous forces are not usually in proportion ; 
and second, because, presuming on the super
abundance of their strength, they exhaust them
selves in over-exertion and intemperate indulg-
ence.

It may be stated as an incontrovtrlible 
principle that any amount of exercise more than 
is necestary to keep the digestion perfect, has 
a tendency to shorten life. The digestion is 
the fuel under the engine, the oil which lubri
cates the points of friction in the machinery of 
the body. We cannot imagine^ person mortal
ly ill while the digestion is good. While it is 
perfect, the health is perfect. When it happens 
that any part of the body is diseased, the 
stomach is invariably in a morbid condition. 
Therefore, systematic and unnecessary exercise 
ijj gymnasiums is likely to prove injurious.X Professional athletes are rarely long-lived. 
Ahhormal development of particular muscles is
attended or soon followed by weakness or de-
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terioration. The fatigue that follows excessive Fruits BS FOC d and Medicine, 
exertion is a sheer waste of vitality, which may Of all the fruits with which we are blessed, 
not be at once felt, but whose loss ie perceptible the peach is the meet delicious and digeetible. 
later in life. Exercise must be regulated by There is nothing more palatable, wholesome 
sound direction. The bad results of confinement ^d tb.n good, ripe peaches. They
and sedentary habits must be counteracted, but should be ripe, but not over ripe and half rot- 
bey ond the point of cultivation of a healthy ten . an<j 0f yy* hind they may make a part of 
appetite, no one should ever go. The digestion either meal, or be eaten between meals ; but It 
may be kept good in less troublesome ways than i„ better to make them part of the regular 
by writhing and wriggling on the trapeze and m«^i. it i» a mistaken idea that no fruit 
crossbars. Food should be according to per. Bh0uld be eaten at breakfast. It would be far 
sonal habits and the strength of the digestive better if our people would eat less baoon and 
organs. If a person’s diet is coarse and heavy, grease at breakfast and more fruit. In the 
it may some times be necessary to work in a gym- morning there is an acid state of the seere- 
nasium, like a blacksmith, or like a horse on a tions, and nothing Is so well calculated to cor- 
treadmill, to enable the system to dispose of it. rect this as cooling sub-acid fruits, such aa 
The better way would have been to be temper- peaches, apples, etc. Still, most of us have 
ate at table. Even the digestive pill of the been taught that eating fruit before breakfaat 
gourmet is a more sensible remedy for overfeed- highly dangerous. How the idea originated
ing than the barbarous methods of modern 1 do not know, but it ie oertainly a grant error,

contrary to both reason and facta.
The apple is one of the beet of fruits. Baked 

The Ci^mistry of Food. or stewed apples will generally agree with the
most delicate stomach, and are an excellant 
medicine in many caste of sickness. Green or 
half-ripe apples stewed and sweetened are 
pleasant to the taste, cooling, nourishing and 
laxative, far superior, in many oases, to the 
abominable doses of salts and oil Usually given 
in fever and other diseases. Raw apples and 
dried applee stewed are better for constipation 
than liver pills.

Oranges are very acceptable to most stomachs, 
having all the advantages of the acid alluded 
to ; but the orange juice alone should be taken, 
rejecting the pulp.

The same may be said of lemons, pomegran-
plaints of the kidneys ; the common dandelion, ^ ^ ^ ^ Lemonade U the beet
used as greens, is excellent for the same trouble; ^ fevj>f# ^ when thickened with sugar
asparagus purifies the blood, celery acts admir- better of gq^u, end other
ably upon the nervous system and is a cure for thin ^ ^y ^ 0f oough.
rheumatism and neuralgia, tomatoes act upon 
the liver, beets and turnips are excellent appe-

-
!

athletes and acrobats.

A contemporary has the following sensible re- 
mai ks : There is no reason why every house
keeper and cook should have a knowledge of 
the chemistry of cooking, atd of the healthful- 

of different articles of food. At this par
ticular season of the year nature bountifully 
supplies us with much that is cooling, in the 
way of fruit and summer vegetables, which are 
not only delicious articles of food, but are really 
health preserving, for often a slight indisposi
tion of children, or older persons, can be readily 
cured by the free use of these culinary reme
dies. Spinach has a direct effect upon com-

ness

Tomatoes act on the liver and bowels, and 
, . . . . are much more pleasant and safe than Mue

tizers, lettuce and cucumbers are cooling in their mMg and ..Uver reguUtor*.’’ TÉe juice should 
effect upon the system, beans are a very nutri
tious and strengthening vegetable, while onions, 
garlic, leeks, chives, and shallots, all of which 

similar, possess medical virtues of a marked

be used alone, rejecting the «kins.
The small seeded fruits, such as blackberries, 

figs, raspberries, currants and strawberries,
may be classed among the best foods and medi-

character, stimulating the circulatory system The gugaj. ^ them u nutriu01Mi the
and the consequent increase of the saliva and ^ ^ tv,oline ^ pulifying> md the seeds are 
gastric juices promoting digestion. laxative.

Red onions are an excellent diuretic, and the would be much the gainers tf we would
white ones are recommended eaten raw as a more to our orchards and gardens for

edy for insomnia. They are tonic and nu
tritious. A soup made from onions is regarded

[v

...

are

our medicines, and less to our drug stores. To 
__ ; fever or set on the kidneys, no febrifuge

by the French aa an excellent restorative in de- Qr diuretic is superior to watermelon, which 
bility of the digestive organs. We might go may> with very few exoeptione, be taken in 
through the entire list, and find each vegetable gjcknese mil health in almoet unlimited quan- 
posseeaing its especial mission of cure, and it yyM> not oniy without injury, but with posi- 
will be plain to every housekeeper that a vege- yy# benefit. But in using them, the water or 
table diet should be partly adopted at this juice ghould ^ taken, excluding the pnlp ; the 
period tf the year, and will prove of great ad- meion ghould be fresh and ripe, but not over 
vantage to the health i f the family. With ripe and gyje.—l Hall's Journal of Health, 
vegetable.-, as with everything else, much de
pends upon the cooking and the care and pre- j£ave the courage to wear your old clothes 
paration beforehand. Washing in several wateis ^ yQU pay fw your new one, 
is necessary to prepare all kinds of green v, ge- ^ ^ ^ obey jQnr Maker at y,.
given8in>examinin(5 spinæh^kttm^greeM and of being ridicuied by men

cauliflower, aa often very minute insects are Have the courage to prefer comfort ahd 
lurking in or under the leaves of these. It will prosperity to fashion in all thirgs. 
be found a good plan to » ash them in weak salt Have the courage to show that you respect 
and water, after which they should be put in honesty in whatever guise it appears, and your 
ice water for a few minutes, to prevent their contempt for dishonest duplicity, by whomeo- 
becoming tough and wilted.
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to me a puzzle; but Miss Grittie maintained that she 
knew where they belonged, and I could only leave 

Meantime we set to work upon

education, which, as I have often told you, has yet

t0“Weemust see about it,” I replied. ...
“That’s what you always say; and then nothing

*S“ What do you propose, then ?” I asked.
“ Keep the hoys at home a year or two, and have 

them thoroughly grounded.”
“ I could not remove them fro

ql''There needtwno difficulty about that. 1 wrote

Christmas, and begged her to mention it to Mr. Mm
ID“ You dïd°? "“î'exclaimed, very much annoyed

1 ““why^yest the^act is, that when I gave up my 

own establishment to come here it was wtth a view 
to being of service to my poor sister s children. 1 
do not think I could have been induced to sacrifice 
my own professional engagements and—and useful- 
ness, by any other motive. They have always 
wanted grounding, those dear children ; It was not 
fair to send them to a large school without previous 
grounding ; and I should have had a better opinion 
of that Mr. MU1 if he had told you so when you first

hi i- Hamits (SircU. it to her to manage.
the letters. ... - ....

The first taken in hand was from a native of Ire
land, probably a Home Ruler; he “ considered him
self a foreigner,” he said; “ and perceiving from our 
advertisement that some knowledge of English was 
required, he begged, etc.” We sorted his testi
monials at once. The second was from a French
man. He “ had spent some time lately in Germany, 
and could speak the language, he could also teach 
drilling.” Peace had lately been signed at Paris, 
and the writer of this letter had no doubt spent his 
time in Germany under a painful necessity, and not 
in intellectual pursuits. The third gave no direct 
information on the question of nationality, and was 
mysteriously signed E. G. Taking his letter as a 
specimen of his qualifications, as the initials seemed 
to suggest, we could only conclude that he knew 
very Tittle of English, though that was evidently his 
vernacular. He was partial to the letter e,” and 
wrote “ tewter," and “~—r-'- "

To make a long story short, there were only three 
applications that called for any serious considera
tion; and in reply to the likeliest of these I wrote a 
letter the same evening, addressing it to Dr. Krauss, 
care of N. Bibo, Esq., Mile End Road. Dr. Krauss’s 
testimonials were looked
appeared to be very satisfactory ; they were rather 
old, to be sure, and smelt strongly of tobacco ; but 
all foreigners smoke; and six oui of the seven were 
written In German, and we could not quite make 
them out; but they appeared to be signed by certain 
professors and doctors of the University of Giessen, 
which was satisfactory so far ; and such a thorough 
foreigner, Miss Grittie said, must teach the dear 
boys continental languages ; they would become 
complete polyglots. Then, again, reference was 
permitted to N. Bibo, Esq., if we should think it 
worth while to trouble him ; and Dr. Krauss’s pho- 

Hbgraph (Miss Grittie said it was his) was decidedly 
prepossessing. A man of about thirty years of age 
he seemed to be, with a fine broad forehead and a 
handsome bushy beard. We placed it on the chim
ney-piece, and forgot to remove it next day when 
Dr. Krauss himself entered the room at the ap-
P°Weedid not know that it was the doctor, however, 
until he announced himself a second time, for he 
was not at all like the portrait. He had no beard, 
and not much forehead ; his cheeks also were quite 
smooth, and even the eyebrows were imperfectly 
developed; his hair was long, limp and yellow, and 

I could not agree to that. I am a business man, in that respect matched his complexion; he appeared 
and my boys will go into business. I don’t want to be about eighteen years of age, but assured us 
them to learn nothing but Latin and Greek.” that he was much older : and his spectacles, which

“ Well, then,” said Miss Grittie, “ let them have he never removed, gave him a certain appearance 
a foreigner. Modem languages will be useful in of earnestness, if not of wisdom ; he was a Doctor

«s a*»
I have, as you know, instructed boys of fifteen\r while he knew also Hebrew, Greek, Latin, 
sixteen years of age, and with the help of a tutSr military tictaks—what not ? He could teach them 
could conduct my nephews’ education to a finish.” * all, and would come for a week or a moon to 

I had often seen and pitied Miss Grittie’s senior prove how we liked, 
pupils taking a walk hand-in-hand, with comforters Miss Grittie asked him a great many questions, 
round their necks, and a string of little children which he answered with extreme politeness, and as 
following them; reedy, pale-faced youths they were, he was accommodating as to times and terms, it 
of weak health apparently, and not very, strong was agreed that he should come on trial at all 
minds : that would account for their having uni- events, and enter upon his duties at 
formly failed to justify Miss Grittie’s expectations “ You must be particular to ground your pupils 
when they left her fostering care for the rougher thoroughly,” Miss Grittie said, when all this was 
climate of a public school. I consented, however, settled.
for the sake of peace, to put an advertisement in “Sol” he answered, looking 
the “ Times ” for a tutor, hoping that there would “ I shall grind them ? How ? 
he no reply to it, or none that would be worth no- My sister-in-law explained, 
ticing. I drew one up as follows : “ You are not at all like your portrait,” she re-

“ Tutor wanted to teach two boys. A German marked in the next place, 
preferred. Fair stipend, with hoard and lodging. “You not like it? not like my portrait ? I am 
Apply, etc., etc.” sorry,” he answered, drawing himself up.

Miss Grittie made a fair copy of it in the follow- “ I mean that there is not much resemblance,” she 
ing terms. said, showing him the photograph.

“ A private tutor is required to instruct two young “ But, madam, how you mean ? That is not of 
gentlemen in continental languages and other mine:” and taking out his pocket-book, he produced 
branches. A foreigner, with some knowledge of a fac-simile of himself, spectacles and all. It was 
English, would he preferred. An adequate stipend evident that we had sent his carte to the wrong per
is offered, with board and residence. Address, etc., son, who would, no doubt, be disgusted at receiving 
etc.” it in exchange for his own grave and bearded phy-

On the evening of that same day which “ gave our siognomy. 
advertisement to the world through the medium of I need not speak at length of the troubles, vexa- 
the 1 Times,’ ” as Miss Grittie expressed it, the post- tions and expense to which we were subjected for 
man, after knocking at the door, “ rang also,” haV- many days and weeks as a result of our advertise- 
ing more letters to deliver than he could kby any ment. Testimonials as well as photographs had 
means thrust into the letter-box. Some of them been missent, and I was threatened with legal pro- 
were very large, containing pamphlets or books; ceedings and received many unpleasant visits in 
others were stuffed with testimonials, cartes-de-' consequence. Wild-looking men from all parts of 
t'isitc, etc., which it was requested might be returned Europe forced their way into my study and insisted 
as quickly as possible, the applicants hoping, I sup- on being provided with a situation “ or an com
pose, by that means to secure an answer of some valent.” One of them, a Pole, had a sword-stick, 
sort or other to their letters. 1 saw at once that and wanted to fight me in the back garden: another 
there was an evening’s work before me, and my sent me a copy of a paragraph which he threatened 
sister-in-law began at once to open the letters and to insert in the daily papers, warning every one to 
to “ peruse ” them with much apparent gusto ; but, avoid me as an impostor. I was obliged to fee the 
my heart failed me as I thought of what to-morrow, policemen to keep am eye upon my premises and to 
and to-morrow, and to-morrow would. bring forth ; protect me from annoyance. > 
these twenty-three letters spread out upon the side- In the meantime Dr. Krauss arrived and entered 
board were probably but as the first drops of a upon his duties. He seemed to be an amiable but 
thunder-shower; and I foresaw that there was a bad not very strong-minded young man. He had learnt 
time coming, and that my Christmas holiday was his English without a master, and afforded us some 
likely to be spoilt. . amusement by his misconceptions and misconstruc-

“ Be very careful,” I said to Miss Grittie, “ not to tion of our language, but we were obliged to be 
get the letters mixed together; keep-all the test!- very careful, as he was sensitive and touchy, and 
menials separate, and in their proper envelopes.” always ready to fancy that we were laughing at him.
“Of course,” she replied; and when,after a short Miss Grittie had said a great deal to the two boys 

absence from the room, I returned, I found that she about politeness, warning them never to indulge-in 
had literally; followed my directions, which, alas 1 ridicule, etc., which I am sure was quite unnejees- 
hnd not been sufficiently precise for the occasion, sary, as their own good feeling would have taught 
Tlye testimonials in their envelopes were laid in one them that ; hut their aunt never failed to look at 
row, the letters and pamphlets in a second, and the them and frown whenever anything absurd was 
rwtes-de-cisitc in a third. Ilow these last were ever said, and that was almost sufficient to tipset/their 
to lie idem Hied and returned to their ,originaIX>vas gravity. The following may serve as a specimen of

.v
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“WANTED, A PRIVATE TUTOR.”
il. i.

r
MY name is Mellow. I am not a young man. I 

used to think, a long while ago, that I had arrived 
at years of discretion ; but recent events have led 
me to entertain some doubts upon that subject. 1 
am a widower. Mrs. Mellow was undoubtedly my 
better half in every way ; or, say three-quarters ; I 
always felt that; and I am now more convinced of it 
than ever. When I lost her I thought ! could not do 
better than receive her sister’ Miss Grittie, into mv 
house, to take the management of my home and 
family. Miss Grittie thought so too. Indeed, now 
I consider about it, she settled the question herself 
by giving up her preparatory establishment for 
young gentlemen, and sending a van-load of per
sonal property, including a pair of globes, a cat, and 
a vase of gold fish, to my house almost before I 
knew where I was, or, rather, where she was. Miss 
Grittie is an excellent woman ; but singular in her 
opinions', and angular, all corners (speaking meta
phorically, of course), and fond of having her 
way, which I am bound to admit is a very straight
forward one. I have reason to be grateful to her, 
on the whole, for the kind interest she takes in my 
affairs generally, and especially for her care of my 
three children—George, aged twelve ; Tom, aged 
eleven; and the baby, as everybody calls him still,
•rethink Miss Grittie acted with her usual 

prudence and foresight in the matter which I am 
about to relate, and I am sure I did not; so I cannot 
find fault with her; and she agrees with me that a 
statement of the facts, if given to the public, may 
be the means of preserving some other heads of fam
ilies situated as I was from such inconveniences 
we suffered. The two elder boys above named had 
been for about two years at a'boarding-school; „ 
pretty good one I always thought it; but Miss Grittie 
was of a different opinion. She would have it that 
they were too young to profit by the system, or, 
rather, want of system, which prevails, according 
to her judgment, in all large schools. She had al
ways held that every young gentleman ought to be 
thoroughly grounded in a preparatory school under 
feminine auspices before being admitted to a larger 
establishment; and she regarded it as grasping and 
unprincipled on the part of the directors and head
masters ot our public schools the* they did not in
sist on such a preparatory course, instead of “ tak
ing children of all ages just as they come.” It had 
always been a grievance with Miss Grittie that this 
first and most important step in the education of her 
nephews—thev are nice boys, and she is very fond 
of them—had l>een passed over. Whenever they 
came home for their holidays, she made it her busi
ness to examine them; and each time the report she 
gave of their “ progress backwards ” was most un
satisfactory -to me, at all events. “ But what can 
you expect ? ” she would sav. “ ” 
never been properly grounded 
to fun before they knew how to walk; they must be
gin again, and be grounded; they will never do any 
good till they are grounded.”

. The two boys returned home last Christmas for 
their holidays as usual, and the very next day Miss 
Grittie began with me, after dinner, upon her usual 
theme. ... ,

“ Reallv, my dear John,” she said-I always an
ticipate something unpleasant when she calls me 
“ John,” instead of Mr. Mellow ; and “My dear 
John ” is even more portentous-" really, my dear 
John,” she said, “it is time something was done 
about those poor dear boys. I have been examining 
them this morning, and find they know nothing—ab
solutely nothing.*' ,

“ Examining them already ?” I exclaimed. " by, 
the poor lads only came home yesterday. I would 
have given them a few days’ holiday first. I think.”

“They know nothing,” she continued, without 
heeding my remonstrance. “ I did not expect a 
great deal, hut I confess 1 was astonished. Their 
progress backwards is more marked than I could 
have supposed possible after the pains I took with 
them last holidays. They have forgotten all I 
taught them, and learnt nothing at school. Now 
don't be impatient. I'll just give you an example 
or two, and then you will he satisfied. 1 was ques
tioning Tom in the rudiments of history-only the 
rudiments. 1 asked him what he knew about King 
Richard 111. All he could st y was that he was a 
hunchback, and very foil’d of horses; he had seen a 
picture of him offering to .‘swop’ his kingdom 
tsdeh an expression!) with anybody for a horse. 
When I urged him for some further particulars, of 
his history, he added, with a great deal of hesitation 
and shyness, that he was killed hv a fish-bone stick
ing in his throat, and brought back to life again by 
a liarber who extracted it; ' pulled it out,’ he said.”

“ Very good,” I exclaimed, laughing. “ I suppose 
he thought one hunchback was as good as another. " 

“ Mv deartdohn,” said Miss Grittie, Sternly, “it's 
, not a ‘laughing matter. I wish you could see tilings 

a- 1 do. And George is not a bit better. He went 
so far as to deny that Richard III. was a humpback 
at all; it was a vulgar error, he said, to supposé so.

the contrary, he was rather a good-looking man, 
of a kind and forgiving disposition, and had made 
some excellent laws for the country. He displayed 
y^tfal ignorance about the history of-Rome;, he ab
solutely denied that Romulus and Remus wcnc 
suckled by a wolf ! ‘ Vulgar errors,’ indeed ! Truths 

. which I have been inculcating for years past, until. 
J gat v up my preparatory establishment for young

m school without aT
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■ over several times, and

; M own
Ÿcould not help wishing that Miss Grittie would 

not say quite so much about the sacrifices she had 
made on my account. I could see, however, that 
she would give me no peace until she had her own 
way about the boys; and perhaps, after all, 1 
thought, it might be as well for them, as they are
^^Who^s to teach them at home ? ” I asked, after

1I U‘ . \
x-,*

1 Why not have a governess ?”
“ A governess ! No, that won’t do; neither for

th“ Welb perhaps not,” said Miss Grittie, reflec

tively. “ A tutor, then.”
“ You could not get a tutor out here, we are too 

far from town ; unless you mean him to live in the 
house.”

“ Yes, of course, a resident tutor ; some young 
man of good abdities, who has been at the univer
sity, and who would teach them under my direction, 

Mr. Meek, the curate, used to do in my establish
ment.”
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altogether strange to me, I fancied I had seen his 
face before, but could not tell where. He was appa
rently about thirty years of age, with a broad fore
head and a handsome bushy beard.

“ I received from you, by post, some short time 
ago," he said, in tolerable English, though he was 
evidently a foreigner, “a carte de-visite ; it was sent 
to me by mistake, instead of my own."

By this time I had recognized in my visitor the 
original of the portrait which we had erroneously 
supposed to he Dr. Krauss.

“I am vey sorry," I said.
“ Pray don’t apologise," he answered ; “ It Is of 

no consequence. This is the carte you sent me. 
Do you know anything of the original Dr. Krauss Î”

I told him the doctor was an inmate of my house, 
devoutly hoping he was come to take him out of it.

" How fortunate," he replied.
■I could not agree with him, and asked him why.
“ We are in search of him," hesttid. " His friend 

anxious" about him. He left them and came 
over to England without their knowledge, being a 
little affected in his mind. The carte which you 
sent me happened to be seen by an agent who had 
been employed to trace him, and I was able to give 
him your address.”

Poor Dr. Krauss was soon secured, and went 
away arm-in-arm with one of the strangers. The 
other, whose carle was still upon my chimney- 
piece, then turned to me, and said, “Now you will 
want a tutor for your sons. I am the gentleman 
whom you Intended to engage ; that Is evident. I 
can stay with you now.”

“ No, I thank you," I exclaimed. “1 have changed 
my plans. If I had met with you at first it might 
have been otherwise ; but no—no, thank you !"

He took Ills leave quietly and sadly. I was sorry 
to dismiss him so, but 1 would have no more of 
private tutors. The boys went back to their school 
the very next morning, and though fond of their 
home, seemed very glad to go.

Miss Qrittie shook her head about it. “It is a 
pity,” she said ; “ I should have been glad of the 
opportunity of grounding them.”

“There’s the baby," I said; “you can ground 
him.”

“Yes," she answered, brightening up; “I will." 
And she took him in hand Immediately.

“ He Is a very clever child,” she remarked to me, 
not long ago. ‘ ' Would you believe it ? he has never 
been known to sit upon the floor since that day; 
and if nurse puts him down for a moment, he Jumps 
again as If he had been—’’

“Shot! I don’t wonder at it in the least,’ I 
answered.

the little misunderstardings which arose almost 
daily.

“ I do not like sheep’s club,” Dr. Krauss remarks, 
at dinner time, eyeing a leg of mutton which 1 am 
about to carve; “I like better cow-flesh.”
“We call it beef," says Miss Brittle, urbanely ; 

“ but this is veal before me. May I send you some ? 
Veal,” she repeats, in a much louder key, seeing 
that he looks perplexed.
“1 Wheel ? ’ Ah, yes, because it is round I ”
It was a fillet.
“ No ! " shouts Miss Grittie; “ veal is the name 

of it.”
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And the Sir, who knows not Fear,
Jumps down without any Linger—
A graceful Bound !
And, from the perilous Ground,
Heaves up the Handshoe with valiant Finger.

And high astount, and sore afraid is 
Every Sir, and all the Ladies.
But coolly he brings her the Handshoe-Glove, 
(While his Praise is applauded from every neck) 
And with tenderish Look of Love,
To fill him with blissful Expect,
Receives him fair Miss Kunigunde.
And he throws her the Handshoe in at her Face ; 
And “Miss !" he cries, “I want none of your Grace;" 
And, in that Hour, quits her asunder.

“ What you mean of that ?" the doctor asked, 
after I had read his poem.

“It is a fine ballad,” 1 replied, referring to the 
original rather than to the over-setting;’’ “but I do 
not like the conclusion. It is contrary to our ideas 
of chivalry, or even of gentlemanly behaviour, for a 
knight to throw his glove in a lady’s face."

“Ah !” he said, “our Schiller also, perhaps, thought 
so. In his first utterance of the poem he wrote,

Weal;’ I can hear you. I am not taut). 
is odd; the French call it 1 woe.’ 1 Weal ’ is 
name for it as 1 woe,’ because it is goot."

All this time Tom, with Miss Grittie’s eye upon 
him, keeps up a constant coughing behind his poc
ket-handkerchief. ;—: z.

“ You have xchnupfen." says Dr. Krauss, looking 
at him suspiciously; you have a great cow in your

Tom can stand it no longer, but bolts out of the 
Toom, uttering a little squeak as he slams the door, 
and George, who has been looking for something 
under the table, runs after him without having 
found it.

“ We say cough," Miss Grittie remarks, “notcoin. 
You will excuse my mentioning it, I know."

“ C-o-u-g-h, coff. Ah ! so then b-o-u-g-h is boff ; 
and t-h-o-u-g-h thoff.”

Miss Grittie demurs to this, and in her effort to 
ground the doctor in the principles of English pro
nunciation, gets into such a state of confusion that 
he takes it into his head that she is laughing at him. 
“ You mock yourself of me ! ” he cries, and leaves 
the room in a tantrum, and my poor sister-in-law is 
so vexed at being thought capable of such rudeness 
that I find it very difficult to pacify her.

Dr. Krauss was stiff and formal with us after such

But it 
a better

s

‘ Und der Ritter siçh tief verbeugend, spricht ;’ 
but afterwards he othered it. I, too, can other my 
upsetting, if you will." Then, after a moment’s 
pause, he said,—

“ ’And the knight bowed low before her face.’
How like you that ?"

I told him it was a great improvement.
“ Then you will take the mess (ms.) to your ‘Times,’ 

and say the editor shall print it. Your ‘Times’ is the 
piggest paper in the world; I will send him a mess 
every week. See you the editor face to face and 
tell him so." . .I could not persuade Dr. Krauss that there was no 
“ Poet’s Comer ’’ in the “ Times," and he was again 

-Very much offended with me because I declined to 
execute his commission. He kept us at a distance 
for several days, and took solitary walks, coming in 
late for meals, and causing us all a great deal of 

At length my sister-in-law came to mo 
an air of great concern, and said, 

John !

scenes, and the poor boys had rather a bad time. 
When he had been with us about a fortnight he told 
me that he had resolved to give his pupils some in<' 
struction in the art of poetry ; prose, he saidr'was 
nothing; everybody “ could prose;" they must begin 
to write verse. To satisfy me of his own personal 
ability in this “branch,” he showed me a transla
tion into English of one of Schiller’s ballads. “ I 
have traduced it,” he said, “from the originals. 
Read you it, and fear not to tell me your meaning 
[opinionl of it.” „

My knowledge of German is not extensive, but I 
could see that he had treated the ballad conscien
tiously; the translation was literal—line for line, 
and nearly word for word ; it must have cost him a 
great deal of labor with his dictionary, though he 
had been unfortunate in his choice of equivalents ; 
but that, be would have said, was the fault of our 
language. But the reader shall judge for himself :

annoyance, 
one morning with 
“Oh, Mr. Mellow, my dear
en,‘Certain8ly,” I said, “the sooner the better. It 
was very foolish of us.”

“ You don’t know what I mean," she answered, 
sharply. “ You don’t know what has happened."

I waited meekly for an explanation.
“ Dr. Krauss carries a loaded pistol 

him I have often seen the knob of it In his waist
coat pocket, and thought It was bis pipe, but Jane 
has mst found it under bis pillow, bbe almost 
fainted at the sight of it, and sent for me, very 
properly, because she dared not touch it.

“ I’ll go and see about it,"
“ Oh but you must be very careful," she exclaim

ed “ it might go off. Had you not better speak to 
Dr Krauss? And yet I am almost afraid of him. 
He has been acting so strange lately, and does such
(><“ aVi\lie more reason for speaking to hlm ; but I 
will secure the pistol first."

Just at that moment I heard the doctor’s foot
step, and, opening the door, saw him ascending the 
stairs, evidently going to his room to fetch his 
pistol I called to him, and told him rather warmly 
of the impropriety of having such a weapon, and of 
the alarm which his carelessness in leaving it ah
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Dish Washing and Other Things.
BY KESI AH SHELTON,

To keep clean, is the key to success. First 
the glass and then the silver. Into warm water 
put five drops of ammo: ia, twirl the glass in this 
and then polish dry with a crash glass-wiper. 
A stiff bristle brush and flannel wiping cloth 

needed for the'silver; brush the engraved 
parts briskly and polish dry with the flannel. 
The butter-dish cover, castor, and cake-basket 
need not go through this ammonia bath 
than twice a week.

If the silver is brushed in this way daily, the 
engraved lines will not look as if done in India 
ink, and it will not need each week a forenoon’s 
hard, dirty labor with silver soap, whiting and 
chamois polishing.

Ammonia is a standard kitchen necessity. 
Habit makes all things easy, and this plan once 
adopted will never be abandoned. Work well 
done each day makes the whole easier, than to 

then devote hours to one of

The Handshoe of Schiller

Overset into English, after the spirits and measures 
of the authentical; by Dr. Heinrich Krauss, Ph.D., 
and so wider.

Before his Lion-Garden,
The Beast-Fight taking Part in,
Sits good King Frank ;

— And beside him the Princes of Crown,
~ And from Balcony high, spying down,

The Dames in a handsome Rank.

I said.

are
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r pupils 
his was

rplexed.

more

And as he winks with his Finger 
The Gate is thrown up by a Springer ; 
And herein, his considerate Foots. .
A Lion puts ;
And eyes him, proud,
The Crowd.
And, as he stares.
He rattles his Hairs ;
Then spreads his Limb,
And lavs down him.

out
laid occasioned.

“ QuUe'certainl y .""he replied. “Win* would be
ll“ Whatfuse’f then^do you intend to make of it?"
1 ‘‘Thatti”alff'h..said; “

mi toifdMmat oncethat'*1 could not and would dot 
«iinw him to keep such a weanon loaded in my 
house, and Miss Grittie exclaimed no less decidedly 8ijght daily a 
that it Was "out of the question, and contrary to the m=ah> g oclarjh’ rubg.”

“I must request you to draw the charge imme- wj on a ,]ry cotton cloth or a crash towel, the

lin thegstairs while I followed him as quickly as I if greagy add «raie fine soap, rime well and dry4y h‘” o' •w»there was (Thole in the ceiling. And-ah ! what was cloths or tea towels. , .
that ? A bump ! a scream overhead ! Where one keeps servants the cooking

“The nursery! the baby!” cried my pqor sister- ^elg and iron ware are usually done by them- 
in-law. “ He has shot sometKidy ! „ selves; but working house keepers may takeAn
wMeprosriatePon the floor in one corner of the other dish cloth a1 d use this same water to clean 
room The baby was alive, but holding its breath, their ketUeg The towelg and cloths used about 
and almost black in the face. L^f^en sitting the table dishes should not be used for these. 
o,îthe floor exactly over thespot which the bullet ] )ish cloths and towels should be washed out in 
struck - if the board had been only a little thinner a „00d suds, rinsed and hung to dry after use. 
the consequences must have been fatal : as it was, ,, has à dining-room and yet has no scr-

hvda snfinter lOf course the poor darling was e(j and the proper dishes for the next meal 

"Z^bl'time lomd'li’iiîltid the baby and recover- alter it is laid, to protect it frdm duet m all tea

sanszA•xSzssr. £sS.‘h* m.°,,,,ito uottiug i. -o MMa 

with an anxious heart, expecting some fresh com- from the good houre-wife s enemytÀ-duit.—She wsrwss « ssrtrs i«w *«“*•
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And the King winks more.
Then opens him, speedy,
A second Door ;
And out runs, greedy,
With savage Hop,
A "Tiger before.
As he the Lion at-seeth,
He pauses a Stop,
Wags his End 
In threatening Bend,
And mills his Teeth ;
Then sticks his Eye on ,____
The gruesome Lion,

- Unfar off comes,
Fiercely hums,
And lays down him.

And the King winks more ;
And from another out-done Door 
Two Leopards are spitted forth.
They rush, with fight-eager Haste 
On the Tiger Beast.
He strokes them with his grim-rude Pats : 
And the Lion, with Roar,
Elevates him up, and waits for War.
And round, in Loop,
A blood-eager Group,
Sit waiting all those grim-faced Cats.

Then falls, from the Balcony Stand,
A Handshoe, from lady-like Hand;
And comes, both the Tiger and Lion, 
Pretty nigh on.

1

vee-

:
:
:

*1
.j

And to brave Sir Delorges, in mocking Way, 
The fair Miss Kunigunde turns her Eye ;
“ Mr. Sir, if you love me so warm,” she say, 
“ And are of the meaning to win me or die, 
So heave me the Handshoe up.” **
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on the napkin, take a woolen cloth, dip in the 
powder, and rub over the pin-holes, having the 

After all have been 
and the

of white soap ; let the soap be grated and dis 
solved, and the water must be at least milk- 
warm, using also a glazed vessel rather than 

of metal. Add to this mixture one

Sttanie W» lefmwel.
rough side of them up. 
carefully rubbed over, lift the paper, 
pattern will be found on the napkin with the 
powder. Now take a lead pencil and follow 
the lines, making a permanent line. Get ten 
cents’ worth of red table linen, ravel the red 
threads and chain stitch the napkin, using the 
threads double. When done, ravel the edges 
of the napkins for fringe. If there is m old 
magazine available that contains a corner braid- 

make that of leaves also.

My Dear Njkces,—A beautiful behavior is 
It is-better than a

ounce 
thin scales or

one
of white beeswax cut into very 
slices, and by heating it slightly the whole will 
become well incorporated. Now take the fig
ure, and having made sure that it is perfectly 
clean and dry, suspend it by a twine string, 
and then dip it all over in the compound, 
which will probably be absorbed immediately. 
In a few minutes stir the mixture, and dip a 
second time ; this will generally be sufficient 
to ccat it well. Put it away in a clean place 
where it can dry and harden for a week or 
longer, and then rub it in every part with 

until it is sufficiently polished.
2nd. Prepare a wash by soaking a small 

quantity of plaster of Paris in a strong solution 
of alum ; bake this in an oven, and then grind 
it to a fine powder. When you are ready to 
use it, mix a little of this with water, and 
spread it evenly and quickly over the surface of 
your subject This should be a thin wash, and 
will set like a coat of marble, taking a high 
polish. If one coat is not satisfactory, let 
another be given in like manner.—[Harper’s

the finest of the fine arts, 
fine form and beautiful features. Rudeness 
and graffness will bar doors and shut hearts 
against ns, while kindness and gentle behavior 
are acceptable everywhere.

A person’s manner is indicative of 
and temper, as weU as the society to which he 
is accustomed, and must come from the heart 
or it will make no lasting impression, for no 
amount of polish will disguise the truth.

The cheapest of all commodities is politeness, 
but it goes a long way. Dr. Johnson says : 
“A man has no more right to say an uncivil 
thing than to act one ; no more right to say a 
■ade t»"e to another, than to knock him

d<Itia needful, then, for parents and the older 

members of every household to net a good ex
ample to the children, to whom example is 
much better than precept, which fact is too 
easily forgotten, or we would order our actions 
and our lives as we would have them order 
theirs. The eyes of the chUd “are ever on the 
parents, not to criticise, not to censure or 
blame, but to try and imitate.”

Purity and excellence of character are far 
nobler than great power, intellect or genius. 
Without sterling goodness, all the grace, ele- 

and art "in the world will fail to
individual. Let us look to our-

his tastes

ing pattern, you can 
Try them and see if they are not pretty. They 
need not cost more than thirty cents, not oount- 

them, and after youa soft ing the time spent upon 
have succeeded with them it will stimulate a

other articles. Arag
desire to ornament many 
vine with leaves and tendrils would be pretty, 
traced upon a blue flannel skirt of white yarn. 
Such work will develop a taste for drawing, 
and cultivate a love for copying from na|ure.

Light lap robes for babies’ carriages are of 
linen scrim with borders of drawn-work and a 
scant ruffle of Irish point around the edges, or of 
Madras muslin, trimmed with a gathered frill to 
match. The latter is finished with deep scallops 
button holed with silk corresponding to the 
darker color in the Madras fabric.

Bazar.
Parlor Ornament.—An exchange says : 

“We saw, in the parlor of a friend, a very 
beautiful conceit. It is, of course, the fancy of 
a lady, and consists of the burr of a pine 
placed in a wine glass half full of water, and 
from between the different layers of the bun- 

shooting forth green blades —bright, beau
tiful, refreshing. For a little thing, we have 
seen nothing that so pleased ns^by its beauty 
and novelty. And the secret is this : The 
burr was found dried and open ; the different 
circles were sprinkled with grass seed, and it 

placed in a wine glass with water in as 
above. In a few days the moisture and nourish
ment gave the burr life and h"alth, the 
ent circles closed and buried within themselves 
the grass seed, and a few days more gave to 
the seed also life, sprout and growth, and 
a pyramid of living green, beautifully relieved 
by the sombre hue of the burr, is the result- 

pretty and novel a parlor ornament
We do not know

Summer Curtains.—A very stylish, grace
ful design for sitting room or bedroom curtains 
recently originated in the New Y ork Art Rooms, 
and full directions are given here for making 
a pair. The curtains are inexpensive, the full 
cost for two deep windows being about $3 50. 
The materials required are two yards of cret
onne, ten or twelve yards of cheese cloth and 
sufficient lace for finishing the front edges of the 
curtain and making an insertion across the top 
of each. Be careful in purchasing the cheese 
cloth to get a piece which is evenly woven, 
and without black threads. Scrim may be used 
instead of cheese cloth, if prefer ed, but it is 

expensive. In buying the cretonne get 
patterns which harmonize, buying one 

yard of each. Cut each yard in four pieces, 
lengthwise. Each curtain has two pieces at 
the top, with an insertion of lace in between. 
One curtain will only be described. OF ea-h 
pattern of cretonne take one piece, stitch the 
lace insertion between them, turn down the 
edge, about an inch, of the one intended for the 
top of the curtain, and stitch the cheese cloth 

the other piece with a pudding-bag seam. 
Make a hem twelve inches deep on the bottom 
of the curtain. The lace should be four inches

treesave organoe
elevate any 
«elves, then, for the children are more apt to 
grow up—acting, not as we have told them to 
act but the same as they have seen us act

* Minnie May.

are

Work Basket.
er Cloud may be crocheted of Shet- 
wool worked in shell pattern. A

A was
land fl
recent specimen intended for seaside wear was 
of a fight blue, nearly three yards long and 
about two feet wide, and was edged all round 
with a plain row of scallops, each containing 
nine trebles. A chain of 361 stitches was first 
made. This allowed for sixty shells; each 
■hell formed of six trebles. The second row 
was begun by a double crochet (D. C.) exactly 
in the middle of the first shell of the first row.
It was ended by fastening the last shell of the 
second row in the middle of the last shell of
first row, and finishing with three chain. The Pketty Home-made Napkins —Get two and 
third row was begun by - making 3 chains a quarter yards of white drilling, or any kind 
precisely in the same hole in which the second of white goods prefeired, and cut a doz -n nap- 
row started, and working in the same spot a kinH_ making them large enough so that a 
shell of six trebles, finishing it with a D. C. ofl margin can be raveled for fringe. Hunt a pretty 
the top of the last shell of the second row. At corner brading pattern from some old magazine, 
the end of this row, after making a D. C. on get aome tough smooth paper, cut it square, 
the top of the last shell of the second row, the size you want the napkins, place it on a 
another shell was worked in the opening at the,, taMe with a folded cloth under it, place the 
base of the 3rd chain, and was finished with a b.adiDg pattern in one corner of the square 
D 0. on top of this three chain. The second paperj take a pin and punch holes all along the 
aiid third rows were repeated throughout. The lin-s of the pattern, through both papers. Do 
cloud was worked with a hook, about No. 8, the same at the other three corners. For a 
and took twelve ounces of the fl >ss. A fair center, take a pretty leaf from some shrub, lay
worker stitohitig steadily at it should do it h on the center of the paper, and trace all _ ,
readily in two days. Using only odds and round the edges of it with the pin, and as many A pretty and use u rug ^
ends of time it would take a week or a fortnight. of the ribs and veins as you like You will now ^then'the stai^ carpet is so much worn

have a pattern which 1 will tell you how to use Often w nen ine sva u 
in the absence of a knowle lge of stamping that a new one is necessary ere

If you have no chrome yellow or any kind of or more that is good enoug o us '
powder, take a soft burned brick and pound a If you choqseyou can put the fringe all around

piece of it to a fine powder. Place the pattern | it.

differ-

more
twonow

as weas
have for a long while 
whether the idea was original with the lady, 
but we do know that its success is beautiful.”

seen.

e

on

wide.
Lay the lace flat on the right side of the 

curtain, an inch from the edge, with the straight 
edge of the lace toward the selvedge, and the 
pointed edge turning backward. Stitch it on, 
fold down the hem on the wrong side, and catch 
it fast with long stitches. Cut a V-shaped 
piece out of the lace at the lower corner of the 

the lace together, and sew itcurtain, seam
the bottom of the curtain.

be made of a 
each end.

Plaster Figures Imitating Marble.— 
There are two methods by which plaster 
figures may be converted into very excellent 
imitations of marble, both very simple.

1st Into a quart of soft water put one ounce
A
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Queen of Puddings.—One pintq£fine bread 
crumbs, a piece of butter the size of an egg rub 
bed in, a teacupful of fine^sifted loaf sugar, 
the rind of one lemon grated, yçlks of four eggs 
and a pint of milk. Mix th 
gether in a pie-dish, and bake in a quick oven 
until well set, but be careful not to let the 
pudding get leathery; it will take only a short 
time. When cool, spread a layer of apricot or 
strawberry jam over the top. Whip the whites 
of the four eggs with a teaoupful of sifted sugar, 
and either the juice of the lemon or a small tea
spoonful of essence of lemon into a very stiff 
froth and throw lightly over, making it as rocky 
as possible, and piling it up higher in the center. 
Very slightly brown it by putting it into the 
oven for a few minutes, or passing a salaman
der over it

Cleaning Black Silk —The silk, says a 
writer in the Queen, must be perfectly brushed 
and wiped with a cloth, then laid flat on a 
smooth board or table and well sponged with 
hot coffee, thoroughly freed from sediment by 
being strained through muslin. The silk is 
sponged on the side intended to show, it is al
lowed to become partially dry, and then ironed 
on the wrong side. The coffee removes grease, 
and restores the brilliancy of silk, without giv
ing it either the shiny appearance or oraokly 
and papery stiffness obtained by beer or any 
other liquid.

A Cheap Hammock.—Take a piece of Manilla 
matting from two to three yards long and a 
yard and a half wide, bind or hem the ends 
firmly, /then fasten each end to a piece of tim- 
ber. These pieces should be five foet long, two 
inches thick, and should have holes bored about 
three inches apart the whole length/ The mat
ting is fastened by passing heavy twine from 
matting to hole, back and forth, rea’ly sewing 
the matting to the wood. For each end of the 
pieces of wood larger holes a-e bored, through 
which pass ropes to hang the hammock between 
two trees. This makes a cheap, comfortable 
and safe hammock. Being hung from four oom- 

there is no danger of rolling out, and half- 
a-dozen children can swing in it at pleasure.

Answers to Enquirers. using. Add lemon juice to improve the flavor, 
and garnish thç top with slices of lemon.

Baked Spring Chicken.—Cut each of four 
spring chickens into seven or nine pieces, wash 
thoroughly and quickly, and put in a colander 
t) drain ; put a half tablespoon each of lard 
and butter into a dripping pan, lay in the 
pieces and add half a pint of hot water ; let 
steam and bake half an hour, turn, taking care 
that they get only to a light brown, and just 
before taking up add salt and pepper to taste. 
When done take out in a dish and keep hot. 
To make the gravy, add a half pint or more of 
water, set the dripping pan on the stove, and 
add one tablespoon flour mixed with half cup 
of cream or milk, stirring slowly, adding a lit
tle of the mixture at a time. Let cook thor
oughly, stirring-constantly to prevent burning, 
and to make the gravy nice and smooth; season 
more if necessary.

Strawberry Pickles. —Place strawberries 
in bottom of jar, add a layer of cinnamon and 
cloves, then berries and so on; pour on it a syrup 
made of two coffee cups cider vinegar, and three 
pints sugar, boiled about five minutes ; let stand 
twen'y-four hours, pour off syrup, boil, pour 
over berries, and let stand as before; then boil 
berries and syrup slowly for twenty-five min
utes, put in jars and cover. The aboVe is for 
six quarts of berries. Pine apples can be made 
in the same way, allowing six and a half pounds 
of fruit to above proportions.

Rice Snow Balls—Boil one pint rice until 
soft in two quarts water with a teaspoon of salt, 
put in small cups and when perfectly cold place 
in a dish. Make a boiled custard of the yolks 
of three eggs, one pint of sweet milk and one 
teaspoon corn starch ; flavor with lemon. When 
cold pour over the rice balls half an hour before 
serving. This is a very simple but nice dessert.

the Susie W.—1. Naphthi is very good for 
cleaning gloves of any shade ; they may be 
washed in it and then hung out in the air to 

2. A few drops of ammonia in the

the L
sen
the gredients to-

dry.
bathing water softens it and removes any 
grease from the skin, 
all skins, which must be proved by personal 
experience. 3. Make up your silver-gray cash- 

with velvet the same color or a shade

the
low It does not agree with
ten
red
the

mere
darker, and outline the zouave jacket with 
small silvered wood beads.
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old
aid-

Innocent Nell —Linen doylies are used 
especially under finger-boards or any kind of 
glass dish, but have no other positive use.

W. R. T.—1. Cleanse your willow chair with 
2. A flannel bag is the best for strain-

Iso.
hey
int-
you
be a borax.

ing jellies. In putting away jellies, cut a 
piece of plain white paper and lay flat upon 
the jelly ; then put on the cover and it will 
keep for years.

A
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Mrs T. B.—White zinc is said to do stamp 
ing on all dark goods more satisfactorily than 
any other preparation, and blue powder will do 
all other kinds. Clean off the pattern at once 
a'ter using with paint, with a cloth wet in gaso
line or benzine.
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Inquirer.— Most of the ebony furniture 
at the present time is of common wood

the
seen
stained in imitation of ebony. The real article 
ià^the c ntre part of a palm tree which grows 
in India, Madagascar, Ceylon and the Mauri
tius. The outside wood is soft and is eaten off 
by insects, leaving the inside black part un
touched, 
fine polish.

race-
tains
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i full It is a hard wood, and takes a very
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Sophia.—1. Do not put your pillows or 
feather beds into the sun to air, but in a shady 
place with a clear dry wind blowing over them. 
If it is cloudy, but yet not damp, and the wind 
is strong, all the better. This will keep well- 

ired feathers always sweet. Badly-cured 
f lathers cannot be made sweet. A hot sun on 
the best of feathers, it is said, will turn them 
rancid. 2. A small lump of charcoal placed in 
a kettle with boiling onions, cabbage or tur
nips, is a good deodorizer.

Raised Muffins.—Onecupofmilk;one-fourth 
cake of compressed yeast dissolved in one 
half cup of warm water (or one fourth cupful 
of home-made yeast), one tablespoon melted 
butter; three cups of flour; one egg. Mode. 
Beat egg, add pinch of salt, butter and yeast to 
the milk. Stir gradually into the flour. Beat 
until the batter is light and smooth. Mix it up 
over
buttered muffin-pans two-thirds to the top with 
the batter, and let them stand in a warm place 
until the batter has risen to the brim. Bake 
half-an-hour.
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Ants.—There is one way, and only one, of * »
ridding the house, closets, oike-pails, su 
barrels, ko., of red ante or black, big or little.
When you find them on your premises, get 
ready tea-kettles of boiling water, plenty of it.
Go out of doors, 1 iok carefully all over the paths 
and walks, if in the country; if in the city, look 
over the,,flagging in the areas, both front and 
ba -k. S .-aid every little hole you see with a 
mound of little earth pellets around it; it is the 
home of the ant. On a sunny day these pellets 
are brought out of the nests to dry. When the 
weather is damp, or soon will be, you will see 
nothing but little holes in the ground. The ante 
are all “at home. ” Scald them If your cellar 
is not cemented, hunt the pest there; very 
likely you will find lots of them. W hen the 
work here recommended has been done, clean 
out your closets, eugar-pai's, everything in the 
closets; rub fine salt on the shelves, lay clean 
yellow paper on them, and put back dishes. In 
the cracks of the floor and around the surface 
of said closets should be placed ground red 

Ants will not come again for a long

gar-
night. In the morning beat it up. FillRecipes.

Green Tomato Sauce.—Two gallons peeled 
aid sliced tomatoes; put 5 tablespoons 
tird, 3 gills mustard seed, 3 tablespoons black 
pepper, 2 tablespoons allspice, 2 tablespoons 
dores, 1 gill salt, 1 quart chopped onions, 2 or 
3 pints of brown sugar, 3 pints vinegar. Bpil 
all well together to the consistency of 
lade; be careful not to burn.

mus-

Lemon Ice.—Take 1 lb. of loaf sugar and rub 
the lumps upon the rinds of the six lemons to 
obta;n the oil. Squeeze the juice upon the 

and let stand until pretty well dissolved.

j
marma-

sugar
Beat it well. Add juice of an orange and 3 
pints of water. Beat stiff whites of 2 or 4 eggs 
and beat in. Put into a freezer or closely 
covered tin bucket; put chipped ice in the 
bottom of a wooden bucket or tub, set in the 
freezer and pack ice around it. Turn the freez 
er briskly for a while; open, scrape the side, 
turn again, and leave, covering with a blanket

Chicken Salad.—Boil three chickens until 
tender, salting to taste; when cold cut in small 
piecvS and add twice the quantity of celery cut 
up with a knife, but not chopped, and four cold 
boiled eggs sliced ,and thoroughly mixed 
through the other ingredients. I or dressing 
put on the stove a sauce-pan with one pint of 
vinegar, and butter size of an egg ; 
or three eggs with two tablespoons mustard, 
one of black pepper, two of sugar, and a tea- 

salt, and when thoroughly beaten to

ol the 
raight 
d the 
it on, 
l catch 
ihaped 
of the 
sew it

i
.

.1
t

beat two: 1;or old carpet.

i Veal Loaf.—Roa t 3 lbs. veal; when cold 
chop fine with { lb. fat pork. Add 1 cup cracker 
crumbs, teaspoonful of pepper, salt to taste, 
yolks of 2 eggs. M ill into a loaf; bake 1$ hours; 
baste continually with the gravy made when 
baking the veal. Let stand in pan until cold. 
Turn out. Cut in slices,

3 of a
i end.

worn 
a yard 
lie rug. 
around

spoon
gether pour slowly into the vinegar until it 

Be careful not to cook too long or
pepper.
time. When they again make a raid, as they 
may in a few months, give them a ■ oond 
scalding.—One Who Knows.

thickens.
the egg will curdle. Remove, and when cold 
pour over salad. This may be prepared the 
day before, adding the dressing ju t before IP; 1
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V5-8—Tree Puzzle.mCncIe Horn’s department. BET 

BONUS 
YEN ISON 
TUSSLE 
SOLVE 
NEED

8— Acrobat. — • '
9— He who fights and runs away. 

May live to fight another day.

*1— A consonant.
2— To strike.
8—To crawl.
4—Common.
5 -To place.
6— To bet.
7— Every one.
8— A kind of grain.
9— Likely.
10— For what reason.
U—A morsel,
12— 10 rot.
13— To disagree. , , ,
Centrals read downwards, will name an ancient

style of writing. Henry Reeve.

-Î

]Ky Dear Nephews and Nieces,—Holi
days will soon be commencing, and with them 
many enjoyments for our hard-working boys 
and girls—picnics, garden parties, and many 
other harmless pleasures as a reward for dili
gent study and patient perseverance, and will 
be enjoyed with much more zest after having 
been earned by self-denial and .good conduct.
I will now give you an amusing story I heard 
the other day, but hope none of my young 
nephews will venture to give it a trial

Onoe upon a time a little boy Observed his 
sister curling her hair around a hot poker, and 
When he saw her golden ringlets twist up like 
Georgia pine shavings, what he considered an 
over-bright Idea struck him.

«« The folks next door Say their pug is Better 
than our bull-dog, because its tail curls over 
Its back so tight. I’ll just curl the bull dog’s 
tail Now, and run him up and down in front of 
their house, and make them feel Mean.”

So he called the Dog, and heated a poker until 
it was almost red, in order to get a Good curl. 
Grasping the dog’s tail, he quickly Wound 
it Around the Poker ; but it was not wound 
Around the poker half as quickly as the dog 
was wound Around the boy. He picked him 
up by the Small of his back, and shook him out 
of his clothes, and left nothing on him But his 
freckles and a look of terror. The boy was 
Then obliged to lie in bed until his father could 
Afford to get him a new suit of clothes, which 
was a month Later.

The Moral of this little fable teaches us Two 
Things ; first, that bright, original ideas are 
dangerous In the hands of people who don’t 
know how to use them, and, second, that when 
we experiment with a bull-dog, we should 
Muzzle him before beginning.

You will all remember that prizes were to be 
given at the end of six months instead as 
formerly at the end of the year only. I have 
now summed them all up and find they stand 
as follows, for best original puzzzles. 1st, 
Edward A. Fairbrother, Copenhagen. Ont.; 
2nd, Ada Armand, Pakenham, Ont.; 3rd, 
Henry Reeve, Highland Creek, Ont. ; 4th, Lizzie 
C. Watt, Kincardine, Ont. Best answers: 1st 
Henry Reeve; 2nd, E. A. Fairbrother; 3rd, R. 
J. Risk, Chesterfield, Ont.; 4th, Becoa Lowry. 

' I shall again offer prizes to be awarded at the 
1st of January for best original puzzles :—1st, 
$1.50; 2nd, ^1.00; 3rd, 75c; 4th, 50c, and for 
the most correct answers to puzzles, 1st, $1.00; 
2nd, 75c; 3rd, 50c; 4th, 25c. 
and answers must be sent in by the 25th of 
each month.

Now I hope to hear from a great many new 
members and all the old ones next month. 
Hoping you will all enjoy the holidays and 
make the best of your young days.

Uncle Tom.

***
***
***
***

Names of these who have Sent Cor
rect Answers to June Puzzles.

Chas. E. Smith, Ada Armand, Emma Dennee, 
Minnie E. Brown, May Monk, Lillie Stovln, Henry 
Reeve, Robt. J. Risk, Frank L Milner, Becea Lowry, 
R. Wilson, Mary Morrison, David A. Moore. Maggie 
Whiteford, Lizzie C. Watt, Minnie Carpenter, Geo. 
L. Gustin, Spencer Nightingale, Wm. K. McLean, 
Fair Brother.

*******

4—Illustrated Rebus. I

:

IP.s. If men cared less for wealth and fame. 
And less for battle-field and glory;

If writ In human hearts, a name 
Seemed better than a songand story; 

If men, Instead of nursing Pride, 
Would learn to hate it and abhor it; 

If more relied on love to guide.
The world would be the better for it.

5—Drop Vowel Puzzle.
Th-nk t r-1 - - n d t h-t h - - g h t s h-U t h-w-rl d’s 

f-m-n-f- -d s p- -h t r-1 y-nd- -c h w-r d-f t h-n- 
Sh-U b- -f r - -t f-1 s- -d 
LrV-tr-l-n d th-l-f-sh-ll b- 

-gr- -t-nd n-b 1-c r- -d.

If men dealt less in stocks and lands.
And more In bonds and de-ds fraternal.

If Love’s work bad more willing hands 
To link this world to the supernal;

If men stored up Love’s oil and wine.
And on bruised human souls would pour It; 

If “yours” and “mine” would once combine; 
The world would be the better for it.

Ada Armand.
6—Numerical Enigma.

ssî-s%1i*ssa«a.»M.
My 5. 4.11, 7, is a weapon.

Of loyal hearts from far and wide. 
Fair total, thou art still the pride.

to abhor. If more would act the play of Life, 
And fewer spoil it in rehearsal; 

If Bigotry would sheath Its knife 
Tl If good became more universal; 

If Custom, gray with ages grown. 
Had fewer blind men to adore It;

Ada Armand.
7—Proper Diamond.

1— A consonant.
2— A female deer.
3— An evergreen tree.
4— Fault.
5— A figure having twelve sides.
6— A sort of pain In the head.
7— Without error.
8— A part of the body,
9— A consonant.

, If talent shown for Truth alone.
The world would be the better forait.

If men were wise in little things.
Affecting less In all their dealings;

If hearts had fewer rusted strings 
To isolate their kindly feelings;

If men, when Wrong beats down the Right, 
Would strike together and restore it;

If Right made Might In every fight.
The world would be the better for It.

Fair Brother.
8—Double Letter Enigma.

In “Beauty,” but not in “Looks.”
In “ Papers,” but not in “Books.”
In “Sefi,” but not in “Buy.”
In “ Laughter,” but not in “ Cry." 
Read down, my first is very mean.
In “Webster” it can be plainly seen ; 
My last in shape it should be round.
It often falls upon the ground.

Courage In Every-day Life.
Have the courage to discharge a debt while 

you have the money in your pocket.
Have the courage to do without that you do 

not need, however much your eyes may covet
My whole is counted very fine,
When played by a “Professional nine," 
And when played by little boys,
They sometimes make a lot of noise. it.

■Fair Brother. Have the courage to make a will and a just ■
9—POETICAL PUZZLE.

“ Silently, one by one, in the infinite meadows of 
heaven, i

Blossomed the lovely stars, the forget-me-nots of 
the angels."

“ The orbed maiden with white fire laden.
Whom mortals call the moon.

Glides glimmering o’er my fleece-like floor,
By the midnight breezes strewn."

“ Each purple peak, each flinty spire.
Was bathed in floods of living fire.”

These quotations are taken from three popular 
poets. Who are they ? Beatrice Gunn.

10—ANAGRAM.
Ot nkwo, teseme nda veto, nad htne ot rapt,
Kmeas pu sfiel leat ot naym a lefegni rehta.

one.
Have hte courage to tell a man Why you 

do not lend him your money.
Have the courage to out the most agreeable 

acquaintance you have when convinced he lacks 
principle. “A friend should bear with a friend’s 
infirmities,” but not with his vices.

Pearls of Thought.
Plow deep while sluggards sleep.
Take care of your character ; your reputation 

will take care of itself.
Whatever you dislike in another person take 

care to correct in yourself.
Men love to hear of their power, but^have an 

extreme disrelish to be told of their duty.
Let friendship gently creep to a height ; if it 

rush to it, it may soon run itself out of breath.
When a person has only learned how to read, 

and not what to read, he is in great peril.
A good word is an easy obligation ; but not to 

• speak ill requires only our silence, which costs 
ub nothing.

The wise prove, and the foolish confess, by 
their conduct, that a life of employment is the 
only life worth leading.

That which is good to be done cannot be done 
too soon ; and if it is neglected to be done, early, 

| it will frequently hpÿpen that it will not be done

All puzzles

Answers to June Puzzles.
1— Be zealous in a proper cause,

The way thy heart directs thee;
Let not but good thy will perforce. 
Crush all that ill affects thee.

2— Advocate.
3— Senselessness.
4— Handsome.

/

!
Puzzles.

t—Numerical Enigma.
My whole is composed of 26 letters, and is being 

held at 11,10,13, 8,12, 26, and 1,2, 3, 4, 5, and », 6, 7, 
15, 8, 5, both have l7,18,19, 20,21, 22, 23, there, and 
all Canadians are taking an interest in my whole.

Henry Reeve.
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MIRTH 
MERMAID 

MAGNETISM 
M 1TRMU RINGLY 

MIDDLE8TONITE 
F A R M E R’S A D V O C A T E 

A (Hi RAND I Z A B LE 
ABBREVIATED 

AUTHORITY 
A B A CIST ft 

A J, A R M 
A T E

2—Half Square.
1—A wall for defence. 2—A mountain in Turkey 

in Asia. 8—Furious. 4—Parched up with heat. 5— 
A soft saddle or bolster. 6—And (fr). 7—A con
sonant, Fair Brother. E
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90 om., of which 35 to 40 is the body, and the rapidity, and eat it gracefully, always dropping

out the unsavory portions.
Sooiableness is a life necessity of our lemurs. 

Left alone, they become cross and soon die, 
while company makes different creatures of 
them. Then they are always merry, and chase 
each other around in the cage, springing among 
each other like monkeys, with their roguish 

The black and white curved tail is quite tricks, 
graceful in its shape, and it is by no means a 
useless appendage, for in springing and jump-

The Lemurs in the Berlin Zoologi
cal Garden.

The Romans used to call the souls of the de
parted “Lemures,” but they respected the good 
ones as household gods, or “Lares,” while they 
feared the bad ones as restless, malicious ghosts 
and hobgoblins that wandered about in the 
night.

Science designates the lemur as the first 
family of half-monkeys, or that group of ani
mals that can be considered as a connecting

rest is the tail.
The color of the fine wooly fur on the back is 

a grayish brown, with a tinge of red here and 
there, while the face, ears and front part of 
neck are almost white; the only coal black 
coloring is seen around the eyes, on the nose, 
and on the forehead.

v

Most of the varieties of lemurs live in the 
woods of Madagascar that are the fullest of in
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THE LEMUHS IN THE JBERLIN ZOOLOGICAL GARDENS.

ing it serves as a rudder and balancing pole, 
while it serves as a stool in sitting.

When the animals huddle together at night, 
they twist their tails around each other, form
ing a sort of net about those who are sleeping.

The hands are nicely formed ; the inside is 
deep black, whUe the outside corresponds to 
the color of the body ; the fingers are exceed
ingly dexterous, for they pick up the smallest 
insect or piece of straw with great ease ; they 
turn fruit over on all sides with the greatest

sects and fruits ; they are also seen on neigh 
boring islands, and go around nights after 
prey, screeching like our house cats when they 
mew very loud.

link between quadrumane us animals and 
gnawers.

The lemurs represented in this drawing from 
life are supple and bright creatures, and in 
their manners they remind one somewhat of 
monkeys, martens, and squirrels, but in certain 
positions they are very much like a kangaroo. 
The similarity is based upon the strongly de
veloped extremities of the hinch legs, which 
measure much more in size than the fore legs.

The Lemur cotta has a length of from 85 to

Have the courage to acknowledge your 
ignorance rather than to seek credit fdr know
ledge under false pretences.

Have the courage to provide for the enter
tainment of your friends within y>ur means, 
not beyond it.
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. Lflmin to I with hie iront hair plastered down over his ten-
. „ Ril1nv DayS I the players until all were used, then began throbMng dome of thought He does not

Th.„ „j«r;F,:.uoru S HSrr£c £ ESSSit
izrÆwSri - - trrr, —- » æiææz&ttz
x;«rÆX5p£ ascîrïL-Æ^c:
butter, and Nell and Bath, the two bravest of Kwn> Sagacious. « moment that some day he may become
us, even gôing so far as to drive the cows ho ne The nelt card of the set had eminent and ashamed of himself, he would hes
at night We told Uncle Sam and Aunt Bass written in red ink, and the rema g dQ.ng thia Soon after, he has a
every morning that we should like to live on a cfcwr> iee„, sagacious, m black ink, an I . ^ which a young lady sits in
farm all our lives. , „ * t I so on. , , tbe alleged grass, while he stands behind her

“But life isn't all summer weather, Aunt Tfae complete set must have each word ha*d H„htly touching her shoulder, as
Bess would say, a little soberly, “and perhaps ^ ^ an4 of COurse we called only for the might be feeling of the thrilling cir-
vou would find the old farm house rather dull ^ Hned wordg when we already held one o rence hvLZZ-saw. He carries this pic-
if you were shut up in it from one week s end ^ wordg of which it was a synonym. t for montha> and looks at it
to another.” You see it was as Jack said, copied from the I ture^^ ^ unobserved.

One morning we awoke to find it raining. g q{ authors, but it was a pleasant chang &u at once he discovers that the young
gentle May-day shower, but a hard, that time honored game, and we playe ’ .g not done up that way any more,

Nell came down the stairs ^ ^ only on that particular afternoon, but on * her hat doean’t seem to fit her. He
many rainy days afterward. Whence we ^ ^ & fickle moment, has another tin type
back to school in the fall we noticed t ^ fa wMch another young lady, with more
was much easier to write our compositions than mad coiffure, is discovered hold-
it had been before, for our familiarity with ^ ^ hef ^

NeU’s game of words had greatly This thing continues till one day he comes
. vocabulary, and if we could not always think of i » hia wife ^d tries to see

thRriwe girls couldn’t see anything amusing just the word we wanted to u8e-^ children can be photographed on
hïïïfîrti « pouring rain, waiting for stantly we recaUed some oti^word^ hjd * ^ by holding one on each knee and

some poor deluded little fish to “ catch on as the same meaning , a p gam>8 USmg the older ones as a background.
Tack Pressed it. And finally as day after recollection of our rainy days The last stage in his eventful career, the old
dav went by and the storm continued, the ardor -[Cottage Hearth. ____ _ gentleman allows himself to be photographed

'u,t ”h“ “* “ “

dominoes, saAOnW** Uncle years of any with which we are
everyone we could thinn oi, meiuu g j . .. to me that my wnoie me i o«-
Will, who must have been surprised to receive Someti ^ ,ogy for photo years, when
such a budget of letters from that little out-of- has bee 8 J aVr0ad throughont a valley, and the worn and weary
the-way place called Field’s Corner. graphs that I have shed faave ^ for you are forever at rest ; how

“Cirls ” said Nell, who for some time had distracted conn y. distinct stages of patiently he submitted while his daughte
somXini ThavlTnve’ntld X^y ou be^T ^

mouth that would make a negro minstrel green turyago, but as he wjnld go
closeted in Aunt with envy. We often wonder ^ha M given ^ ^ ^ law office to have his will drawn, 

furnished with | the average photographer that wi d, ^ meekly^eaves the outlines of his kind old
look about the eyes and that joyless sag abo fae loved and for whom he so long
the knees. The chemicals and the in-door life face fo 
alone have not done all this. It is the great 
nerve tension and mental strain used in trying 
to photograph a squirming and dark red child 
with white eyes, in such a manner as to please
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steady pour, 
singing
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and we looked at one another dubiously. 
“What shall we do ?” asked Grace.
“Go fishing,” responds Jack with en-
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his grave is green in the quiet 
hands that( i Î11 
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but Nell said “no,” and we mee 
decision.

All the forenoon we were 
Bessie’s little library, each of us 
blank cards, pens „
big dictionary and Soule’s “English Synonyms
we divided between us.

Before dinner all was completed, and al
though the boys laughed at 
and told Nell she could now get a pateqt on
"" AHaWod dollar-.tore «•»

settled down to the enjoyment of it I

ml' and red and black ink. A

thhi ) labored.
It is a picture at which the thoughtless may 

smile, but it is full of pathos, and eloquent for
His attitude is stiff 

in the back, but his
ÏÊ •=

H ::
little at first, those who knew him best, 

and his coat hunches up 
kind old heart asserts itself through the gentle 
eyes, and when he has gone away at last we do 
not criticise the picture any more, but beyon 
the old coat that hunches up in the back, and 
that lasted him so long, we read the history of

us a

6».ny »“"•■> “ “”ST.r»™ri I to"^i‘t51.ü^er=mLe"eto hélüz

each card some word in cropped hair, and in which the stiff and pro- 
tuberent thumb takes a leading part.

Then comes the portrait of the lad with 
strongly marked freckles and a look of hopeless 
melancholy. With the aid of a detective

down and

on the

m j;

M a noble life. . .
Silently the old finger-marked album, lying

centre table,

/ use I!! i
’ : unostentatiously on the gouty 

points out the mill-stones from infancy to age, 
and back of the mistakes of the struggling 
photographer is portrayed the laughter and the 

the joy and the grief, the dimples and 
man’s life-time.

get from 
satisfied.

We had written on
common usage, at the top in red ink. Below
it were three synonyms of the word in blac 

cards bearing the same synonyms
con-

so
\h 1]•

w
tears,
thej gray hairs of one

Have the courage to speak your 
it is necessary you should do so, and to o 
your tongue when it is prudent to do so.

I1 :
with different words at the top in red ink 
stituted a set or book, just as in authors, the 

writer and three of his works make

agency I have succeeded in running 
destroying several of these pictures which 

attributed to me.
Next comes the young man 21 years of age,

mind when

name of a were
! up a set.

We Bhufiled the cards, divided them among!
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at hand.dealer expressed the opinion that we would see 
wheat touch 60c. per bushel this fall. Others 
again think we have seen the lowest point. 
This much we think is a fair estimate of the 
situation : We may look for low and moder
ate prices for wheat for some years to come, 
from the fact that the facilities for growing, 
for handling and for transportation 
plete that any deficiency in any part of the 
world can be supplied by another. England 
or any of the wheat importing countries of 
Europe are no longer dependent upon America 
for their wheat supply. An item from Min
neapolis last week, says :

(Sommer dal. If the improvement in trade here is 
assisted by a similar movement across the 
water, recuperation will be rapid, and an im. 
pulse given to commerce to which it has long 
been a stranger.

We look for a steady, quiet trade in this 
article, and think that prices have taken a per
manent turn for the better.

The Farmer’s Advocate Office, 
London, Ont., July 1,1886.

The month just gone has been, on the whole, 
a very favorable one for the growing crops, and 
farmers have no reason to complain and a good 
deal to be thankful for. While the season has 
been rather dry for the hay crop and pastures, 
more particularly the former, it has been all 
that could be desired for fall wheat and spring 
crops, not excepting the market gardener. It is 
true that prices are low and likely to rule low 
for some time to come, possibly for some years. 
Yet, on the whole, tire farmer who has his farm 
in good shape and has no very extravagant 
ideas, can get along and save a little money. 
Farmers must bear in mind that while the 
prices for their produce is low, the price of all 
other productions and manufactures are just 
about as low in the same proportion. There 
may be some lines that are not as low as they 
might be, yet they must eventually come 
lower. This will apply to rates of interest on 
loans. Six to six and a half percent is all that 
any farmer should pay. Six percent is quite 
as good to the money lender as 74 to 8 percent 
was three years ago.

are so com-
LIVE STOCK.

The steadiness of the British cattle markets 
the past two or three weeks has disappeared, 
and the trade has taken a turn for the worse, 
with an actual decline of half a cent per pound. 
The hot weather, together with heavy receipts 
from Ireland and the continent, has checked 
the demand. Prime Canadian steers sold on

" While it is undoubtedly true that there is 
less old wheat to come forward than there was 
a year ago, and that the mills are turning out 
nearly twice as much flour, drawing steadily 
upon stocks in store, wheat keeps on pouring 
in here and at Duluth, and it seems as through 
there was no end to the amount yet to come, 
although elevator owners continue to assert 
that their bins are nearly or quite empty. 
Receipts at Minneapolis last week were only 
20,000 bushels less than the week before, and 
were 175,000 bushels more than the corres
ponding week a year ago. Receipts at Duluth 
continue quite large for the season, and ship
ments light.”

the Liverpool market at 13c., fair to choice, 
124<x The following table shows the prices of 
prime Canadian steers in Liverpool on the dates 
mentioned :—

1886. 
per lb. 
cents.

1885. 
per lb. 
cents.

June 28___
June 21....
J une 14___
June 7____
May 31....
May 24___
May 17...
May 10...
May 3.........
April26 ...
April 19___
April 12 ...
February 8 

The following were the receipts of live stock 
at Point St. Charles by the Grand Trunk Rail-

13 15
134 144
13 134
144 14
14 14
134 14> WOOL.

In April last the London wool sales indicated 
a want of confidence in the prosperity of the 
trade, and that was used by wool buyers in 
this country as a weight to force prices to a 
still lower level, so as to secure the new clip at 
nominal value ; but the scheme did not work, 
for in May there was an advance in prices' of 
wool in Antwerp, and this started a move in 
the upward direction, which was assisted by 
the export of considerable foreign wool, which 
had been brought to this country at the low 
prices which prevailed during the spring ; still 
manufactures hesitated to buy until it could 
be seen whether the advance in prices in 
Europe would be sustained. All doubt on this 
point was removed when the London wool 
sales opened on the 16th fast, with offerings of 
370,000 bales—an amount which of itself would 
be depressing if  ̂there was not substantial 
grounds for an improvement It was quickly 
seen (kat the competition was very active and 

prices showed an advance of 10 @ 25 percent 
on the various grades, over the April sale. The 
effect upon the markets in this country was 
electric, prices advanced 1 @ 2c. per pound fa 
the eastern markets, and the sales were larger 
than they had been for a long time. In the 
producing regions buyers hai more generally 
placed confidence in the Antwerp advance and • 
had bought freely at a moderate advance on 
previous prices, so that the wool growers, from 
the start, received some benefit from the higher 
prices, and as there is a large part of the clip 
still in the hands of producers they will profit 
by the upward turn of the market, and pos
sibly more than the speculators, who are buy
ing—if reports be true—without much discrim
ination and paying rather more than the legiti
mate markets would seem to warrant.

The significance of this upward turn fa wool 
is that it began in Europe where general trade 
has been so much more depressed than fa this 
count y that such a turn in any branch of trade 
was not expected, and it indicates that there, 
as well as in this country, the depressive in
fluences have spent their force, so that the 
dawn of brighter and more prosperous times is

13 14
U4 15
13 134WHEAT.

The prices and trade in this article re
main fa the same unsatisfactory state as re
gards the owners of stocks of wheat. Crop re
ports are very favorable and in some cases flat
tering. The weather in England is cabled by 
Beerbohm as brilliant. All through the United 
S a tes the crop reports are very favorable, 
both for the fall and spring wheats. Harvest
ing is now quite general fa the Southern and 
Middle States. The general appearance and 
outlook of the fall wheat crop fa Ontario is 
very fair. While there are many poor fields 
and some that would have been better plowed 
up, there are many fine fields and plenty of 
others that are up to the average. The fact is 
becoming more and more apparent every year 
that it is a waste of labor and seed to till and 
sow land with wheat that is not fa the best of 
condition. The want of better drainage is a 
most important factor, and a close observer can 
see that the failures of many fields of wheat 
are due to this more than anything else. A 
Chicago wheat circular under date of the 29th 
of June, says :

It is generally admitted by the trade that 
the depression fa the wheat markets of the 
world during the cereal year now about ending 
was caused more by the a cumulated reserves 
of the previous crops than by the raisings of 
the year. This is unquestionably true of 
American markets, and the belief now prevails 
that the heavy reserves of previous crops have 
been very largely consumed, and that we will 
enter on the new cereal year with compara
tively light supplies of old wheat and only a 
moderate yield from the new crops fa the 
aggregate. Hence tiro present low level of 
prices is looked upon as a very safe basis upon 
which to begin the movement of the new crop. 
There is a growing belief fa the west that 

j prices for wheat win improve as the new cereal 
year progresses, and speculative opinion appears 
to be hardening fa this belief. Our market 
to-day ruled firmer and closed fractionally 
higher, notwithstanding the continued depres
sion in foreign markets.”

What the outcome will be, or whether we 
shall see an improvement or a further decline 
fa the price of wheat, is very hard to say. One

13 124
.13 13

13 134
114 13

way :—
Cattle. Sheep. Calves. I loss. 

Week ended June 26..3£»5 5,44» 543 40)
Previous week..........2,524 1.883 187
Cor. week, 1885........ 2,028 1,094 126
Since May 1............  .21,93» 9,650 3,479 4,660
Cor. time, 1885 .... 12,234 3,788 3,586 2,673

There has been considerable activity fa the 
cattle trade, receipts and exports for the past 
week being Ivavy. Receipts since May 1 by 
the Grand Trunk show an increase of 2,700 
head over last year, while the export move- 
mentis now very close to that of last year. 
The market for export cattle has been active, 
and shippers bought freely, as a larger amount 
of freight space has been available, which re
sulted in liberal buying. At the market this 
morning the e were large offerings, the quality 
of which was well up to an excellent standard. 
A lively business was done under a brisk de
mand from shippers, who absorbed nearly all 
the cattle offered at steady prices, large sales 
being made at 4 jo. (g* 54 3. per live weight. 
Butchers’ cattle were fa good demand and 
steady at 4c. (g: 4jfc. per lb. The receipts of 
sheep have largely increased, for which there 
has been a good demand. Prices, however, 
eased off jo, round lots being taken at 4j.<§)440- 
per lb. live weight. Live hogs have been fa 
good request, but values have eased off, sales 
being made at $5.40^45.50 per 100 lbs. Calves 
sold at from $’<«$') as to quality.

312
MCI

1

The following were the exports of live stock 
from the port of Montreal for the week ended 
June 26 : —

Per
Manitoba 
Ocean King ..
Batavia...........
Concordia —
Castlehill... .
Thanemore ..
Bayawater
Carmona
Lake Nepigon

Cattle. Sheep. 
375

; 5
.. 442

To
• Glasgow.

....... l»n<lon .
......... Liverpool .

.Glasgow___

706
Lite

'-’■IS
am :-hi

Liverpool............ 638
.............. 100

76»
430

Is onion
.. .Liverpool............  29Ï

611 2,01»
3,613Total 5JI14
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1 rr * 8004 to extra’
1,186 _ 220 I,,! year, at the same time, there had begun to 40,365, against 61,498 the previous week.
**S! - i;«| I be eome accumulation of stock. KhS of ttoM&£

I previous. Another 10@15 cents was added on 
Tuesday and Wednesday, the yards being cleared. 
There was no sorting, everything being sold straight. 
Light weights brought $4 60@4 65 and medium 
weights, $4 70@4 75.

82: ^W::...............................*.,a

Onr. week, 18?» .
Oor. week, 1818 .
Total to date...
To same date, 1885

9h 1,085
I

* 999>

F
1273®X. 8,111:e1

-■I

The Hell Advices.
London. June 19.-The demand tor new 

American is by no means of a brisk nature, and 
prices are slightly easier on the week. The 

3,304 ï slight advance made last week in New York
L714 could not be sustained, and closing rates there 1 We received a treatise on “ The Winter

now are 37s@38s, c.i. and f., this being slower I o{ Horaee and Cattle—the most Humane 
. .. point than existed prior to advance. The gem- ^ Profitable Treatment,” edited by T. B. 

The Montreal Gazette reports the butter enj bulk of business here has been done at 40s I Terry> pnblished by A. I. Root, Medina, Ohio.
@42s. Fine old is being gradually got na of at I ^ 4q The book contains au illus-

_ . ■■ . .. V.. ,jmrintrd I from 46s@50s. Yesterday at Moms. Oruick- „f a model barn and tool house, and
Tbe b’?*?? shank & Lovell’s public sale of Prov“"°"8’ ably written articles on shelter, comfort, feed-
” wtu^lIto wi&OTÎTros- boxes American cheese were sofa : Stams from J watering, exercise, kindness, the different

. nL. some 3s@28s, and full creamsfrom .30»@38s, Fries- ^ f feed saving manure, etc.
p^acSinVS 124c. I Und butter from 66= @59. ; Irish at 71s.

@131=. far Western, the fatter figure being the
___ _ »k.t «an be made. ; It is now claimed that
the lower ports outlet is well filled up, and that

1— butter for some time. The I Qb|Ctens, per pair

i 2,135»
1,548I LMB1883 3,8311882 4,3671881 Notices.I 6,9491880

“ 1879
1878

♦ BITTER.
I!

I
market aa follows :—

?
t the
illX The 41st Provincial Exhibition of the Agri

culture and Arts Association of Ontario will be 
held at Guelph from the 20th to the 25th Sept. 
For prise lists, etc., address Henry Wade, Esq.,

10 50 0 65 I Secretary, Toronto.
to y I H. C. Famum, of Savage & Farnum, proprie- 
13 15 I tors of Island Home Stock Farm, Groese Isle,
m m Wayne Co.,Mich, sailed June 5th far France to 

“9 y I bring back a large importation of Percheron 
" 75 1 50 I horses.—Nature.

8 10 I The second annual Exhibition of the Eastern
12 13 I Townships Agricultural Association will be held

pracr « ynT" abonde I to&toes. P^ bag (new)............................... \W } *• at Sherbrooke, Que., from Sept. 23rd to Oct.
dated June 19 quote firstCorks 70s., secon , A le8 pyrbbl................................................ 1 <” 1 75 2nd 0ver $25,000 given m prizes. For copy
61s., thirds, 5aa., and fourths 47s. q » to I of prize list, address R. H. tylee, Esq., Sec.-

00 @17 Carrots,’per bag.... ...............*.................. 45 I Treas , Sherbrooke, Que.
15|@16 Ç^nTroîtok......................IS 20 We have received the 14th Annual Report of
14 @15 ^toS^pe^b^T V.............................. 1 00 1 25 the Wisconsin Dairymen’s Association,
00 @15 Gooseberries, per bush................................. 1 10 2 00 I taining a number of interesting addresses, es-
13 @144 I prick at farmers’ wagons, Toronto. I Rays and discussions, compiled by D. W. Curtis,
00 @15 July » 1886. I Secretary, Fort Atkinson, Wis.
13 @144 I - . . .. _ K.ishel  so 75 0 76 I We have received the fourth Annual Report
00 @134 wbelt’, spring, do.   0 70 0 76 I Qf the Ohio Agricultural Experiment Station for

.12 @13 I wheat, goose, do.....................  0 67 0 69 I 188s containing a large number of interesting
10 @11 I Barley, 0 35 0 36 I experiments in the different departments of

Peas’ do. .............................. 0 54 0 55 I agriculture.
Dressed hogs, per 100 lbs................   7 CO 7 25 I have received a hand-book entitled The

The pasttendays has seen a decided improve I J . -. - - - - 8 “ to 00 Book of Ensilage pnblished by T R. Carskadon
eatinthe cheese market. At London market, Jrcass............................ - ,............ 8 OO 9 50 Key ser, West V irginm. It is illustrated, and

, T ,1 » I Jiay timothy.................... ............. .........® 11 00 1 QQQtftins & full exposition of the subject.

quite indifferent, and only offered 64c. to 7c. - meeting of the Holstein-Friesian Association of
On the Saturday following some 6,000 boxes lives root markets. America, held at Buffalo, N. Y , March 11,'86.
changed hands at 7Jc. to 74c. It will be well I Buffalo, June 29th, 1886. I \ye have received the annual Report of the
for the future of the trade if salesmen will sell I cattle. I Secretary for Agi ioulture of Nova Scotia for the
freely at these figures and let their cheese go B^pts, 10,138, against 9,248 the previous week. y«»f .« the Maine state jersey
forward and Into consumption. If they will The offering of cattle was heavy o^ Monday, there ^he Herdjhtok^ compilé from Official en 

the chances are they will make 74c. to being 170 car loads ,”' Jll,‘' 7’,e market opened arranged and edited by M. R. Pike, Esq.,
dull at a decline of 20@30 cents below the rate ruhng Blaine, has just been received,
the Monday previous. There was no enquiry on ”ulwuu8' > J
New York or Boston account,' - The best steers I In this issue onr readers will notice the adver- 
were Quoted at $5 30@5 60 down t<> $4@4 50 for fair tisement of McPherson & Lindsay, of this city, 
to good butchers’ steers. Mixed butchers’ stock From its simplicity, convenience of operation,

commenting on their | sold at «3 25@3 75 and Stockers at $2 75@3 59. The Zdulanc^ ’ “
market ruled steady on Tuesday but was a shade | mg with wonderful success.

The Western Fair and Industrial & Art 
Exhibition.—This popular institution will hold 
tfceir next Fair Sept. 27th to Oct. 2nd. In ad
dition to the old grounds, the Association have 
secured peamission from the Dominion Govern
ment to use the military grounds and buildings 
immediately adjacent. Liberal premiums are 
offered in the live stock and other departments. 
The Committee on Attractions are preparing a 
very attractive programme. Parties desiring a 
copy of the prize list or any information should 
write' or drop postal card to the secretary, Mr. 
Geo. McBroom, London, Ont.

We would call attention to the advertisement 
of the Cockshutt Plow Co., which appears in 
this issue. This implement, we understand, is 
being pretty extensively used this season, with 
highly satisfactory results. It may be consid
ered to have entered upon its first season a 
decided success, and we feel certain, from the 
reputation of this firm, that no farmer can go 
wrong by purchasing the new “ J. _G. C.” riding 
pldw, if he desires one of the kind, it being 
suitable for any kind of soil.

>:
■ PRICES AT ST. LAWRENCE MARKET, TORONTO.

July 2, 1886.It >
the lower porte
it will require less butter for some «me. n» 1 chicke 
gales —J« included 150 packages at 134=., ■*» Ducks rSriïïd at 12jc- Other dairy goods are duU totter, j«
and neglected. Good townships have *ohl at 1 Butter> inferior...............
14c. but in many cases buyers prefer VV estera, Lani...................................
as it shows better vtiue. Exporters have tocon ^ . • • • •; • •
orders for samplo lots ot awatry» Geese..................................
here some busmees might be done, but factory- cheese................ ..............
____hold on for 18c. Mail advices I Eggs, fresh, per dozen..

.1“ 7A. «oonds. rototoes, per bag (new)

und relis........
rolls...........

■f1

!ii

i . 85701 »

1t
Î !
Ik

r■1
Creamery, choice...............
Townships, finest...............

«* fair to good..
Morrisburg, finest.. - -

«* fair toygdod.
Brock ville, finest..

con-

iitai fair to good------
Western, finest..........-

«• fair to good
iWgtadeifc----- --------

, 1if
il *
1 ’ i♦ x

1 CHKESE.I iiil ! i
h p

* ?
ii m
B

i ?
ill V. do this

8c. for July make. It is the opinion of some 
that the present spring in price is only temper 

and that prices will soon come back to 7c., 

or possibly less.
The Utica Hentid <

market on Monday ld*t, says : 1 loWer on Wedneseay for common to fair grades.
There is also another feature of the market | Th(; f0u0Wi«e were the closing 

that has hardly been mentioned by the New 
York city papers, but which Canadian journals
sneak of as playing an important part in that I Extra Beeves—Graded steers weigh-
countrv Considerable quantities of June ing 1,450 lbs and upwards ........... .-•••'
cheese annear to have been sold to deliver at Choice Beeves - Fine, fat, weU- ST^oW^short, ” aa a Ji all street operator steers, weighmg 1,300 to

would express it, and ^he sellers find them-^ ’od lteevcs-\Vell-fattixn<"<l steers 
selves obliged to purchase, whether they want » weighing 1^00 to 1,350 lbs. 
to or not, in order to fill their contracts. This MejjUm Grades—Steers in fine flesh, 
rives not only a market, but an active market weighing 1,050 to L250 ll>s ...........
SL und there is tittle doubt that this fact has ^totchera-Steers^ avvrag.ng
had its influence here m New \ork. Those quality ..........................
who sold will inevitably be losers, and the Butchers1 Stock—Inferior to coni-
j -___ mùners to a certain extent. But, ” mon steers and heifers, for citydairymen are gaine™ eeru ^ slaughter, weighing 900 to 1,100 lbs. 3 25 @3 75
as we pointed out some time ago, yne snort Michlgan stot.k cattle, common to
make resulting from early shrinkage of milk choice.................... ..............
the closing of some factories, and the change of Michigan feeders, fair to choice........

=° - -
must have _n aa small as they Receipts, 25£00, against 25,200 the previous week,
the receipts continue to run as smau au -mey Thy ||ff(Vrings of sheep on Monday consisted of 30 
have done, or even as Small as ineymu u»st carloads. The demand was fairly active at prices
vear an imorovement may come to the market io@il5 cents overthe rates of the previous Monday,
somewhat eorlier than was anticipated. If Nothing was done on Tuesday. Tl.e\mpply was

II *.
«y»

,U1
Hi' 
ti , ,mV
a hi QUOTATIONS :;ii 3: • • $5 30 @5 60
h!:n 1 5 00 @5 30w\ Ii 1

4 75 @5 10

4 50 @4 90m ii ■il i 4 00 @4 50

li. < ; i 3 75 @3 50 
3 50 663 75 
2 75 @3 25
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Hilborn’ Hot AirWudhumingFumace(i

Constructed of Cast Iron and Heavy Sheet Steel.

&

-

V

O„_ _- J

This Furnace, made in six sizes, is unequalled for 
Efficiency, Economy, Ease of Management and 
Durability. Is corrugated and made very heavy. 
The Drums are of Sheet Steel and easily cleaned. 
Will save first cost within a few years, as the 
roughest kind of wood may be utilized. This Is the 
only furnace made that can be cleaned out at any 
time satisfactorily. No repairs asked for, proving 
it durable. Its Heating Capacity is Enormous, there 
being more radiating surface than in any other 
wood-burning furnace mqde.

-MADE BY-

CLARE BROS. & CO , Preston, Ont.
MANUFACTURERS OF

FURNACES, STOVES, HOLLOWARE, &C.
Descriptive Catalogne and testimonials furnished 

on application.

POT 
GROWN 
We will have our usual fine supply ready about July 
15th. Catalogue containing correct descriptions of 
the best Old and New varieties, with cultural, 
directions, mailed free. EUWAUCU * UMY 
Mount Hope Nurseries. 8*7 Rochester, N." Y.

STRAWBERRIES.

T ixr:

WILLIAMS SEWING MACHINE
Has been honored with

HIGHEST AWARDS AT ALL EXHIBITIONS
both at home and abroad wherever exhibited.

BRONZE MEDAL
Was given for excellence ; at the Dominion Exhibi
tion, London, Ont-.a Diploma was awarded, the only 
prize for sewing machines ; at Midland Central Fair, 
Kingston, Ont.,three First'Prizes and Silver Medal; 
at Belleville, Ont., two First Prizes and Diploma.

These celebrated machines may bs procured direct 
from the Head Office, 1733 Notre Dame St., Montreal,

FESSENDEN BEOS., Agents, LONDON.
7,000

CHALLENGE WIND MILLS
IN USB IN THE U. S. AND 

CANADA,
Far Fewer

Have been made 15 years, and have 
never blown down without tower 
breaking, a record no other mill can 
show, write us, stating nature of 
work to be done, and we will give 

figures for the job. Send for Catalogue to 
. Catharines runs» A Wind EUlWarkl.

contract 
247-tf fit.

tFARMS FOR SALE.
Fhrm—North half thirteen, firut concussion, Dal

ton. County Victoria, fifty acres, thtety-ffre cleared, 
remainder well timbered, four acres cedar, house, 
ham. living spring, twelve miles from Kirk field Sta
tion. Midland Railway. Easy terms.

Farm—Fourteen, second, Dalton. Victoria, hun
dred acres, thirty cleared, intersected by mark 
River. Easy terms.

Farm—hundred acres, lot thirty-fire, fifth pomes 
sion, Glamorgan, Mali barton ; thirty-four deutei, * 
right acres cedar, jbalance fine hardwood, house 

A^ffirot thirty-five in fifth concession, 
hundred and sixty-one acres, thirty 

hardwood. These two lots

■

frame, barn.
Glamorgan, 
acres cedar, balance 
make the finest farm in Glamorgan. Rasy trims. 

—fil—i j
WA1

8*7-a >

Small sixes for farmers at
low prices. Also

S. S. KIMBALL,
P. a Box •«$,

SH-y Ofilre 577 Crmig-St, MONTREAL.

PILES! PILES!
Dr. William's Indian Pfle Ointment ha 

for Blind, Bleeding or Itching Pike, 
suffer. Prepared for Piles only. It 

Soldby druggists for tl.Ott.or 
celpt of price.

WILLIAM’S MF’O. CO,
Cleveland. Ohio.

No one* 
never falls to

i

*
*4-J

Guelph Business College :
?

Or

Y°ÜKOMK» and WOMEN are thoronghiyre-
hand-writers, CaTigraph and Triegnqth’operatera. 
Students have been in attendanre from aine Prov
inces and States within the pest year. Our. 
ates are meeting with marked succès» in the 
mercial e ntres of Chanda and the United

i

Rates moderate; accommodation excellent: the 
progress of each student Independent 
all others, and graduates assisted in 
positions. ■* —

For terms, «te, address

of that of

«••y

L.
'DEDERICK.’S HAY.

M

i t

M*
F.ILihn

FARM and SCHOOL BELLS 1

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
ADVKKTTSING RATES.

The regular rate for ordinary advertisements Is 
35c. per line, nonparifl, or $3 per Inch. No adver
tisement Inserted for less than $1. Special contracts 
for definite time and space made on application.

Advertisements unaccompanied by specific In
structions Inserted until ordered out, and charged 
ah regular rates.

The Farmer’s Advocate is the unrivalled adver
tising medium to reach the farmer» of Canada, ex
ceeding in circulation til* combined issues of all the 
other agricultural publications in the Dominion. 
Send for an advertising cinular and an estimate.

SPECIAL NOTICE.
The Farmer’s Advocate refuses hundreds of 

dollars offered for advertlsemenss suspected of 
being of a swindling character: Nevertheless, we 
cannot undertake to relieve our readers from the 
need of exercising common prudence of^ their own 
behalf. They must judge for themselves whether 
the goods advertised can, in the nature of things, 
be famished for the price asked. They will find it 
a good rale to be careful abqpt extraordinary bar
gains, and they can always find safety in doubtful 
cases by paying for goods only upon their delivery.

rpBACHERS WANTED—during Vacation-to sell -L “ Manual of Correspondence,” the best text-book
yet published on this subject ; exercises in capital 
letters,'abbreviations, punctuation, spelling, English, 
construction of sentences : sample business letters
beautifully engraved ; sells at sight : bonanza for 
agents ; fifty cents sample copy. C. O’DEA, Arcade, 
Toronto. 2*7-a

SALESMEN WANTED—TO SELL NURSERY STOCK.
Men of good address, and not afraid to work, can 

earn good salaries selling our stock. Apply for 
terms to CHASE BROTHERS, Nurserymen, Col- 
borae, Ontario. 247-c

Dominion, Quebec Provincial
—AND—

SECOND ANNUAL EXHIBITION
OF THE

Eastern Townships Agricultural 
Association

------ WILL BE HELD a

SHERBROOKE, QUE.

23rd SEPTEMBER to 2nd OCTOBER
$35,000 in Prizes. Competition open to the world. 

Reduced rates aqfccheap excursions from all points. 
For Prize Lists, miy to __________

Sherbrooke, 22nd June, '86.
TILES, Sec.-Treas.

247-c.

41st PROVINCIAL EXHIBITION
-----OF THE-----

Agriculture and Arts Asso
ciation of Ontario

TO BE HELD AT

GrUELPH
VFROM THE

tiOlh to 25th SEPTEMBER, 1886.

Prize Lists and Blanks for making the entries upon 
can be obtained of the Secretaries of all Agricultural 
and Horticultural Societies and Mechanics' Insti
tutes throughout the Province, and from

HENRY WADE, Secretary.
Toronto.

HENRY PARKER, President,
Woodstock. |247-1»

*

UELPH,CANADA.
Quality unsurpassed. I*rtces* very moderate. Send 
for our revised descriptive circular.

J. B. ARMSTRONG M F C. CO., (UHTB)
Gl'ELPH. CANADA.246-C
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R *• i min S1EIL USED, BETTER T'MBtB, BEfit» UIOM, BHUB FINISH. HO fijlIM. 0» M MU

Complete Threshing Outfits ! ROCKS ALT.
P'..;1

» ;
MORE VALUABLE PATENTS, MORE MALLEABLES USER,

Headquarters for.

1 V—
* ; 1HHP SOCX SALT, suitable for Cattle, Baths.

SS
Sffital8Mrtffir.SU! WJrBBbS
packed in barrels.

I f I stdH m
? ofGhamI o

-
jj

t IV1 W A TiKER,
30 Foundling St., Montreal.

U J.C/2:>
: ? 244-f

■ -S:
hi: THE COLD-WATER DIP.

(THYMO-CRESOL.)
||P

S(llIt’ ■

i;M is
t(1; -

*• S3S57%S50SÈr
mm A

a> A very highly concentrated, non-poisonous fluid- 
mixes readily with cold or warm water-toe

and many other Diseases of Live Stock. 
mended by many prominent Breeders. For sale oy 
all Druggists.
T. X7V. IiAWford «*» Oo.,

General Agents for North America.
Watson «*> Oo.,

US ** N' ■

IJCO .

«»

! 1 orry,
Montreal and London, Wholesale Agents 

for the Dominion.
i; •Ih'Hi: FIRE-PROOF CHAMPION 

-ON THEROAD-
246-dmufH: H, THE

1. I ■ RUPTURE !co rHi Œ) Cubes every child sure, and 80 cut 
of every 110 of adults ; can prove 
this by testimony of your own neign-
b.urs. Facts the best evidence. Sena
stamp for full information. Address
EOAI’B IMPERIAL THuBB
CO., 23 Adelalde-St. East, Toronto, 
Ontario. 24dy

tunS!:

il E-L».v
w (l4^7^'? >r.. „ : j-CO

CO« a.*<0
•3 FARMS FOR SALEr

! ti1»
V. ■

! pa1 In Western Ontario a number of oholoe Farms,
trlption list sent on application. Oorreaponuen" 
ted, full Information given, and on personal appuca- 

tion at my offloe, plans of the townships shown, enaDung 
itrangere to see the position of properties^ *°u 
proximity to towns, railway stations, fco. Items was 
icreage to salt every one. Bend to

OHABLB8 B. BBYDGES,
Beal Estate Agent

Land office, Motions Bank Buildings, MarketSquteS, 
London, Ont., tor list ot farms for sale. ztn-j

S___«V’ll MMmmgm
!iSSlii$3

z • Invlgg\at. :a mï£.Jie ■60r I!
■ f : sI1 e

35 /.«' h* lz»-
!

c5
5 WATE ROUS ENGINE WORKS CO., BRANTFORD, CANADA _____ ____

W. A. R°®f'H^olV>7i|3AC?^T,A54LSTTjAMES%TREET< MONTREAL, P.Q.

!;
Hi ] : a

_-*<WC5
rtlt. W. E. WAUGH. Office—the late Dr. An- 
Lf derson’s, Kidout-St., London, Ont. *"n:iK ■Vi
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Cockshutt’s New “J. G. 6.” Riding Plowy Î;

1
(PATENTED IN THE UNITED STATES AND CANADA)

!' 1
We manufacture the largest 
line of both Steel and Chilled 
Plows made in Canada, of 
capacity suitable for any 
style or plowing.

Our Jointer Plows com
prise eight patterns of the 
best working designs fbr 
hard summer plowing.

Send for our descriptive 
catalogue. Address

COVERED BY THREE PATENTS
Wiard’s. issued 1883; Economist, issued 4 

1884 ; Cockshutt’s, issued 1885.

This Plow is the result of 
our past experience in the s 
manufacture of Biding and " 
Sulky Plows, combining the 
best improvements*.

It is notv selling rapidly 
for the first season of its 
sale, everyone being delight
ed with its work in the field.
The advantages of the “king 
bolt” principle are being 
highly appreciated, convinc- gB| 
ing everyone in actual work "jgg 
that it is the best improve- 
ment yet made in Riding v 
Plows.

:! Kf

C0CKSHU1T PLOW CO'Y=§*

■I(Limited)

BRANTFORD, ONTARIO. !

247

F. STRAITH’S

PERCHERON HORSES. *

.

Young Stock For Sale at Island Home Stock Farm, Grosse 
Isle, Wayne Co., Mich. A number of Pure-bred Fillies, Wean
lings, Yearlings, and Two-year-olds ; also some choice Young 
Mares with Foal. We have some High Grade Young Stock 
at. prices low for quality of stock. Correspondence solicited 

Visitors welcome. Address

|•>

«
*0 Silt Reaper d Mower Knife Sharpener
T. Manufactured at Toronto and Clin

ton, Canada, and Chicago in United 
States, and Exhibited at all the 
Principal Shows both in Canada 

and United St at s.

X—
le, Baths, 
is natural 
ordinary 

joger: the 
In bulk or SAVAGE & FARNUM, Detroit, Mich.246-b

Verdict of all who have used It, the only effective 
Section Knife Grindstone we have seen. It la not an 
emery wheel, but the best grit grindstone, with self- 
adjusting attachments, and so arranged that one 
boy can grind knife perfèotly In ten minutes, at the 
same time keeping the knife In perfect shape. The 
reputation of the above machine Is now well estab
lished throughout the Dominion by farmers who 
have had them in use for the last three years.

By enclosing 97.M in registered letter with the. 
order the freight on the machine will be paid to any 
railway station in Ontario. Special terms to whole
sale dealers. Catalogues sent free.

Address alj/tiommunlcatlone to
BTB

■» 1*5$ONTRKAL.

ihe Singer Manufacturing Co s Sewing Machines 
are Superior to all Others for Whatever 

Purpose Needetf.
DIP.

ms fluid— 
ater — the 
IOB, 
Troubles, 

Beocm- 
For sale by

i

Oco ■rssffaw s.snsffBsr.a xsti's &rsa
“machine till you have seen and tried the Improved Singer.

Branch Offices In all Large Towns. Agents Everywhere.

U9Lu 8TRAZTB,
Box 80, CLINTON, ONT.X K 245-c

Oo., n tlea.
i Co.,
Agents

the SINGER IHANE’G CO.,
06 King St. West, TORONTO, ONT.246-dE!

, and 80 cut 
can prove 

own neigh- 
!ence. Send 
n. Address 
, TRUSS 
it, Toronto, 

243-y

L. D. Sawyer & Co. Hamilton, Ont. x
JMANUFACTURERS OF

“ L. D. S.” ENGINES, STUMP MACHINES !
STONE MACHINES!

SPINNING WHEELS !
SALE Awarded FIRST PRIZE, 1885, at Provincial Fair, hendon; 

Central Fair, Hamilton; and Northern Fair, 
Walkerton. !

rum*. Fell “Grain Saver” “Peerless”
IS Mid toll
Faroe wW

We manufacture four different sizes of Stump and 
Stone Machines, also Bryce’s Pat. Spinning W heel. 
This Wheel fastens to any ordinary table; can be 
worked sitting or standing ; for speed and ease beats 
them all. Sent to any part of the Dominion on re
ceipt of price, $5.00. Every wheel guaranteed to 
give satisfaction. Send for Illustrated Circular.1 
Agents wanted. Address

243-y J. W. ANDERSON, BARRIE, OUT.

iwn,
ARA.TORS.SE

‘ Pitts ” Horse-Powers, for 4, 6, 8,10 and 12 Horses. / 
Tread Powers, for 1, 2 and 3 Horses. (|r

Light Separators, for Tread and Sweep Powers. ^

245-y

8* ~- 
tate Agent.
•rket Squeie,

il:LI:

286-y (VIRGINIA PARUS— Mild climate, cheap homes. 
■ Northern Colony. A. O. Bliss, Centralia,Va. 829-,Send for Illustrated Catalogue.ite Dr. An-
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D. DARYILL & CO1 of AliBff___
A first-class Business Training College, for Ladies and Gentlemen.

Tuition at half rates during summer months. GEIGER, Chartered Accountant,
w T RATTRAY, Chartered Accountant, * * Vice-Principal.

Principal.____________

•»

London, - Out
Manufacturers of theI •9

vT^'1

Celebrated McCloskey 
Threshing Machine.

4 a' The Light Running Bain Wagoni ■

r\
1Is Acknowledged to be the simplest, easiest running, #

All machines warranted. Reference can be given 
from all parties who have purchased the McCloskey 
Machine made in London. Write us for circulars 
and testimonials.

b ‘Vs3 Hj j

■■

i h i w. & i f. mm & go.i \ /I <! <
$1 !

it ■:0, 100 Brey Nun St., Montreal,
manufacturers of

I CTUKERS OF *

SOFA, CHAIR AND BED SPRINGS.FREIGHT WAGONS.FARM, SPRING A LARGE STOCK ALWAYS ON HAND.

Ht,: »Mi« with Steel Skeins when wanted. T»I end Freight Wagons are IMPORTERS OP

■5a CemenÇwater Ltoa».,El*^~~ 
01 P*rlfe»lna^Say. etfc’

P •j|!l V

"ISend for Circular and Prices to _,Tm
WAGON COMPANY, WOODSTOCK, ONT.

244-e *BAIN 241-ymi 
i v

N. B.—Every Wagon warranted.
*.a Agricultural Savings & loan Companj

“ LONDON, ONTARIO.

n !l SCALES ISCALESi

President—WM. GLASS, Sheriff Co. Middlesex. 
Vice-President—ADAM MURRAY,Co.Treasurer' The Platform ef this Seale 

Is e feet by 4 feet.
He Farmer, Stock Raiser 
er Produce Dealer should 

be without one.
It weighs Accurately from 
hair pound to 4,000 pounds

I" A

:Uw . $600,000 
. . 575,000

. 61,000 
. . 1,339,000

Subscribed Capital, 
Paid Up do.
Reserve Fund,
Total Assets, -
ÆfiïïSKSKJïssa.'SgîM^
at highest current rates, payable half yearly by

authorized by
DAIRY SCALES,

SPECIAL FAMILY SCALES, 
COUNTER SCALES,

/
hi t $

tcoupons. m
Executors and Trustees are 

law to invest in debentures of this Company. 
^For information appgto^ M Monger.

I } Î* 3

ir

; ih
PLATFORM SCALES,

HAY SCALES
I 4 &C., &C.
I Quality, Accuracy and Beauty 
i of workmanship unsurpassed.

I BURROW, STEWART & MILNE

ta
!Ontario Veterinary College

TKMPKKAKCE STREET, TOBOilTO.

The most successful Veterinary America. All experienced Teachers. Fees, ill y 
Dollars per Session. Session 1^8 begins Oct.jlst. 
Apply to the principal, PROF. SMITH, \. '
TORONTO, CANADA. fXL

HAMILTON, ONT.rscan
244-y! ;

•il ; The excellent record of this Engine as 
the years roll on has brought it so 
prominently in favor that the supply 
has not been equal to the demand, 
hut we guarantee a full supply for 
1886. AGENTS WANTED IN SOME LOCALITIES

' It Is accused by all Insurance Co’s 
^ and has proved Itself to be the most 

durable.
KW The Engine for the Northwest is 

made to burn eithigcoal, wood or straw.
Ttj Farmers, procure a Genuine White

Threshlngenglne at the Forest City 
/A Machine Works, London, Ont., Can.

GEORGE WHITE, Proprietor and Manager

; <

attention given to thereat1 ment of the various diseases
of the EYE and EAR^

■4ft h
U>

l
! .j: CROSS EYES STRAIGHTENED

!
II *1mt

>eu
M Hir iiuini

as hliifcrv
■ i ;

:!Sh!

H. II. WHITE, Supt. of Machinist Dept. 
A. W. WHITE, SuTOKjf Erecting Dept. 
HUH. ,T. WHITE, Secretary-Treasurer. 
F. J. WHITE, Assistant-Secretary.
The engines maybe seen at Van Tassal’s 

foot bridge warehouse, Belleville. 242-y SEfïV ]j!
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